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Foreword

The purpose of this project report is to improve the administration of
intergovernmental education by contributing information about specific and
practicable ways in which this may be accomplished.

The report is intended for the use of federal, state, and local adminis-
trators, and the many citizens who serve education in official and private
capacities at all levels of government. It is hoped that the implications of
the evidence on administration of federal-state-local programs will lead to
increased educational benefits and cost effectiveness throughom the country.

The Project Policy Committee and the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania are greatly indebted to a larger number of individuals, official agencies,
and associations than can be acknowledged here. The members of the
Policy Committee met often and guided the project well. Tin: eight state
project committees and their coordinators, who are identified fully in this
report, contributed much of its substance. They were indispensable to its
success.

The U.S. Office of Education, and particularly its Division of State
Agency Cooperation, responded to the needs of the project far beyond sup-
plying funds and fulfilling its ordinary official functions. Associate Com-
missioner for Federal-State Relations Wayne 0. Reed, Director Harry L.
Phillips, BrLtich Chief James E. Gibbs, Project Coordinator Thomas L.
Johns, David G. Philhps, and the late Robert F. Will gave time and effort
far beyond the call of duty in assisting the Project Policy Committee and the
staff.

Consultants Walter M. Arnold, Laurence D. Haskew, and Betsy S.
Twvene were particularly helpful in their respective fields of expertness.

Jane K. Owens, Assistant Project Director, an experienced former
state and local administrator, contributed diligently and brilliantly to the
work of the project and to the preparation of this report.

B. Anton Hess, Chairman
May 1971 Project Policy Committee
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Introduction

Current problems in intergovernmental education reflect social and
economic trends to which adaptations have not yet been made. Local ele-
mentary education met most of the needs of the newer parts of the country
at the end of the nineteenth century, and local property taxes financed public
education everywhere without serious difficulty. As secondary education
grew, and as educational requirements of advancing technology increased,
state financial assistance to local schools was added. Then the Great De-

pression struck, and the states doubled their share of the total elementary
and secondary costs to a national average of 40 percent to keep the schools
open and growing, a percentage they have maintained as dollar amounts have

skyrocketed.
Federal funds for public elementary and secondary education were very

small until 1950, and even today these funds total no more than 7 percent
of the total cost. Nevertheless, the 93 percent state and local funds are so
completely vested in ongoing school operations that the federal government
is now a principal source of funds to serve imrortant new needs.

Responding to this situation, most federal-state-local programs are de-
signed to meet specific objectives. This is accomplished by channeling the
funds with legal requirements attached to ensure that the federai purposes
will be met. The condition today is such that federal requirements, along
with other requirements imposed by state and local education agencies to
assist in achieving similar purposes, constitute an organizational overload
that threatens to overwhelm administrators. Educational benefits are being
sacrificed because ineffective administrative processes do not permit full
accomplishment of program objectives.

This study has concentrated on two important problems of federal-state-
local administration of elementary and secondary education: (1)
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quately coordinated and poorly timed program authorizations and appropria-
tions; and ( 2) a multiplicity of necessary, desirable, unnecessary, and
counterproductive requirements that constitute an organizational overload
on official agencies at all levels.

The lack of timely coordination has made the necessary federal, state,
and local administrative responsibilities impossible to perform satisfactorily
within the time available under the federally initiated schedules. Because
such schedules and allocations of official responsibilities are determined at
the federal level, basic reform to achieve timely coordination is primarily a
federal responsibility.

The administrators in the U.S. Office of Education cannot fully meet
their own responsibilities for making regulations, allocating funds, and ap-
proving state or local programs until after federal legislation on program
authorizations and appropriations has been enacted. The state and local
agencies must perform their administrative work within the limitations of
federal laws on authorizations and appropriations, as elaborated in adminis-
trative details by Office of Education regulations. The local agencies cannot
make firm preparations for operating programs until both federal and state
authorizations and funding are available. Whenever the federal arrange-
ments for program coordination and funding fail, the intergovernmental
programs usually continue to be inadequately coordinated and poorly timed
all the way from Washington to the local classroom.

Congress has made a series of beneficial changes in efforts to overcome
the damaging effects of the intergovernmental organizational overload. It
has experimented with advance funding, and it has authorized carry-over of
funds for one fiscal year to apply to all programs administered by the Office
of Education. Congress also has considered the annual budget request of
the Office of Education on a priority basis and separately from that of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in the last two congressional
sessions, leaving more planning time for the federal, state, and local agencies.
The Office of Education has made many administrative adjustments, as have
the state and local agencies in their own ways.

All these effcrts, unfortunately, are not of sufficient scope to solve the
federal-state-local problems of lack of timely coordination. There is no rea-
son to believe that piecemeal federal legislative and administrative efforts
can ever do so. The evidence is clear that a more far-reaching reform will
be necessary.

Congress has authority to take the basic action the situation requires:
to change the federal fiscal year to coincide with the calendar year, leaving
the state and local fiscal year to begin on July 1. Such a change would provide
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federal, state, and local administrative agencies approximately the time they

need to make necessary intergovernmental preparations to inaugurate timely
and vastly more effective programs at the local level. The same reform also

would improve the schedules of program authorizations and appropriations
for intergovernmental programs in other areas of federal, state, and local
concern. It is a change that was made for other reasons in 1844, and it is
entirely practicable as well as necessary to meet the major problem of lack
of timely coordination in current intergovernmental programs. This problem

has been discussed in detail in Chapter 1.
An important element throughout this study is the degree of planning,

initiative, competence, and personal effort contributed by federal, state, and

local administrators in implementing intergovernmental programs of educa-

tion. Statutes and regulations do not activate programs; only people can
make them produce educational results. Excellent administrators can achieve

effective results by overcoming difficult problems imposed by poor adminis-

trative structure, while incompetent administrators often get poor results
under the best of operating conditions. These considerations, although not
strictly measurable, were present throughout the study. They are discussed

in general and specifically in relation to certain operating programs in

Chapter 2.
The secrind major problem of this study arises out of the multiplicity

of categorical financial aids to education and the number and complexity

of special administrative requirements used to ensure that their statutory
objectives will be met. The total amount of paperwork clearly constitutes
an organizational overload, which makes it important to sort out the re-
quirements that are necessary and those that are unnecessary or counter-
productive. Accordingly, this study sought to ascertain which administrative

patterns or activities support accomplishment of program objectives and

which are unnecessary or retard attainment of those objectives.
In analyzing this problem, the project enlisted the assistance of 109

state and local federal program administrators in eight states. These par-
ticipants were carefully selected by the chief state school officer or co-
ordinator of federal programs in each state on the basis of their experience,
administrative ability, and personal competence and judgment.

A research instrument was developed on the basis of a modified systems

analysis approach. It set for ch roughly representative samples of the ad-
ministrative requirements and constraints in the laws, regulations, admin-
istrative orders, and guidelines of four operating intergovernmental programs
of education. These items were analyzed, discussed, and rated according

to the extent they supported or retarded the attainment of program ob-
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jectives. Both traditional and novel methods were used in seminars with
the state committees to authenticate the evidence before the final ratings
were made on the basis of their operating experience and knowledge.

The planning phase of the project, the development of a research
instrument, its applications in eight participating states, and the ground
rules in regard to the effects of biases, ideologies, and other factors in the
item ratings have laid a foundation for replication or extension of the
study.

One of the by-products of this study was to experiment with new
methods of mea suring or carefully assessing the effectiveness of patterns and
activities involved in administration and management of intergovernmental
education. Descriptions and purposes of these methods and procedures are
related in detail in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 reports the work of the eight state-local committees and an
analysis and commentary by the project staff on each of the seven sections of
this part of the study. These sections show that a total of 73 percent of the
items rated were believed to be strongly or mildly supportive of program
objectives and that 27 percent were regarded as mildly or strongly retarding
those objectives. The evidence of the study is clear that there is much room
fo improvement in the administration of federal-state-local programs. The
..:ghly rated items could be emphasized more in administrative practice. The
items impeding attainment of program objectives or unnecessarily adding to
the organizational overlo2d could be deemphasized or eliminated.

This study has attacked a large and pervasive condition affecting inter-
governmental administration of education from two directions. The first
approach has reflected traditional research methods; the second, a modified
deductive systems analysis with extensive participation by state and local
administrators in eight states. The two approaches supplement and re-
inforce each other, presenting evidence that may assist in efforts to improve
intergovernmental programs of education.
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CHAPTER 1

Timely Coordination
of Intergovernmental
Programs of Education

The coordination of federal authorizations and appropriations with

state and local education programs is complex and difficult. Effective

coordination requires legislative and administrative diligence, with careful

timing at all levels. It becomeF impossible when legislation and regulations

lag behind schedules, contain unrealistic deadlines and extensive assign-

ments that leave no time for necessary planning, and lack funding for prompt

implementation. It is surprising that in many intergovernmental education

programs these conditions habitually recur year after year and predictably
damage educational results.

Failure to coordinate program authorizations and appropriations with

schedules of the local school year might be anticipated in implementing

new legislation, but poor coordination persists in maturing and even rou-
tinized programs. It often flares anew following substantial amendments to

the law or changes in regulations. The toll in program failures, wasted

funds, and low morale is devastating.
The evidence of this study confirms the a'most universal testimony

of experienced state and local administrators throughout the country. Lack

of timely coordination is general and pervasive, ultimately resulting in lost

opportunities to plan, staff, and operate local programs adequately.

The underlying reason for this situation is only slightly less obvious.

The basic federal-state-local administrative structure has been created by the

federal government and is primarily a federal responsibility. That structure

causes and maintains the present conditions. It is the foremost constraint

on state and local educational agencies and lies beyond their authority or

power to change.
1 1
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The following table presents the record of the past five fiscal years
in regard to late funding.

Dates of Enactment of Annual Apptopdations
U.S. Office of Education

Fiscal Year Date of Enactment Days Delay After July 1
1967 November 7, 1966 129
1968 November 8, 1967 130
1969 October 11, 1968 102
1970 March 5, 1970 247
1971 August 18, 1970 48

Average delay each year after beginning of fiscal year on July 1-131 days

The most timely enactment of appropriations for education during these
five years came on August 18 of 1970 for fiscal year 1971. This date almost
coincides with the opening of the annual terms of local schools throughout
the country, which varies from about August 20 to September 20. The
record for fiscal year 1971 is in sharp contrast to that of fiscal year 1970, but
it is not sufficiently timely. As we shall see, six to eight months are needed
for necessary federal, state, and local program planning and administrative
preparations after the annual federal appropriation is enacted, all to be com-
pleted and ready for use before schools open about September 1 for their
annual terms.

The probability is that most intergovernmental programs are simply too
overloaded with inputs from federal, state, and local governments to permit
all three levels of administration to perform their necessary work require-
ments within existing time limitations. This chapter will examine these
problems of organizational overload and the administrative environment
within which they exist. It will review the congressional and federal ad-
ministrative efforts of recent years to improve important details of intergov-
ernmental administration of education. It will describe several of the con-
straints applied to the Office of Education by federal officials and agencies
that have authority over it. Then it will deal with a pattern of organization
and operation that promises much better coordination and increased program
effectiveness.

Organizational Overload at Three Levels of Government
In the Office of Education, program officers prepare regulations, guide-

lines, administrative manuals, and other operating arrangements. Its finan-

12
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cial officers compute apportionments, prepare reporting requirements, and

make allocations of funds. All these arrangements must follow federal enact-

ment of programs and their funding provisions. The federal administrative

functions often require much time. A single regulation may consume weeks

of discussion in the Office of Education. It may involve both consultations

with congressional leaders about what was intended and with administrative

policy makers about how to allocate mandatory and discretionary authority

among federal, state, and local agencies under the law. An apportionment

of funds under a new or revised formula may be equally time consuming.

Federal allocations of functions may result in further delays at the

state and local levels. If a state plan must be written or amended, it may

be necessary to consult with local boards and superintendents, or even to

make local field surveys before completing the plan. The federal decisions

on whether state plans are in approvable form may thereafter require con-

ferences with individual states.
The state agencies must take the initiative in dealing with local educa-

tion agencies as required by federal and state laws and regulations. New

federal programs must be adapted to state systems of local financial ac-
counting, which vary from state to state. If the state agency approves local

projects and programs, and if it takes seriously the necessity of assisting in

plans for local evaluation, the state administrative responsibilities may be-

come formidable. Such services to program planning, operations, evalua-

tions, and reporting are necessary for the state agency to fulfill its own ob-

ligations to local and federal agencies.
The state agencies deal with thousands of local education agencies on

the one hand, and with the Office of Education or other responsible federal

agencies on the other. Their functions are time consuming when performed

well enough to support the objectives of the program. They play a vital role

in program development and fund distribution from the federal and state

agencies to the local agency, and in program evaluations and reporting from

the local to the state and federal agencies.
It is the local education agencies, however, which have suffered most

from lack of timely coordination, and only their accomplishments can justify

all the federal legislative efforts and administrative preparations of federal,

state, and local education agencies. The local administrative position is

unenviable. After local citizens learn of the federal authorizations of educa-

tional programs, their pressures to experience those fine programs quickly

mount. While the local agency continues to wait for clarification and spend-

ing authority from Washington and the state capitol, community impatience

grows. Even aft:- that word finally comes, the pupils and their parents must

wait a little longer while local administrators plan programs, prepare pro-

1 3



gram applications, qualify for program approvals, employ necessary staff,
arrange teaching facilities, and enroll eligible pupils. Typically, it has been
impossible to implement intergovernmental programs for many weeks or
even months after school terms begin. A large part of the educational loss
often results from the simple fact that competent teachers for such vaguely
scheduled programs are difficult or impossible to employ and retain. Ad hoc
programs begun under such circumstances are not ordinarily productive in
terms of educational benefits, per-pupil costs, or public acclaim.

The cumulative burden of three sets of responsibilities must be shoul-
dered by three levels of government acting in concert rather than succes-
sively, as under present conditions, before intergovernmental programs can
fully benefit the pupils. As long as education is considered primarily a state
responsibility and a local function, no fewer governmental levels is prac-
ticable. The search must be for ways to reorganize the schedules at all levels
of administration in ways that bring maximal support to the goals of thorough
planning, timely implementation, and effective operation at the program
level.

An Instructive Example
An example of unplanned but effective scheduling and planning oc-

curred in the ESEA Amendments of 1966 after the enactment of Title VI,
Education of Handicapped Children, on November 3, 1966. Small funds
finally became available several months later, too little and too late to in-
augurate state plans and local programs in fiscal year 1968. The federal
and state agencies made the best of the situation by agreeing to use the funds
for cooperative planning at each level. A period of nearly eight months'
planning under an agreement between the federal and state agencies, from
June 1967 to February 1968 when additional program funds were received,
was thus used to get a running start at the beginning of fiscal year 1969
on the basis of original planning at all three levels.

As described later in this report, the evidence is clear that Title VI
intergovernmental administration continues to benefit enormously from the
long-term cooperative planning of 1967-1968. The planning was truly
cooperative, and it resulted in reasonable allocations of administrative chores
among agencies. The state plan is simple and direct, the forms are brief and
clear, and the required reporting is restricted to appropriate items necessary
to achieve intergovernmental accountability. Federal services without man-
datory controls are not neglected. Title VI is probably the most uncom-
plicated among the several state plan programs studied. There is every rea-
son to believe that all programs would have benefitted from a similar
cooperative approach to planning.

14
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The Federal Scene

Some coordination of federal program authorizations and appropria-

tions with the administrative needs of effective education has been attained

in recent years on the initiative of congressional committees responsible for

educational program legislation. The congressional appropriations com-

mittees also have demonstrated willingness to make helpful adaptations in

their procedures. There has been one instance of advance funding, that of

ESEA Title I in FY 1970. In another instance, the House appropriations

committee in FY 1971 considered the Office of Education request separately

and earlier than the request for the remainder of the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare budget. The result was that the Office of Education

funds were approved on August 18, 1970, while the funds for the HEW

Department were riot approved until early 1971. This practice was repeated

for FY 1972, and the Office of Education request passed the House on

April 9, 1971. With such eucouraging recognition of the unrealistic schedul-

ing that has adversely a ffected federal, state, and local education agencies

and their intergovernmental programs, we shall turn to the question of

whether larger measures of reform may be expected from the appropriations

process.

Federal Appropriations Procedures
The procedures of the House of Representatives illustrate the special

legislative conditions that tend to separate the substantive laws that authorize

intergovernmental programs from the appropriations necessary to carry the

authorized programs into effect The program authorizing committee does

not fund the laws it initiates; it merely sets ceilings on the amounts that may

be appropriated by another committee. Because educational laws typically

are funded far below the amounts authorized by their established ceilings,

the authorizations set by the substantive program committees have little

effect in determining the amounts that finally become available for the pro-

grams. The appropriations committee makes these specific determinations.

In the exercise of its discretion, the appropriations committee can make

increases or reductions of education funds directly related to reductions or

increases for other areas of federal expenditures such as health, welfare,

or defense. It also can make increases or decreases among funds for individ-

ual programs within the education appropriation bill itself. The appropria-

tions committee sometimes makes spending ceilings of its own, especially

when none has been authorized by the substantive legislation. It may attach

riders limiting the amounts that may be expended for specific purposes within

the approved items.
15
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The members of the several House appropriations subcommittees be-
come fiscal experts in the special fields dealt with by their own subcommit-
tees, and other members of the full commatee usually tend to follow such
expertise on a basis of mutual accommodation unless there is a special in-
terest in particular items. In the competition among subcommittees for
funds within the full appropriations committee, the education subcommittee
may compromise with subcommittees representing other program areas.
Once these agreements have been reached and approved by the full com-
mittee, its final recommendations are ordinarily upheld on the floor of the
House except for occasional controversial items.

Both House and Senate have separate legislative authorizations for
education programs and the appropriations to finance them. Working cn
different time schedules, both bills are passed and referred to their respective
joint conference committees. Authorizations and appropriations proceed to
passage on separate legislative tracks in both House and Senate, differences
between the two branches are then resolved in joint conference, the confer-
ence report is approved by House and Senate, and the final bill becomes la\
after approval by the President.

The dual legislative routes for federal program authorizations and for
appropriations of funds to finance them are likely to persist. When the two
legislative routes deliver their uncoordinated laws to the Office of Education,
however, the products of the two legislative tracks can be brought closer
together. The program authorizing laws usually arrive first, followed by the
laws authorizing appropriations, although there have been occasions when
the appropriations process has been delayed because the program authoriza-
tions were unavailable. The legislative scheduling is so complex and de-
manding in so many ways that major reforms within its internal processes
are not probable. The need is to enact program authorizations and appropri-
ations at scheduled times that make federal, state, and local administrative
preparations possible. Meanwhile, smaller adaptations, such as early passage
of appropriations, will continue to be of considerable assistance.

After the program authorizations and appropriations have been made,
there are fewer reasons for keeping funds and programs separated. At each
level, the administrators often can bring education programs and their
necessary funds into more manageable coordination merely by making ad-
ministrative arrangements to do so.

Overhead Controls of Policies and Practim
The Office of Education is bound by the specific requirements and ex-

pressed or implied intentions of the Congress, but these relationships are
affected by policies and practices imposed by other federal agencies. These

16
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may be routine or discretionary. For instance, routine cost effectiveness

studies are made by the President and his staffs for program management

and budgets. These assess current programs and provide the rationale for

programs and appropriations to be recommended by the executive branch

for the next year. A damaging discretionary constraint involves the im-

pounding of particular appropriated program funds by the executive branch

on the ground that congressional appropriations do not mandate expendi-
tures. This practice is the equivalent of an executive item veto. In effect

it nullifies the intentions of Congress. There is no direct way the Office of

Education can affect this situation.
Congress exercises legislative "oversight" functions and monitors f-xl-

eral, state, and local education programs and their costs in many ways.
Committees, subcommittees, committee chairmen, and individual senators

and congressmen press their special concerns. Individually and in groups,

they stay in touch with federal administrators, hold open hearings and closed

sessions, make investigations, and publish reports. They hear from their

constituents about federal program operations *oack home.
Another important influence on the Office of Education that affects

the state and local education agencies is the Office of the Comptroller Gen-

eral of the United States. Although the Comptroller General is appointed
by the President for a term of 15 years which cannot be renewed, he reports

to Congress and is intended to serve Congress without interference from

the executive branch. Specifically, his General Accounting Office is the

overseer of essentially all federal expenditures of funds appropriated by

Congress. In the Washington Post of March 28, 1971, Bernard D. Nossiter

reported that in 1970, the General Accounting Office made 1,837 audits,

321 major reports at the request of Congress, 203 major reports on its

own initiative, and 644 less significant reports for federal administrative
agencies. It has nearly 5,000 employees, with a preponderance of lawyers,

accountants, management experts, and other professionals.
The General Accounting Office is as important as it is powerful. Stand-

ing more or less independently between the legislative and administrative

branches of the federal government, its work is aimed at the exposure of

fraud, failure to observe the law or regulations, or even the exercise of less

expertness in administration than its auditors or other investigators expect.

It reviews not only the financial records, but also the operations of selected

federally supported programs of all kinds. Its contributions to law and order

in the financing and administration of programs would be difficult to over-

estimate.
In education, the General Accounting Office reviews programs and

audits expenditures, reports on financial mistakes and inefficiency, and

17



makes available to news outlets materials that are sometimes headlined as
sensational facts and startling conclusions. Even the best administered and
most effective of all intergovernmental education programs is damaged by
such publicity when there is no explanation of how atypical the offender is
among the hundreds or thousands of local programs and projects operating
within the same law and regulations. Some criticized programs appear to be
defensible under the particular circumstances in which they operate, involv-
ing innovations that to the local communities and program administrators
are highly regarded as meeting the clear objectives of the legislation. Our
decentralized system of federal-state-local education, considering its thou-
sands of relatively small programs and its mild approach to power politics
at the federal level, cannot exercise the kind of political strength necessary
to tone down an adverse report, however unfair it may be.

In the Office of Education the federal bureaucracy extends layer on
layer above the federal managers of educational programs, exercising gen-
eral supervision and authority, especially in regard to educational practices
that reflect special policies. Such supervision, however necessary, causes
delays within the Office of Education, e.g., the finalizing of regulations is
often delayed until long after the funds have become available. The result
can be advances of payments to the states on provisional terms that tend to
leave the final legal requirements in doubL for months, or even the post-
ponement of ali funding for an unreasonable time.

Federal overhead constraints are felt continuously at federal, state, and
local administrative levels, whether from regulations and procedural require-
ments or as a result of lack of coordination that inadvertently separates pro-
gram authorizations and funds. Their cumulative effects not only interfere
with effective federal administration of education programs, but they also
prevent action by state and local agencies in their efforts to perform their
own program planning, funding procedures, and program operations. These
circumstances make it imperative that federal overhead initiatives be exer-
cised only when clearly necessary and desirable in view of the organizational
overloads they create.

Educational administrators at all levels are grateful when centers of
federal authority, whether the White House, Congress, or high administrative
officials, exercise leadership to clear away administrative impediments and
lighten the federal organizational overload. Federal clarifications of pro-
grams and procedures, firm assurances of funds certain in amount, and spe-
cial attention to the scheduling of legislative and administrative functions
enable state and local agencies to proceed more effectively to plan, staff,
operate, and evaluate the programs of intergovernmental education in which
they participate.

18
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Congressional Legislation
Since 1967, Congress has passed a series of laws that have tended to

modify federal administrative enforcement of requirements against the state
education agencies in regard to the federal fiscal year. This refers to dead-
lines and various limitations applied to program administration before,
during, and following the July 1-June 30 fiscal year as the unit of time for

federal program authorizations, funding, state and local program operations,

program evaluations, and financial accounting. The fiscal year for most
state and local school agencies is the same as the federal, but the school

operating year begins in most communities between August 20 and Sep-

tember 20 and ends between May 20 and June 2u.
The table on Page 12 shows that under current practices, federal funds

to assist in the financing of local programs cannot be relied upon for use

on the first day of the state and local fiscal year on July 1, or even when
most schools begin in September. This is because, following the actions
of Congress dated in the table, the funds and the authorizations for their

expenditure must be processed in the Office of Education and at the state

and local levels before the funds can be used. These administrative func-

tions require additional weeks or months to meet the requirements to make

expenditures at the program level.
Congress has found it necessary to make emergency provisions to

enable programs to continue through periods during which authorized funds

are not available. For this purpose, it has long resorted to continuing joint

resolutions.
The continuing resolution usually extends the current educational pro-

gram into the next fiscal year for a given period and prohibits program
changes pending receipt of newly appropriated funds. It is made effective

for a short period of time, later to be extended for short periods when

necessary. Its adverse effects on even the most needy of children at the

local level can be illustrated by an instance when funds for the special milk

program were being released by the Department of Agriculture under a
continuing resolution in 1970. Because of repeated delays in approving

the appropriation and the inability to obtain assurance that funds would

be available beyond August 31, a state agency advised all local agencies

to charge the full cost of milk to needy pupils until federal officials could

give assurance that the funds to reduce the cost to such pupils would be

provided. The appropriation for the Department of Agriculture was not

passed until early in 1971.
The continuing resolution has become the standard congressional

remedy for cri tical situations caused by late federal funding. It has been
evaluated carefully in this study and is believed to be detrimental to educa-
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tion. Such a resolution constitutes a moratorium on innovation and con-
structive program change, makes program planning difficult or impossible,
creates confusion, frustrates teachers and administrators, and becomes an
easy deterrent to the enactment of satisfactory apd permanent solutions
to late funding that Congress is in a position to provide.

The conclusions of this study on continuing resolutions and other
recent legislation on funding have been reported in Chapter 4, Section VI,
Special Funding Provisions. Among the 27 items rated in that section by
the 109 state and local administrators from eight states, the item on the
continuing resolution rated 2.697 and ranked a low 24 among 27 items
in its relative support of educational objectives.

In sharp contrast, other items of congressional action since 1967
had high ratings among the 27 special funding items as follows: advance
funding rated 1.256 or fifth highest; a law requiring the Office of Educa-
tion to keep federal funds available for obligation and expenditure through-
out the entire fiscal year rated 1.431 or seventh highest; a law authorizing
federal funds unexpended at the end of the fiscal year to be carried over
into the next fiscal year for obligation and expenditure in that year ra ted
L247 and ranked highest; a law authorizing certain federal vocational
education funds to be used until expended rated 1.256 and ranked second
highest; and authority to carry over "impact" law funds for one year rated
1.357 and ranked fourth highest among the 27 items. The attitudes oi
state and local educational administrators add up to a strong preference
for these and other congressional actions that require the Office of Educa-
tion to remove certain of its limitations on use of the fiscal year in dealing
with state agencies.

The most significant congressional action in 1967 came in amend-
ments to sections 401 and 403, Title IV, P.L 90-247. These authorized
federal funding of eight programs for one year in advance. All these
programs are administered through state agencies and are listed in section
401. They include seven titles of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, as amended, and the Adult Education Act of 1966. Section
402 provides that ". . . appropriations for grants, contracts, or other pay-
ments under any Act referred to in section 401 are authorized to be in-
cluded in the appropriations Act for the fiscal year preceding the fiscal
year for which they are available for obligation." This was a partial
breakthrough toward more equitable treatment for the state agencies con-
cerning fiscal year limitations.

Another step was an amendment to section 401 of Title IV of P.L.
90-247, referred to above, which mandated the Commissfoner not to with-
draw funds from state and local agencies that had been allocated for a
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fiscal year until after that fiscal year had ended. This was the congressional

reaction to an attempt to prevent obligation or expenditures of federal funds

toward the end of fiscal year 1966. Telegrams were sent from the Office of

Education to the state agencies ordering special state and local surveys of

funds remaining in their custody as of a given day in May that presumably

were not to be obligated and expended for the remainder of the fiscal year.

As the date set was in the middle of a financial reporting period and meeting

the deadline was impracticable, the Office of Education necessarily withdrew

the order.
Another amendment to P.L. 90-247, Title IV, section 402 was attached

to the Vocational Education Act of 1968, in which the Congress decreed

that provisions of that section ". . . shall apply to any program for which the

Commissioner has responsibility for administration either by statute or by

delegation pursuant to statute." (Emphasis supplied.) These words make

it indelibly clear that Congress was extending the benefits enjoyed by the

eight programs named in section 401 to all programs in the Office of Educa-

tion. Congress had now made the Commissioner specifically responsible for

the federal administration of all federal programs, including those operating

through the state agencies on a continuing basis, as in a realistic sense he

had been all along.
In 1970, Congress took another decisive step in equalizing continuing

state agency programs with others that had never been made subject to

fiscal year limitations under the regulations of the Office of Education.

Further amending Title IV Amendments to P.L. 90-247 in the General

Education Provisions Act, Congress provided that ". . . any funds from

appropriations to carry out any programs to which this title is applicable

during any fiscal year, ending prior to July 1, 1973, which are not obligated

and expended prior to the beginning of the fiscal year for which such funds

were appropriated shall remain available for obligation and expenditure

during each succeeding fiscal year." Thus the one-year carry-over was

applied to all Office of Education programs.

Implementhg Congressional Policies
The Office of Education is now mandated to treat all programs alike,

whether or not they are continuously administered through a state agency,

provided their program authorizations meet the time requirements. Until

this became law, the Office of Education administrators were able to build

a practice, protected by their own regulations, that applied only to a selected

group of state and local education agencies. If a state agency had, for

example, an unexpended balance of $12 million and a number of the

local agencies in the state had an unexpended total balance of $16 million
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at the end of the fiscal year, the practice was to reduce the new funds for
the succeeding fiscal year by $28 million. Now the law clearly mandates
that the funds carried over shall remain available for obligation and expendi-
ture during the next succeeding fiscal year. This would not affect the right
of a state to its full allotment for the succeeding year; otherwise, the regula-
tion would penalize the new programs of a new program year and would
have the effect of nullifying the law.

In spite of these enactments, fiscal year limitations continue to be
applied by the Office of Education to continuing programs administered
through the states. For reasons that are far from convincing, these pro-
grams apparently must meet the fiscal year limitations. This is because the
states, rather than the Commissioner of Education, are regarded as the
responsible administrators of their continuing programs. The states are
said to have a right to funds for continuing programs, an inherent right that
is in the states alone, on the theory that state formulas and continuing
rights under the statutes lead to reasonable expectations of funds for the
next year. It is said that continuing programs through the states differ
from all others because they alone receive allotments on an annual basis, so
they must report back annually and meet other deadlines within the limita-
tions of the fiscal year.

Federal grants to higher education are said to be exempt from the
requifements of the fiscal year because there is no certainty that additional
funds will be forthcoming. Another reason is that universities and colleges
are said to need time to recruit professional assistance to develop programs
and report to the Commissioner, who is fully responsible for their approval
or disapproval. The Commissioner is said to lack such direct authority over
continuing federally supported state programs in the sense that he controls
programs in higher education.

A different theory has been applied to P.L. 874 of 1950 as amended,
ordinarily called the "federal impact" law, although the Commissioner has
no direct authority over the expenditures of the federal funds in local
education agencies. This program is exempted from the fiscal year limita-
tions on the ground that when eligible local agencies have educated their
eligible federally connected pupils, they have "earned" their federal funds
by way of reimbursement. The reimbursed funds then belong to the local
agency and can be expended for any pu-poses for which the district board
of education could legally spe d its local tax funds. Moderate participa-
tion by the state agencies in the P.L. 874 program, such as certifying the
numbers of eligible pupils from the local agencies of the state, has not
altered the exemption from fiscal year limitations. This program has a
long track record of continuity and strong nationw;de support in thousands
of local districts that would find those limitations . ,ardensome.
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The practice and supporting theory cited to uphold enforcement of

the limitations of the fiscal year only against the state agencies have little
justification in fact. The Commissioner controls both the approval of and
the amendments to the state plans. He controls the allotments of federal
funds from year to year as certainly when those funds go to the states as
when they go to higher education or to research projects. The implication
that thc time needed for planning, approval, and funding of programs or
projects directly from the Commissioner to higher education institutions is
greater than that needed for the cumulative federal, state, and local planning,
approvals, and funding of elementary and secondary intergovernmental pro-
grams of education is contrary to experience.

The weight of custom, tradition, and regulations in perpetuating such
practices may not be overcome without insistence by the states that the law

shall be observed. New allotments to state and local education agencies
having balances at the 'and of the current fiscal year apparently will be cut
back, one way or another, to the extent of the balances carried over to the

next succeeding fiscal year. Then the same situation will once again exist
at the end of fiscal year 1972, because the printed forms on which the
states, counties, and other state governmental units request funds will have
continued to request those funds specifically for use within the traditional
limitations of the fiscal year.

It is appropriate to discuss how and why this may be possible. One

supporting administrative procedure to lessen resistance may be to avoid
bringing the local agencies into the matter so that deductions from the total
state and local balances may be made at one time from the state allotment.
Others may be the creation of a climate of doubt as to whether the law
really applies or the maintenance of an ambiguous silence while the practice
prevails. Moreover, there may be an alertness to take full advantage of
the possibility that Congress may fail to renew the program authorizations
beyond July 1, 1973, or may fail to renew the provision that authorizes
carry-over of funds for obligations and expenditures during the succeeding
fiscal year. Finally, riders on appropriations laws might avoid or postpone
implementation of the law, unless there is support from state and local
educational agencies favoring its implementation.

Thus far, the policy of silent ambiguity and the continuity of current
practice prevails. No policy has been announced, no directive or other
communications have been sent to the states, and discussion of the subject

on its merits is lacking in the Office of Education. The constraints on the

Office of Education are thought to have been imposed informally by the

federal agencies above it which supervise fiscal affairs on behalf of the
executive branch of the government. Pending more fundamental reform,

a federal administrative policy to extend the privileges enjoyed by higher
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education and the "impact" laws to all intergovernmental education programs
would be helpful.

Administrative Adjustments
Office of Education administrators and other authorities above them

have found it desirable to develop informal practices that constitute excep-
tions to their own limitations of the fiscal year. For instance, if a state
plan must be approved by the Commissioner in order to qualify state and
local action taken under its authority, it need not be formally and com-
pletely approved if it is federally regarded as being in "approvable form."
Then funds can be allocated and expended while extended discussions
continue about what is required to transform "approvable form" into
"approved content" in a state plan that merits legal approval by the Com-
missioner. There is good reason for permitting state and local program
operations to proceed while federal and state administrators negotiate an
acceptable state plan under which the state and local programs could be
formally authorized to operate.

Another beneficial practice permits "obligations" of federal funds to
be chat ged to a fiscal year even when expenditures of the obligated funds
may be made after the end of that fiscal year. A currently developing
administrative adjustment is to observe the strict limitations of the fiscal
year for administrative funds and for financial reporting, but to accom-
modate the federal management of education programs to the operating
timetable of a school year beginning on September 1. The results of these
developments are being used for administration of ESEA Titles I and VI,
with some variations.

The Title VI pattern differentiates between the fiscal year beginning
July 1 and a program or "award" year beginning September 1. Under this
plan the operating school year begins on July 1 with a summer session in
July and August, financed by funds from the budget of the preceding fiscal
year and obligated before July 1. The summer school has had the benefit
of the previous ten months available for the planning of the summer session
and for obligating the funds to operate it. The regular school schedule
gains July and August for planning programs, for ascertaining the exact
amount of federal and state funds that will be available, and for obligating
funds for the programs beginning September 1. All actual expenditures
under this schedule are made after September 1. Similar adjustments could
probably be helpful in coordinating program planning and financial re-
sources with the schedules of the fiscal and school years in other federally
supported education programs.
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The evidence of this study strongly supports the congressional and
administrative actions that have sought to improve legislative and adminis-
trative flexibility and timing for intergovernmental programs of education.
It also supports the conclusion that all these will remain no more than
treatment of the symptoms of a serious malady rather than a cure. This
conclusion would not be different if we could assume that at least a one-
year carry-over of funds will become universal and that fiscal year limita-
tions on federal-state-local education programs will be allowed complete
equality with those dealt with most favorably in the Office of Education.
The concluding section of this chapter will be devoted to consideration
of what appears to be a complete and realistic answer to the lack of timely
coordination in intergovernmental programs of education.

A New Federal Fiscal Year
Our search has been to discover ways and means to improve co-

ordination of federal, state, and local authorizations, funding, and other
administrative requirements for timely implementation of intergovernmental
programs of education. The evidence is conclusive that such programs
need several months more time than is now available for program and
administrative planning at the federal, state, an,i local levels. This would
require the establishment of a sequence of conditions: ( 1) federal pro-
gram authorizations and appropriations must be made available each year
at a more definite time according to a prearranged schedule; (2) federal
and state program and administrative planning must result in timely allo-
cation of funds and distribution of program requirements to local agencies
on the basis of definite authorizations and appropriations; (3 ) local ad-
ministrative arrangements and funding must be sufficiently completed to
operate approved and well-planned school programs beginning in late August
or early September each year.

The federal information is needed by January 1 each year if the federal,
state, and local planning and administrative functions are to be performed
well and completed before the opening of schools in August or September.
The federal coordination at the beginning of the prci;ess is prerequisite to
the entire schedule.

The educational need is for a reasonable opportunity to perform as
effectively and economically as the more centralized intergovernmental
agencies and the local schools are capable of operating. This opportunity
has been denied by restrictive administrative conditions beyond the control
of the local education agencies and the schools for which they are officially

responsible. Piecemeal efforts to repeal or avoid these restrictions by
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Congress and administrators at all levels have admittedly been insufficient.
We must conclude that extension of their efforts, while somewhat promising,
cannot gain the several extra months necessary for federal, state, and local
program planning and administrative preparations. A more comprehensive
change is necessary to achieve the timely coordination needed. The evidence
points directly to the use of the calendar year as the federal fiscal year, with
the state and local fiscal years left to begin on July 1 following the beginning
of the new federal fiscal year on January 1.

This is not a new idea. It was the early practice of the federal govern-
ment when life was simple. Congress convened in December and adjourned
in the following March or April, operating on the calendar year as the
federal fiscal year. In 1842-1844 a change was made to a federal fiscal
year beginning on July 1. The reason for this change was that the federal
authorizations and appropriations each year were being made and co-
ordinated long before July 1, and there was no need to wait another six
months before inaugurating the fully authorized and financed programs.

For more than a century the July 1 arrangement served the country
well. In recent years, however, it has been increasingly difficult for the
several departments of the federal government to coordinate authorizations,
regulations, and appropriations, especially those eventually to be forwarded
to state and local agencies administering intergovernmental programs. Major
difficulties began with the enactment of the National Defense Education
Act of 1958, when categorical aids to the state education agencies for the
uce of local school districts began to increase in numbers and complexity.
The situation became serious soon after 1960, when the intergovernmental
mechanisms for the administration of federal aids to education became ever
more frustrating at every level of government. At present, with more than
one hundred special aids to education operating from the Office of Educa-
tion and other programs operating from other federal agencies, the crisis
has deepened. It is demonstrably necessary today to adapt the federal
calendar to the realities of year-long congressional sessions in a way that
will meet the clear needs of federal, state, and local administrative agencies.
Perhaps in no other way can it be certain that substantially improved edu-
cational results and cost effectiveness can be achieved.

This proposal is bipartisan. It is supported generally by the executive
branch, and it was approved in a statement by Phillip S. Hughes, Deputy
Director of the Bureau of the Budget, on October 23, 1969. The idea has
been supported by the leadership of both major political parties. Bills have
been introduced in Congress with strong bipartisan sponsorship.

One of the leading proponents of making the calendar year the federal
fiscal year is the Committee for Economic Development, a nonpartisan
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national organization of prominent business and professional men which
conducts research in the public interest. Apparently no organization has
surfaced in opposition to the concept. Fortunately too, no individual or
organization appears to have become dogmatically committed in regard
to certain necessary details involved in making the change. There is an
attitude favoring adjustments of schedules that will be more helpful than
at present. This may ensure a cooperative effort to formulate procedures
and operations under a new fiscal year that can be highly beneficial to
intergovernmental programs in education and other areas as well.

The evidence of this study strongly reinforces the federal calendar
year as the most pron. sing solution of the dilemmas with which it has dealt.
All impressions gained in working closely with eight statewide committees,
with federal agencies, and with representatives of local school agencies are
in agreement. An important part of this report is to discuss the practica-
bility of the general idea and to refer to a number of procedures that need
to be worked out cooperatively with all interested individuals and agencies
in effecting the needed changes.

A Six-Month Adjustment
One of the first questions that arises is how to make the transition

to a federal fiscal year that begins on January 1 instead of July 1. It has
been suggested that there could be a special six-month fiscal year beginning
July 1, perhaps in 1973, and ending December 31 of that year. Another
alternative is to have an eighteen-month fiscal year, with the last six months
being carried forward under a continuing joint resolution with all program
budgets operating at the preceding fiscal year levels. The programs them-
selves could be extended for six months.

Such adjustments as these, Mr. Hughes has suggested, ought not to
be left to future action by the Congress, because complications and even
failures to act could result from the large number of specific actions that
would be required to extend various authorizations, deadlines, reporting
dates, and other special provisions in numerous areas of legislation. He
recommended that Congress deal specifically with all such matters in the
same bill that authorizes the change of the fiscal year itself. If this were
not feasible for any particular program, he suggested that it might be pos-
sible to leave appropriate changes to be made by executive action, perhaps
subject to a legislative veto.

Insofar as the state and local education agencies are concerned, July
1 would continue to be the beginning of their fiscal year. No action affect-
ing the state or local fiscal year is necessary or desired, since the most
important purpose of the change is to gain the six months from January
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1 to June 30 for the cumulative federal, state, and local planning of
federally aided programs in school districts beginning their terms between
August 20 and September 20 each year.

A Better Congressional Schedule
A vital part of the proposal would divide the federal legislative year

into a congressional session, from January 3 to August 15, for dealing
with program authorizations, and a later session, from August 15 to
December 1, devoted almost entirely to making appropriations. The federal
administrative agencies might submit summaries of estimated expenses on
June 1 to support the regular budget for the fiscal year beginning on the
following January 1, followed by estimates on November 1 to support a
general supplemental appropriations bill for the concluding fiscal year to
be passed toward the end of each session of Congress.

The timing involved in having an early session for program author za-
lions, with both regular and supplemental appropriations enacted in the
latter part of the year, is ideal for educational purposes. It would lead to
concentration on authorizations first, and then on appropriations for the
next fiscal year and supplemental appropriations for the expiring fiscal
year. This basic schedule would encourage timely congressional action
on these essentials before the Christmas holidays and before the second
session of a current Congress, or in alternate years, before a new Congress
convenes shortly after January 1.

The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 requires that the executive
budget: (1) show actual results of the last fiscal year operations of the
federal government; (2) show fresh estimates for the fiscal year during
which the budget presented has been prepared; and (3) make fiscal esti-
mates and recommendations for the year ahead. Under the calendar year
the presentation of the President's budget and his economic report might
be moved from January to April 15. Other arrangements for timing of a
number of related executive actions could be worked out between the
White House and the congressional leadership.

The federal government has a year-long operation with a chronic
struggle to meet deadlines. Little if any unused time remains into which
schedules can be stretched. Some dates, such as those of elections and
holidays, probably cannot be changed. Nevertheless, rearrangements neces-
sary for achieving a federal calendar year might be made more facilitating
than the current schedules. Beyond bringing timely coordination to inter-
governmental programs of education, a new federal fiscal year could bring
similar benefits to intergovernmental programs in other areas of legislative
concern.
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CHAPTER 2

Interaction in Management
and Administration

The enactment of legislation and the appropriation of funds form the
skeleton and provide the authority for an education program. However,
it is peopemany people working at all levels of governmentwho ulti-
mately translate a program into a viable reality. When the efforts of these
people are coordinated and supportive, the program can achieve a measure
of success in fulfilling its objectives as stated in the law. When their efforts
do not mesh, there is little chance of such success.

This chapter provides illustrations of ways in which administrators at
all government levels have attempted to implement federal education pro-
grams authorized by various laws.

The purpose of any administrative pattern is to provide communi-
cation and to initiate action. Open and continuous communication is
essential for successful implementation of intergovernmental programs of
education. In order to fulfill its responsibilities and permit others to do
so, each level of government must receive and deliver precise, adequate,
and understandable information.

The Office of Education is the primary source of communication re-
garding legislation, regulations, program information, and reporting pro-
cedures for intergovernmental education programs authorized and funded
by Congress. This information is transmitted to state education agencies,
which are responsible for transmitting it to the local agencies in their
respective jurisdictions.

As each new federal education program is shepherded through the
legislative process toward authorization and funding, the bureau within the
Office of Education to which administration of the program is to be assigned
usually tries to keep state agencies informed about the current status of
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legislation via informal contacts. After a program has been authorized
and funded, the Office of Education begins to develop a formal communi-
cation structure. The first responsibility of the Office is to develop regula-
tions which supplement and clarify the legislation, which it can do more
effectively if the state agencies are involved at once. Usually much -more
detailed and restrictive than the law, regulations reflect the legislative history
of the program, intents of Congress which may not have been written into
the law, the prevailing philosophy of the executive branch, and the attitudes
of the Office of Education staff.

State agencies occasionally will be invited to review and comment
on the draft regulations, particularly if there is likely to be controversy on
certain points. These consultations can be quite helpful, for when state
agencies are provided with an opportunity to influence regulations, they
can support the development of those which will encourage the successful
achievement of program objectives. As the number of federal aid programs
increases, involvement of state agencies in the process of drafting regula-
tions provides an excellent opportunity for the Office of Education to learn
from their experience. This is one way in which poor administrative re-
quirements can be deleted and successful ones promoted.

During this period the Office often attempts to keep state agencies
informed of what they may anticipate both in terms of regulations
and of fund allocations. Despite these informal efforts, state agencies
tend to delay action until they receive copies of the proposed regulations.
Their reluctance to act, based on past experience with changes made during
the drafting process which may render their efforts useless, increases the
time lag between legislative action and implementation at the local level.

The development and official approval of regulations are crucial steps
in the implementation of any new legislation. Although delays at this stage
can cause damage to the program which requires years to repair, they
occur repeatecAy and for much the same reasons each time. Representatives
of special interest groups attempt to gain special benefits or considerations
for their constituents. Authors of regulations may try to promote activities
which Congress does not include in the law but can be construed as within
legislative intent. State agencies which represent politically powerful com-
munities may take exception to certain requirements. The delay in issuing
new regulations after the merging of Title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and Title V-A of the National Defense Education
Act resulted from a combination of such influences. For over a year federal
and state staff members discussed how to merge the guidance program
(Title V-A) with the project concept of Title III, and still they achieved
no resolution of 4-he problem. While the intramural and intergovernmental
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discussions dragged on, programs for children were thrown into confusion.
Guidelines are written by the program management staff to further

clarify the laws and regulations or to reinforce particular items considered
important to the national interest. Guidelines are regarded as having equal
authority by some state and local agencies, although they are not enforce-
able as are laws and regulations. Silent consent to these additional restric-
tions reduces still further the few options which laws and regulations leave
to state and local agencies.

Once a program has been established, the federal program manage-
ment staff keeps state and local agencies informed through program guides
usually written to clarify one or more aspects of program administration.
The need for such clarifications may arise when several of the state or local
agencies appear to have arrived at varying interpretations of the law or
regulations, when the Congress or Office of Education wishes to change the
emphasis or direction of a program, or when there is a change of philosophy
at the Office of Education.

Experience in developing a program often gives state agencies insight
into problems generated by regulations or guidelines. Sometimes these
problems can be resolved through discussion and mutual agreement to
reorient the interpretation originally given. On occasions when this sort
of reasoning fails and the state agency feels that it is unduly constrained, its
administrators have the right and obligation to challenge the federal inter-
pretations. When this also fails, as in the case of Title I comparability
requirements, state agencies may take their problems to the Congress.
Similar action by the states is appropriate when they find the administrative
structure unacceptable, as in the case of Title III in 1967.

When a law is amended, the Office of Education must rewrite the
affected regulations. With rare exceptions, which occur when a law under-
goes serious, basic modifications, state and local agencies continue to op-
erate the program without interruption, using a common-sense approach
to n,_ )dify it to meet new requirements instead of suspending operations until
the new regulations appear. This pragmatic approach is commendable
because the delays involved in developing new regulations could frequently
cause a year's hiatus in activity.

Congressional hearings may raise issues regarding program administra-
tion which do not result in amendments but which nevertheless prompt the
Office of Edilcation to revise the regulations or to rewrite the program
guidelines. Sach revisions are usually more restrictive because they reflect
additional legislative history or concerns. In some instances these voluntary
revisions of regulations and guidelines appear to be made more in the in-
terest of placating special groups than of improving program administration.
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Regulations, guidelines, and program guides iss-aed by the Office of
Education are intended to give state and local agencies assistance in adminis-
tering a program. They also have other purposes with varying degrees of
legitimacy. With more than fifty state agencies administering each program,
present practice is to maintain administrative patterns relatively uniform to
avoid grave disparities in benefits among the states and their local agencies,
a practice that necessarily restricts flexibility among state and local educa-
tional programs. A less legitimate use occurs when they are written to
achieve what some federal administrators believe are necessary reforms in
educational and administrative practices at state and local levels. Unless
the legislation per se is wiitten to reform certain practices, such efforts have
no place in the regulations and guidelines.

Legislation, regulations, and guidelines form the basic structure of a
program. However, they are only effective as administrators translate them
into action. To accomplish achievement of program objectives it is essential
that the people involved develop a good informal system of communication
so that they are able to understand one another as they work together.
There are no prescribed channels for much of the intergovernmental com-
munication necessary to the success of program development. As federal
participation in education expands, it becomes increasingly important for
state agencies to initiate and maintain informal contacts with federal program
administrators.

After a new program has been authorized and funded or an old one
greatly altered, the Office of Education usually arranges regional meetings
to brief representatives of the state agencies. At these meetings Office of
Education staff members explain the legislation in the light of its history
and the intent of Congress, and they suggest ways in which state agencies
might organize for its administration. Less frequently the Office of Educa-
tion invites all state agency representatives to one big conference to discuss
a new program. Such an occasion gives the program administrators in state
agencies a rare opportunity to work together and to share ideas.

These meetings, whether national or regional, can be very productive
if the Office of Education staff members are well informed and able to re-
spond with authority, and if the state agencies send the people who will be
directly responsible for the program. They ar:.= less successful when Office
of Education staff members are unable to provide authoritative information,
when state agencies send representatives who will not be directly involved
in the administration of the program, when state people do not use the
opportunity to react or provide feedback, or when state representatives offer
recommendations which are ignored.

This process of establishing administrative tracks to implement a new
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program or revise an old one may be made exceedingly difficult by circum-
stances which are beyond the control of administrators in the Office of
Education or those of any state agency. It is difficult for Office of Education
or state agency staff members to ameliorate problems arising from late
authorization or funding of a program, to speed up certain procedures such
as formulation of fund allocation, or to respond to public expectations for
instant success resulting from widespread publicity.

Once the initial orientation of state agency personnel has taken place,
the responsibility for communication with state agencies usually is dis-
tributed to several persons who serve as the program management team
within the Bureau. It is at this point that the relationships between the
Office of Education and the state agencies become most dependent upon the
relationships between individuals and their respective attitudes and idio-
syncracies.

Federal program managers who are sympathetic with and understand-
ing of the position and problems of the state agency can do much to
strengthen, support, and encourage the state people with whom they work.
When members of the Office of Education staff equivocate on interpretations
of legislation and regulations, when they are unable to provide state people
with possible alternative courses of action, when they are inaccessible to
people in state agencies, or when they are dogmatic and autocratic in their
reactions to state agency questions, they create a hostile climate in which
cynicism and distrust flourish. The state administrators can create similar
conflicts if they are not objective and thorough in maintaining timely com-
munications about their practices in areas of federal responsibility.

The Office of Education plays a critical role in one additional type of
communication which occurs at the other end of the program: reporting
and evaluation. The reporting and evaluation requirements which are placed
upon state agencies, and indirectly on local agencies, have a strong influence
on the administration, of the program at those levels. Excessively detailed
reporting requirements may be deterrents to accurate reporting because
such information is difiimlt for state agencies to collect. The Office of
Education deals with between 50 and 60 state and territorial agencies.
However, as most state agencies deal with from 100 to approximately 2,000
basic administrative units, the sheer weight of numbers makes it impossible
for the most conscientious state administrator to fulfill overly stringent re-
porting requirements.

A serious problem in reporting occurs when information not wholly
relevant to successful program administration is requested. Although some
types of information may be desirable as the basis for the planning of other
activities at the federal or state level, requesting it as part of a program
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report is not entirely defensible unless it is necessary to ensure that program's
successful administration.

Evaluation requirements are difficult to meet for many reasons. At the
present time there are relatively few people who have the competencies
necessary to develop evaluation strategies which go beyond the conventional
concept of administering standardized tests. Most state and local agencies
have little experience in program evaluation, which is quite different from
pupil evaluation. The Office of Education is rot able to offer many practical
solutions to these problems as there is no greater experience or competency
at the federal level. As a result, progress in developing good proaram
evaluation techniques has been slow. In the meantime, reports in terms of
numbers of children involved and other counting exercises have become
acceptable forms of evaluation simply because the Office of Education must
have something to report to Congress to support its requests for funding.

The professional educators at all government levels have, in the main,
attempted to be honest and forthright about the problems confronted in
developing good program evaluation strategies. Efforts have been made by
federal, state, and local people to share their experiences in the development
of evaluation designs which provide sound program information. In some
measure their efforts have been impeded or not supported by the apparent
ease with which outside groups have conducted superficial observations or
statistical surveys they called program evaluations. Good evaluation is built
into the program as a continuous process; it cannot be accomplished by a
hasty review or observation of a program.

State Agency Administration of Federal Programs
State education agencies have been profoundly influenced by the pro-

liferation of federal aid programs since 1965. Administrative responsibilities
mandated by federal legislation required state agencies to develop new
staffing patterns to cope with both internal administration and provision of
services to local agencies.

Prior to 1965 most state agencies placed administrative responsibility
for a federally funded program within the division of the agency to which it
was most closely allied. However, as the administrative aCtivities of recent
legislation have increased in number and complexity, the development of
new state-local relationships has become necessary. Therefore, many state
agencies have -3stablished new systems of coordination to deal with federal
programs.

Securing personnel has remained a continuing problem for state agen-
cies. Although the salary schedules of state agencies have made great gains,
in most states they are still tied to the overall state salary structures, which
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tend to lag behind those of local governments. Many people are reluctant to
take a position which relies on federal funds because of the limited period
of authorizations and the constant discussion about reorganizing federal aid
in ways which might phase them out.

The Office of Education is sometimes unjustifiably critical of state
agencies, suggesting that they do not make strong efforts to staff federal
programs and apparently failing to understand that providing funds for state
administrative costs does not guarantee that the state agency will be able
to fill positions. This failure to recognize the problems faced by state agen-
cies often leads to unwarranted complaints about indifference or incompe-
tence.

State agency staff members have a difficult role in the administration
of federal programs which provide funds for local school districts. They do
not originate the program objectives or the regulations, yet they are required
to implement and enforce them. They do not have the responsibility for
planning or developing local programs, yet they are frequently held responsi-
ble for their quality.

The responses of federal, state, and local agencies to some of the
administrative activities demanded by federal legislation and regulations are
be.4 examined in relation to specific programs.

Administrative Patterns for Title I, ESEA
At the time of its enactment, Title I embodied entirely new concepts of

educational programs and required the development of new patterns of
intergovernmental relationships. There were varying views within and
among the federal, state, and local agencies about the correct interpretations
of the law and appropriate additional requirements to be incorporated into
the regulations. Some educators, legislators, and members of the executive
branch of the federal government viewed Title I as part of the total war on
poverty and a force to redirect local educational priorities. On the other
hand, others believed that local agencies ought to have nearly complete
autonomy in the use of Title I funds and that the role of federal and state
administrators was to provide technical assistance upon request. The first
regulations attempted to accommodate both schools of thought.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act initially assigned the
federal agency a relatively minor role in the continuing w-iministration of
Title I. One important responsibility is the determination of allotments of
funds by county within each state, which is based on the formula in the law.
Data must be obtained from literally thousands of local education and
welfare agencies before the computations can be made. The distribution
formula is so constructed that several agencies must provide information
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accurately and on time in order to prevent delay of the preparation of allot-
ments for the entire program. It was just this sort of human inattention to
detail which delayed the determination of fiscal year 1970 allotments until
after the beginning of the fiscal year, despite the fact that the appropriation
was approved in October of 1968, or eight months in advance.

During the first year of Title I operations, its prerequisite activities,
writing regulations and allocating funds, delayed planning and program
development at the local level until the school year was almost half gone.
Many local administrators were pushed into starting the program, even
though they knew they were not adequately prepared, because of the great
publicity given the program.

The initial haste to start Title I programs tended to endow local agencies
with latitude in program development which both state agencies and the
Office of Education have tried to limit in succeeding years. Since the re-
sponsibility for administration of Title I falls on state agencies, there is a
strong body of opinion among them that there is no particular merit in having
the Office of Education staff make field visits to observe programs. At the
same time, the Office of Education staff feels that it must make such visits
because it must make recommendations for legislative proposals and write
guidelines and regulations.

The Office of Education Title I staff lacked travel funds to make pro-
gram reviews until after the program had been in operation for three years.
During that time the Office of Education viewed Title I programs only
through reports supplied by the states, audits made by HEW and GAO
auditors, evaluations contracted for by the national advisory council, and
reports and evaluations made by independent groups. These separate reports
do not provide, singly or together, a complete or objective account of the
administration and operation of Title I at the state and local levels. In the
absence of comprehensive evaluation, a single abuse reported from the field
was sometimes regarded as a typical case and often prompted a complicated
new set of instructions, thereby placing an additional burden on all the
innocent state and local administrators as well as on the guilty.

The desire for accurate information about program activities and their
effectiveness has led to periodic revision of evaluation requirements and
reporting procedures. These changes have had little effect in altering Title I
at the local level, nor have they produced more accurate information about
Title I projects across the country. While there still remain some differences
in philosophy as to the purpose of Title I and the most desirable means to
achieve its stated objectives, observations made in the field have made the
Office of Education staff better able to understand the problems of state and
local administrators.

Title I delegates full responsibility for administration and supervision
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of the program to state agencies. The various state administrative patterns
established for this program often tend to be extensions of a given state's
previous relationship with its local agencies.

Some state agencies, for example, adopted a policy that Title I entitles
a local agency to a specific amount of money to expend as it chooses within a
broad interpretation of the regulations and criteria established for project
approval. This policy role is fully compatible with the commitment to
autonomy of local government found in many states. These state agencies
view their roles as minimal in influencing the program at the local level. They
provide technical assistance on request, and they tend to approve project
applications almost automatically unless flagrant violations are evident in
the application. Although they send out additional federal information and
receive local reports routinely, they exercise little initiative in assisting local
agencies to understand the former or to complete the latter.

Other state agencies viewed their Title I responsibilities as an oppor-
tunity to develop a new or stronger role of partnership with local agencies.
Within the framework of the federal law, regulations, and guidelines, they
began to develop a state Title I program with emphasis on developing local
projects to meet statewide priorities. These state agencies became active in
encouraging local agencies to study their disadvantaged populations and
determine their greatest educational needs. Some states require every Title I
project to have specific components, such as reading and arithmetic, while
others permit local agencies to choose their own activities from among
priorities set by the state. Although these requirements limit local autonomy,
concentrating on a limited variety of educational services in local agencies
throughout the state has several advantages. State agencies are able to
provide high quality professional assistance because they can hire staff
members with special experience in these areas. A variety of solutions to
the same problems can be tried in different local agencies. Information about
the relative merit of each can be exchanged to avoid costly repetition of fail-
ures. These state agencies likewise coordinate planning, implementation,
and evaluation of Title I projects.

In the middle ground are the state agencies which provide competent
services to local agencies but do not establish statewide priorities. These
state agencies believe that they have a very real responsibility to ensure that
both the letter and intent of the law are observed insofar as it is realistic
to do so. However, they do not perceive their Title I activities as an
opportunity to develop statewide strategies for implementing changes at the
local agency level. These state agencies work with their local agencies in
a supporting role, providing services as needed and monitoring local activities
to ensure reasonable compliance with federal directives.

State agencies have become increasingly involved in local program
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evaluation because of the scarcity of people who are experienced in the
preparation of good evaluation designs. There simply are not enough of
them to meet the demands, nor is there need for every school district to have
the full-time services of a program evaluator. Many state agencies, there-
fore, are assuming a major role in developing Title I evaluation strategies.

One positive side effect of this involvement of state agency staff
members in program evaluation is the gradually accumulating body of in-
formation from which inferences can be drawn about how to develop strong,
successful Title I programs. As evaluative information becomes standard-
ized throughout a state, it is possible to compare the success or failure of
individual Title I projects in achieving specific objectives.

The state agencies are responsible for Title I programs to serve the
children of migratory agricultural workers. In practice, they delegate the
planning as well as the implementation of these programs to local agencies
because the facilities, the personnel, and the children are there, not in the
state agency. As a result of the early experiences with programs for mi-
grants, the state agencies have worked together to develop a uniform record
system which enables them to keep track of migratory children and provide
continuing information about the children. This cooperative effort has
proven to be of great value in programs more responsive to the needs of the
children. It has eliminated the chore and imposition on the migrants of
repeatedly securing the same information at every stop on the migratory
route.

The greatest burden of administrative activity for Title I falls on local
administrators. In addition to tf_e problems inherent in the administrative
requirements of the law and regulations, problems also result from the im-
pact of the program on their internal administrative patterns.

Small local agencies and those receiving small Title I allotments find
that the complex rituals of developing a Title I project application and the
subsequent administrative requirements of fiscal and program reporting place
excessive additional burdens on the existing staff.

Local agencies which receive large allocations usually employ a person
to administer Title I. As the law requires that special projects and activities
be developed to overcome the educational disadvantages of selected children,
the Title I administrator sometimes appears to be running a program which is
detached from the rest of the school system. Unless he works very closely
with the total administrative and supervisory staff of a local agency, mis-
understandings about Title I can cause serious problems. Principals and
teachers often find the selective nature of this program difficult to accept
when they see the needs of many other children not being met. Local Title I
administrators also find occasionally that the program objectives are not
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rnderstood or appreciated by school board members or the community.
Cherefore, good local Title I administration requires unusual skill in order
o serve the needs of disadvantaged children without permitting the program
o acquire a conspicuous separate identity.

In the early days of Title I there were some local administrators who
)elieved that they did not have to comply with state regulations when federal
funds were supporting a particular program. This view has gradually led to
ncreasing federal regulations and legislation directly applicable to local
igencins, especially in establishment of Title I target areas, maintenance of
state and local financial effort, and pinpointing increased federal funds for
the greater benefit of fewer but more seriously disadvantaged children.

Administrative Patterns for Title III, ESEA
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act affords an

interesting opportunity to observe the responses of individuals and groups to
new or different administrative patterns and responsibilities. It is not the
purpose of this review of Title III to determine the merit of divergent views;
the present concern is to discover the effect of various administrative patterns
and responses on the achievement of prof:am objectives.

The original legislation for Title III assigned administrative responsi-
bility to the federal agency, which was to deal directly with applicant local
agencies. The single reference to the state agency in the law and in the
regulations was to note that the Commissioner could approve an application
only if a copy had been submitted to the state for review and recommenda-
tion. There were two interpretations given to this reference: that the state
had permission to review and make recommendations; and that the state
was expected to review and make recommendations. A state agency's in-
terpretation of this item was a crucial factor in determining its administrative
response to Title III until fiscal year 1969.

After two years of activity, many state agencies realized that whether
or not they were assigned administrative responsibilities for Title III, the
program was becoming increasingly important, and that some state leader-
ship was highly desirable and even necessary to ensure that statewide
educational needs and goals were being considered in the development of
projects. Therefore, by fiscal year 1968 state agencies had begun to take
an active role in Title III. They encouraged the participation of staff
members in the development of proposals by local agencies; they reviewed
proposals carefully and made recommendations which reflected state prior-
ities with increasing frequency; they participated in the financial and pro-
gram negotiations between applicants and the Office of Education; they
began to develop project evaluation techniques and conduct evaluations to
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assist local agencies in strengthening the projects. This increased participa-
tion in Title III was invaluable to most state agencies when they assumed
administration of the program in fiscal year 1969.

When P.L. 90-247 transferred administrative authority to the states,
a state plan was required. There was no previous experience which had
prepared a state agency for some of the complex and detailed requirements
of the state plan for Title III. When it became clear that Title III was going
to be amended to conform with the traditional federal-state-local pattern for
administration of education programs, stringent requirements were placed
upon state agencies for the content and administration of state plans. The
rationale for this overburden was that state agencies were not accustomed to
dealing with programs designed to bring about change; therefore, it was
essential that they be given narrowly defined limits within which to function.
The irony of this rationale lies in the fact that while the program was intended
to encourage experimentation and innovation, state agencies were given
almost no freedom to attempt new ways to approach the administration of
such a program. In many states the Title III staff became so involved in the
complexities of developing an approvable state plan to keep the funds flowing
that they were forced to reduce their efforts to encourage utilization of the
funds in local agencies.

While the intention of Congress was to turn administration of Title III
over to the states and to lessen federal controls over approval of local pro-
grams and their operation, the federal administrators sought through a
detailed state plan to retain indirectly some of the authority they had under
the direct federal-local relationship. When the Office of Education dealt
directly with local agencies, it was not necessary to exercise formally the
complete control they possessed. Through the state plan requ:rements
they were able to influence details of state administration of the program
and the kinds of project activities funded. The Office of Education could
influence advisory council membership, state staffing patterns, state design
for needs assessment, kinds of projects to be funded, and state evaluation
strategies. The Office of Education could challenge any one of the several
dozen separate items of the state plan if it believed the state agency should
do something differently, despite the fact that the federal agency staff had very
little, if any, knowledge of the internal structure of the state agency within
which the particular plan was to function.

Conditions for approval of the Title III state plan appear to be absolute,
with little or no allowance made for the relative ability of state agencies to
fulfill them. Ic was possible for a large, adequately staffed state agency to
reallocate its human resources to meet the state plan requirements. But for
a small state agency, which may have been carrying unfilled vacancies even
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before Title III was transferred, the immediate fulfillment of these conditions
was not possible.

The expectation that a state agency would immediately find and em-
ploy additional staff to perform the needs assessment, evaluation, and dis-

semination activitte required by the state plan was unrealistic in many
instances. The state agencies which resisted the pressure to employ im-
mediately when they could not find suitable personnel were far better off

than a few which filled positions just to satisfy paper requirements.
During the period when Title III was a federal-local agency program,

many of the local agencies became accustomed to developing projects with
little regard or concern for state regulations. They justified this on the
grounds that the state had no control over the funds and that Title III was
intended to move ahead of existing concepts of education. Neither reason
is valid inasmuch as the state has the ultimate respohsibility for education.
Many state agenzies found resistance to their initial efforts to make certain
that Title III projects conformed to existing regulations or were granted
specific exemptions from such regulations by the state agency or state board.
It was difficult for some local administrators to accept closer supervision of
Title III projects than of regular programs which are assumed to be in
accordance with regulations. These problems have been surmounted gradu-
ally as many state agencies have given special attention to Title III projects
which serve as demonstrations of new approaches to old problems and as
models for other local agencies.

The limited funds for Title III have required state 7encies to make
difficult choices in selecting projects for funding. Local administrators are
not always sympathetic to the problem of selection, particularly when one
submits a project which is not funded. To avoid conflict, most state agencies
have developed detailed and carefully prescribed review procedures. This
enables the state agencies to explain and defend their decisions if challenged.

State AgencyState Advisory Council Relationships
The state advisory council for Title III is appointed by the state agency.

In most states this has enabled state agencies to select for membership
people whom they know to be familiar with the state's educational goals and
the general conditions and problems of public education throughout the
state. The support of sympathetic councils has been helpful to the state
Title III staffs in their work with local agencies and the Office of Education.
A council chairman accompanying a state coordinator to Washington to
discuss the approval of a state plan is apparently regarded as strong evidence
of public interest and involvement in the program.

Most state agencies have found that the state advisory council makes
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a positive contribution to the program. The participation of a third party
in project approval has been welcomed by state and local agencies. Both
believe that council members provide an outside view that tends to objectify
decisions.

In most states the Title III coordinator serves as the executive officer
for the state council. This arrangement provides for maximum coordination
and participation of the council without creating the possibility of a dual
administrative track. The closz relationship fostered by the dual role of
the coordinator-executive secretary has encouraged council members to
participate in program activities. This type of experience and relationship
has enabled advisory council members to become well-informed representa-
tives of the public and to gain sympathetic insight into the problems of both
state and local agencies as they work to create educational improvements.

It would seem, in general, that advisory councils appointed by state
agencies make more positive contributions to the development of effective
programs than those otherwise appointed.

The effective administration of a federal program at each level of
government is dependent on numerous and varied factors. The initial legis-
lation must be clear in its purposes and sufficiently broad to accommodate
implementation by state and local agencies with a broad range of size
and competencies. Regulations and guidelines must be written to comple-
ment and explicate laws without containing unnecessary restrictions which
reach beyond legislative intent. Once these important contingencies are
clarified, however, the ultimate success of the program will depend on the
people who administer and implement it, their skill, their motivation, and
their desire to communicate with each other to attain that success.
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CHAPTER 3

A Study of
Intergovernmental
Cooperation in Education

Federal laws authorizing categorical programs and funds for education
have progressively broadened and complicated intergovernmental relation-
ships in recent years. Many such programs have brought regulations and
other administrative requirements of increasing complexity to be observed
by state and local agencies, sometimes so demanding that they cannot
reasonably be met.

The complexities of the ground rules under which current intergovern-
mental education programs must operate are formidable. Each law must be
placed in effect at successive levels of government, beginning with federal
regulations and guidelines involving state and local procedures such as state
plans or local applications for programs or projects. The substantive legis-

lation and the necessary provisions for funding follow separate legislative

and administrative channels. Reasonable time schedules at federal, state,
and local levels of administration for coordinated program authorizations
and funding are seldom observed.

The administrative route from the enactment of the authorizations
to the beneficial results of 1ne programs enjoyed by the pupils at the local
level is a long and complex process of determinations and communications.
Problems arise in getting clearance for planning, staffing, funding, and
operating local programs within the framework of federal and state laws,
regulations, guidelines, and a..ministrative requirements involving deadlines
for action. Newly enacted programs are usually most troublesome. Al-

though they tend to become more manageable as they mature, new difficul-

ties often grow out of amendments and administrative arrangements for
program changes deemed necessary. Some problems tend to persist in-
definitely, such as the timing and coordination of funding and local program
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requirements. A multiplicity of small categorical aids consistently add so
greatly to local problems that many local leaders believe there must be better
ways to achieve their objectives.

Purposes of the Project
This study an effort to sort out the laws, regulations, and other

administrative patterns and activities that have been most successful in
achieving program objectives of ir rgovernmental education. It also will
identify the administrative arrangements under which such programs most
often faii to achieve their program objectives because federal, state, and
local requirements impede rather than support achievement.

Intergovernmental programs in education are controlled in large part
by operational arrangements and procedures that are prescribed by federal,
state, and local laws and administrative regulations. Managerial and ad-
ministrative leadership in developing procedures not legally required is
also important and ranges from innovative practices to artful evasion of
unnecessary or irrelevant impediments to local attainment of program
objectives.

The project proposed: (1) to describe and analyze arrangements and
procedures in the functioning of various federal programs; (2) to determine
with reasonable objectivity those arrangements and procedures that appear
to promote and foster good management practices at federal, state, and
local levels; (3) to identify those arrangements and procedures that violate
principles of sound program management at all levels of the intergovern-
mental partnership; and (4) to develop a research instrument, with the
assistance of state and local education officials from a number of states,
to enable them to identify the administrative patterns and activities these
officials consider to be most effective and least effective in achieving program
objectives.

The Planning Phase
A project proposal was initiated by Dr. Edgar Fuller, who discussed

it in May of 1969 with Dr. Harry L. Phillips, Director, Division of State
Agency Cooperation, U.S. Office of Education. With Dr. Phillips's en-
couragement, Dr. Fuller held conferences with the Division staff, and a
planning project was outlined. Pennsylvania agreed to become the grantee
state, with Dr. Fuller as project director. An agreement delineating the
respective duties and responsibilities of the grantee state and the project
director became effective on October 1, 1969. North Carolina and Michigan
were associated as cosponsors of a proposed planning project to extend
from October 1, 1969, through January 15, 1970.
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An application for the planning project was approved by Secretary
of Education David H. Kurtzman of Pennsylvania on September 8, 1969,
and soon thereafter by the Office of Education. A project policy committee
was organized, with the chief state school officers and their federal program
coordinators establishing state project development committees in Penn-
sylvania, North Carolina, and Michigan.

These state project committees were organized with approximately
equal numbers of state and local administrators who were chosen for their
experience and under landing of federal, state, and local administrative
patterns and activitics in education. One purpose of the planning project
was to test possible methods that might be used in an expanded project
including a number of state project development committees. The planning
project report was to be in the form of an application for approval and
funding of the project described in this study.

The planning project sponsored analysis of the administration of two
operating programs, Titles I and VI of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 as amended, with major emphasis on Title I. The
report reflecting the work of the three state project committees recom-
mended a study in depth of the administration of intergovernmental educa-
tional programs by local, state, and federal agencies. This called for an
appraisal of the governance of those programs at each level and an analysis
of how program management at each level affects program results of the
agencies at the other two levels. The planning phase experimented with a
variety of approaches and challenged the project director to explore others
with the state committees, the project policy committee, a number of care-
fully selected consultants, and especially with the staff of the Division of
State Agency Cooperation.

Adaptations of certain legal methods for producing and verifying
factual evidence were tested and seemed appropriate. Those most used
involved written interrogatories to the state project development com-
mittees which were then followed by verbal cross-examinations with the
committees on the authenticity of the returns. Various approaches
used in developing the scope and application of legislative and administra-
tive impacts on the management of intergovernmental programs through
interviews with individuals and with state project committees. After some
adjustments in terminology and procedures, these approaches were em-
ployed during the first year of the continuing project to develop a research
instrument in cooperation with the state project committees.

One administrative by-product of the planning project is particularly
noteworthy. The administration of state finance systems to support local
educational agencies and state supervision of public education have long
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disturbed unfettered autonomy in local schools. Although the historic
state-local administrative conflicts over such issues as school district con-
solidation or the enforcement of statewide standards on local programs
and personnel have subsided, the federally financed categorical programs
of recent years appear to have revived old tensions. Federal and state
requirements have complicated the operation of local educational systems
and made the exercise of reasonable local autonomy more difficult.

Discussions of such basic problems were common in planning phase
sessions with the state project committees. The local administrators defined
their difficulties more clearly and perhaps more frankly than ever before.
The state representatives joined them in working out feasible solutions,
bringing up local problems of state concern so sensitive that they had
seldom, if ever, been discussed with local administrators. Considered
sympathetically by the local and state representatives of the committee,
within the framework of the items in the interrogatory, obvious progress
was made toward mutual accommodation. State and local committee
members were able to approach problems of their relationships face-to-face
and in cooperation with each other rather than by complaining behind the
scenes. The results produced items of unusual authenticity that could be
depended upon to indicate which requirements supported and which re-
quirements impeded program objectives.

The Development Phase
Early in 1970, negotiations with the Division of State Agency Co-

operation in the Office of Education led to the approval of a project based
on the planning phase report and application. The project was subsequently
funded for one year through February 17, 1971, later amended to continue
through June 30, 1971. The federal funds obligated under ESEA Title V
through the end of the project totaled $103,764, including the planning
grant of $7,641. Five additional states, Arkansas, Kansas, Maryland, New
Hampshire, and Utah, became participants in the project and organized
state project develo*nnent committees.

The negotiations for a project with the State Agency Cooperation
staff involved primarily two alternative approaches in methods. Aspects
of each approach were used in the study.

Analysis of Operating Programs
The analysis of operating programs began with a study of their specific

legai and administrative structures. It was proposed that the procedures
tested :n the planning project be adapted for analyzing administrative
patterns and activities in four categorical aid programs already operating
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in the eight states. It also was proposed that a rating scale be established
to evaluate these patterns and activities in terms of their state and local
effectiveness in the selected intergovernmental programs. The operatine
programs selected for analysis and the project procedures were to be the
same for each of the eight participating states.

This program centered approach was given primary focus through a
modified deductive systems analysis of the laws, regulations. administrative
criteria, enforceable rules, and guidelines applicable to each program
selected. Items from these sources. which covered wide samples of ad-
ministrative patterns and activities in each program, were analyzed and
rated on the basis of the knowledge and experience of each committee
n- ember. The process was made realistically specific and practical, allow-
ing the state committees to define emerging patterns and activities of ad-
ministration from specific items and to rate those patterns on their adminis-
trative merits.

Analysis of Pervasive Problems
The second basic approach considered in the negotiations with the

State Agency Cooperation staff was problem centered. This involved
analysis of the most pervasive problem areas in federal-state-local adminis-
tration of education. It was used to identify and evaluate major aspects of
intergovernmental administration and management of educational programs
in connection with such important areas as: ( 1 ) program planning and
development: ( 2) program application, review, and approval: (3) program
funding. (4 b program staffing: (3 ) program implementation, servicing, and
monitoring; ( 6 ) program evaluating and reportine: and (7) fiscal reportine.
Examples of specific situations that illustrate the effects of such problem areas
were drawn from any intergovernmental programs in which they could be
identified. I hese were discussed, with emphasis on administrative patterns
and activities commonly associated with iniergoverninental elementary and
secondary school programs.

The materials and methods of the problem centered approach gradually
grew out of the state project committees' deliberations in applying the rating
scale to program centered items. It soon became clear in these seminars
that analysis and discussion of a wide selection of discrete items would not
allow enough time to explore large, basic problems. At this point the
federal officers and the project director agreed that there was need for
supplementation 135 traditional research and use of numerous sources out-
side the iteins and their ratings. It was concluded that the program centered
and tt.e problem centered approaches were not mutually exclusive alterna-
tives, and that they could effectively complement each other for the project
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as a whole. Such has been the experience. Both approaches have been
used in evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the patterns of ad-
ministration in use, and each has had its own peculiar advantages. The
results have been in general agreement and considerably more complete
than if either approach had been used alone.

Coordination of Authorizations and Appropriations
The coordination of legislative program authorizations and procedures

with timely authorizations and procedures for funding those programs is
an almost universal problem at all levels of intergovernmental relation-
ships in education. This problem is so pervasive that it has been treated
in Chapters 1 and 2 through the use of traditional methods of research,
including the use of secondary sources of information and conclusions from
previous research. To deal with the topics of these chapters solely within
the limitations of the project research instrument returns was not sufficient,
even though the instrument returns are valuable as resources.

V'1,en this treatment of the timing and crdination of program au-
thorizations ano appropriations was adopted, it resulted in a change of the
greuit.1 riaie for rating the items of the research instrument under the

-nred approach. The problem of timely coordination had be-
come as,nost a constant factor for purposes of rating the categorized items
of the instrument. The ground rules, as explained in the orientation sessions
and seminars, called for rating operating programs as they have been under-
stord or experienced. The administration of these programs had survived

traumas of initiation. As far as staff "jawboning" could bring it about,
exasperating delays and frustrations in receiving authority and funds

to implement all programs were specifically ruled out and were excluded
for use in the final ratings by the state project committees. However, to
ignore this pervasive influence altogether was fully recognized as impossible,
but emphasis on the rating of ongoing programs that had survived such
agonies made it possible to concentrate the ratings on other than the failures
of timing and coordination suffered before the programs began.

The Human Element
Another rea that ':alled lor a problem centered chapter concerns

human elements in the processes of management and administration. In-
genious and alert administrators can make poorly struci;.:red programs
successful, just as in....uiocre and slew-footed administrators can mismanage
well-coordinated end :prganized structure into poor end results. These
factors arc inycrta.ii, but the ratii4, scale as applied to the research instru-
ment is pr17, adai- ted co- tiir presentation and evaluation.
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The ground rule for the seminars was that a wide range of effectiveness
in managerial 1±nd administrative performance is found in any large num-
ber of administrators of intergovernmental programs at any level of govern-
ment. As the state committees were in no position to evaluate the relative
effectiveness of administrators in rating items of the instrument, they were
urged to give only secondary importance to unusual effectiveness or unusual
incompetency of individual administrators at any level. These human factors
are dealt with in Chapter 2.

The Research Instrument
The project staff developed the principal research instrument for the

project after reviewing the laws, regulations, administrative rules, guide-
lines, and state plans for Titles I, III, and VI of the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act of 1965 and for the Vocational Education Act of 1968,
all as amended. Following a modified deductive systems analysis approach,
215 typical items, selected from these four laws and their regulations and
other authoritative sources, were used to present representative details of
the administrative and managerial frameworks within which they operate.
The sampling of items stressed dealt with intergovernmental administrative
patterns and activities rather than those raising highly controversial policy
issues or those appearing to be so general and pervasive that problem
centered chapters could explain them more adequately.

The Rating Scale and Its Use
The rating scale was developed to enable the state and local adminis-

trators of the eight state project committees to evaluate each item in terms
of its relative supportive or deterrent effects on state and local achievement
of the purposes of the laws. The rating scale applied throughout the research
instrument was as follows:

1. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.
2. Permits reasonable achievement of program objectives.
3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.
Each rating is designated by its number in the rating scale, e.g., a

rati--g of 2 indicates that a given procedure "Permits reasonable achieve-

ment of program objectives," while a rating of 3 describes one that "Mildly
retards achievement of program objectives." Ratings 1 and 4 indicate th..;

wider differences between "Strongly supports" and "Strongly retards" pro-
gram objectives. The total of the ratings of any item divided by the number
of persons who rated that item indicates the average rating for that item
by that group.
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The rating scale initially was applied to only the four programs, ESEA
Titles I, III, and VI and the Vocational Education Act of 1968. Some of
the items from these programs were separated for one reason or another.
To eliminate repetition of items in the instrument, Section I received those
items that applied to most of the four titles and many other categorical
programs.

The items placed in the sections on Special Funding Provisions and
ablic Participation also were taken from the original four programs. They

appeared to be more amenable to accurate rating when considered together,
rather than separately, within each of the four program :ections. It also is
believed that readers will understand the problems better in this context.
The special steps explained in this chapter were taken to ensure maximal
authenticity in the items rated and maximal objectivity in the ratings pre-
sented in the tables of this report.

The project policy committee served as a tryout group for Section VII
of the instrument on September 3, 1970. Members of the committee rated
the items alone several days in advance and brought their marked instru-
ments to the meeting. Each item was then read aloud and discussed by
the entire group in a seminar session. After the discussion on each item,
all members were urged to reconsider their ratings in view of the discussion
and, if they so desired, to change their ratings. The consensus was that two
professional administrators who disagreed strongly about a highly contro-
versial policy could give the same rating to a given item involving it,
provided they had a similar understanding about the operating effectiveness
of its administrative patterns and activities. The ground rules asked them
to exclude their own ideas of what they favored as a policy and to rate ex-
clusively the relative effectiveness of the administrative patterns and activi-
ties raised by the item.

After the meeting with the policy committee, the ground rules calling
for discounting individual policy preferences in applying ratings were
strongly urged upon all local and state committee members, both in writing
and orally, by the project staff. It is believed that the members, with very
few exceptions, made strong efforts individually to rate only administrative
effectiveness without regard for personal viewpoints about policies and
controversial issues.

The trial draft instrument and instructions for the use of its rating
scale were widely discussed, edited, and revised by the staff. The first draft
was then field tested with the state project committees of Pennsylvania,
Arkansas, and Michigan, all of which had sponsored orientation sessions
with the project staff. Copies were completed individually prior to the
orientation. The results were tabulated, items were dropped, amended, or
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added, and the instrument was completely revised. The second draft was
then field tested with the state project committees of Maryland, New
Hampshire, and North Carolina, which also had sponsored previous orien-
tation sessions and completed individual resew h instruments in advance.
Eventually, during October and November of 1970, the final revision as
it appears in this report was administered to the eight state project com-
mittees. The procedures were similar to those in the tryout sessions with
the project policy committee and the six tryout states. The tabulated returns
exhibited in Chapter 4 of this report are the statistical data produced by

the research instrument, with analyses and commentaries accompanying each
table.

The orientation conferences, tryout seminars, and seminars following
the rating of the items in the final research instrument provided a sound
basis for the statistics presented. Other sources of information, however,
were taken into account in the analyses and commentaries. These included
the information supplied by the 109 members of the eight state committees
in formal and informal discussions with the project staff. Comments on
controversial issues, illustrations of how administrative and management
problems were dealt with in the state departments and school districts
represented, and general discussions related to the items in the instrument
but not necessarily germane to the ratings left impressions noted and re-
membered by the project staff. The analyses and commentaries necessarily
reflect the experience of the staff, as well as the ratings of the state
commit !ees.

The State Project Committees and Their Work
The project involved state and local educational administrators from

each of the eight states participating. The chief state school officer and
the state coordinator of federal programs usually made the selections of

both the members from local educational agencies and those representing
the state education agency. It was suggested that six or seven of the com-
mittee members would come from the state education agency and that an
equal number would be local federal coordinators, administrators of federal
programs, fiscal officers, and superintendents of schools. The number of
members from each state varied from 11 in Maryland to 16 in Michigan.
Of the total 109 members of the eight committees, 55 came from state
agencies and 54 from local agencies.

The state agency members were selected for their expertness and ex-
perience, with particular emphasis placed on choosing those who adminis-
tered the four programs dealt with in the instrument and a few general
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officers wise in the ways of the .7tate agencies and their federal and local
relationships. The local members were selected for their known ability to
contribute to candid discussions on important administrative problems and
issues. They came from suburban, urban, and rural areas, and from several
regions of each state. Special efforts were made to involve state and local
fiscal officers. The chief fiscal officer of the state agency often was not
available, although one coordinator who presided at all the committee
meetings in his state held that position. Other fiscal officers participated
in the planning project and to a considerable extent in the orientation
conferences held with the project committees of the states.

In one state special conferences were called to select local committee
representatives from the entire state and representatives from within the
state agency. Half a day was spent in discussing the project and nominating
members from the state agency tr:- represent the state, while in another
half-day session the state reprect'Attatives considered local administrators
throughout the state and agreed on the local membership of the committee.

As the ei ght state committees worked with the staff in successive test
runs and instrument revisions, there were only a few dropouts from the
committees although the work was difficult and time consuming. In the
administration of the final instrument, attended by the 109 members of
the eight state committees, it was apparent that a good sampling of the
higher ranges of administrative ability and experience from both the s Late
and local levels was represented.

Administration of the Final Instrument
The final sessions of the work of the eight state committees will be

described in some detail, for the products of these meetings are the only
instrument results reported. All preceding work was preparatory for these
sessions. As had become the practice in the tryout sessions, the revised
and final edition of the instrument was mailed to each committee member
approximately seven to ten days in advance or. the sessions scheduled to
complete the work of the committee. Each member marked his instrument
during the period prior to the final meetings, with no limitations concerning
whom he might consult or other qualifying restrictions. Each member of
the committee brought his completed copy of the instrument with him to
the final sesFions, for which a uniform procedure was established. After
the project director read each item aloud, he and the assistant project
director sought to bring forth any discussion, questions, or comments that
might be of assistance in rounding out the information on that individual
item. Each committee member was urged to use the accumulated evidence
presented by other memt -trs to change his rating should he have changed
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his mind about the objectivity or authenticity of his first, tentative marking.
The questions asked by the staff were intended to encourage pro and

con discussion on important issues. Comments were invited that might
round out the evidence or furnish information which would clarify the
rating an item might deserve. Special efforts were made to refer questions
on the administration of specific federal programs to those persons who
were administering them for a local or state agency or to other persons
who had intimate knowledge of their administration.

In order to work effectively within the limited time available, the
staff often sought the range of the ratings immediately after an item was
read. How many marked this item 1? How many marked it 2, 3, 4? Why
did you mark it 1? Or why did you mark it 3? Spirited discussion emerged
from the dry and formal legal wording. Frequently, when the spokesmen
for those who had marked the item high had met the spokesmen for those
who contended that it should be given a low rating, there were changes in
the marking. Sometimes a person who had missed an important point
would change from a 1 rating all the way to a 4, or from a 4 a11 the way
to I. Howevet, changes usually were more moderate. The two staff mem-
bers participated freely in the discussion of all the 22 state-local meetings
which were held. Those who cared to express views were urged to do so
within the limited time that could be given to a single item.

The adminiwtration of the final instrument required a minimal seven
hours to a maximal twelve hours among the eight state committees. Con
sidering the experience already gained in the orientation and tryout sessions,
as well as the opportunities to study and discuss the items before the final
seminar was held, there was enough time for quite complete consideration.

Tabulation
The 109 instruments delivered to the staff at the end of the eight final

seminars contained an opportunity for making a total of 23,435 item ratings.
Of these, 23,134 were marked, leaving only 301 unmarked. The omissions
were often explained, usually on the ground that knowledge about one or
more particular items in a particular field, even after the discussions, could
not ensure that the person could rate those items with certainty.

A few conclusions from the data will be presented here in general
terms. One is that the differences between the ratings of the state and
local members in each of the eight committees did not vary as widely as
the staff had anticipated. Nevertheless, it was decided that the separate
tabulation of the state members and the local members of each committee
might in some instances be instructive. These are found in the tables of
Chapter 4 for all the items of the instrument.
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Another question may arise concerring the differences in the returns
from state to state, particularly from states in the various regions of the
country represented among the state committees. The impression of the
staff is that regional differences, although discernible in some respects,
were considerably less than anticipated. In regard to the same my terials
dGveloped with the same methodology, orientation, and discussion, includ-
iag what amounted to cross-examination, the basic approaches to supportive
or deterrent administrative patterns and activities were regalded by the state
committees quite substantially the same in one geographic region as in
another. Their experiences had been astonishingly similar. They were
all educational administrators, dealine with the same programs, and the
professional bonds among them were strong. The differences that became
apparent were seldom those concerning administration; most of them cen-
tered on general issues, such as tax funds for nonpublic schools. Both
written and oral instructions for rating the items of the instrument stressed
that only the effects on the administration of operating programs were to
be rated, and that those ratings would be the same if personal ideologies
were disregarded. Again, these data are in the tables for those who have
the time and inquisitiveness to ferret them out.

Evaluation of the Results
The returns have sorted out with some accuracy the administrative

patterns that strongly support program objectives from those which mildly
or strongly retard program objectives. On individual items this sorting
often is specific and extremely persuasive, but most of the 109 participants
tended to follow a middle ground on a majority of the ratings.

In the instruments there were 23,134 item ratings. Among these
there were 7,362 items rated 1; 9,504 rated 2; 4,333 rated 3; and 1,935
rated 4. A study of the statistics will show that often no particular bias
could be specifically related to the results of the tabulations. In many of
the planning phase and early project sessions, questions were frequently
asked about biases and how to discount them. The staff encouraged dis-
cussion of biases and urged that they be disregarded in rating the items.
This was done during the orientation sessions, during the preliminary try-
outs of the tentative instruments, and during the final seminars as tabula ced
in this report.

One necessarily general bias in the study can be inferred from the
fact that all the committee members were professional educators, adminis-
trators of federal-state-local programs, or both. As such, all of the par-
ticipants were in a sense evaluating their own profession, and some were
evaluating their own programs. Under these circumstances, the ratings
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naturally tend to cluster toward the more favorable end of the scale. Wide-
spread differences in evaluating administrative patterns and activities in
intergovernmental educational programs grew out of individual differences
in backgrounds and attitudes toward federal participation and influence,
toward state participation, and toward local operations and policies. There
were other intramural professional biases present, such as those of indi-
viduals coming from different grade levels, subject emphases, and even
teaching methodologies. It is inevitable that most persons tend to identify
with the programs in which they work and to support the educational
activities of people, institutions, and traditions which they know.

Neither can there be precise mathematical or other conclusive proof
of the supportiveness or the deterrence exercised over the program results
by the administrative items listed and rated. Although the staff could
encourage the recognition and abandonment of bias as far as possible in
rating the administrative patterns and activities, there was no way to count
the effects. An administrative situation in one school district and a similar
administrative situation in another might call for different ratings because
of other differing conditions. There could be different local policies and
constraints expressed through local board actions. There could be differ-
ences for any of the reasons that educators find sufficient to support dis-
agreements among themselves as often as the persons in any profession.
These divergencies cannot be settled through any exact measurement. In
view of all the circumstances, however, these 23,134 ratings can be meaning-
ful in practice as they have been presented in the several sections of this
report.

The item ratings in each of the seven tables have been ranked from
the highest to the lowest in terms of their administrative helpfulness. What-
ever the absolute ratings or the average of those ratings may be in a par-
ticular section, such rankings have been useful in sorting out the most
helpful and the least helpful among the items dealing with each of the pro-
grams or particular areas of administrative activity.

Postscript
A postscript may be of assistance to anyone who may use the modified

deductive systems analysis approach described in this chapter and in
Chapter 4. The project director suggests that selection of clusters of items
for analysis in terms of their effects on attainment of educational objectives
might be centered on administrative problems of moderate scope. Illustra-
tions frc m this study are the possible elements of flexible effectiveness in
state plans developed on the basis of federal-state-local cooperative planning
as related in Section IV; the unnecessary paperwork identified in Section V;
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and selection of various problems among the special funding provisions
described in Section VI.

Once such manageable problems of moderate scope have been identi-
fied, the program approach through analysis of the laws, regulations, guide-
lines, administrative letters, and other elements of the legal and administra-
tive structures of operating intergovernmental programs of education can
provide realistic and ratable items in perhaps a more effective format than
has been used in this study.
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The Study:
Analysis and Commentary

This chapter pmsents the ratings of the 215
items comprising the research instrument by the
109 state and local administrators who con-
stituted the state project committees of Arkansas,
Kansas, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Utah. The

Section I
Section II
Section III
Section IV
Section V
Section VI
Section VII

CHAPTER 4

rationale and procedures have been described in
Chapter 3. The ratings are reported in seven
statistical tables, each supplemented by an analysis
and commentary prepared by th e. project staff, as
follows:

General Laws and Regulations
ESEA Title I
ESEA Title III
ESEA Title VI
Vocational Education Act of 1968
Special Funding Provisions
Public Participation

SECTION I: General Laws and Regulations

These are administrative requirements which
appeal in all the federal aid to education laws to
which they are applicable or their accompanying
regulations. Each item included in this section
is found in two or more of the four programs
upon which the field study focused. Each is ar
integral part of the administrative process which
translates a law into action. To avoid repetitive
discussion and because these activities form a
general framewo-lr, within which the specific ad-
ministrative activities of a program are carried
out, these items were grouped together.

The eight state committ es found it difficult
to apply the rating scale to these general items.
They recognized and accepted the necessity for
allocations of administrative responsibilities among
the three levels of government, with certain con-
trols at each level. Problems are believel to result
from the appropri'. .eness of the governnent level
to which the resp !asibility s assigned.

The discussions and comments in the state
committee meetings freqrently reflected specific
problems faced by some collimitiee members in
their administration of federal aid to education
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General Laws and Regulations
STATE LOCAL COMBINED

Rank Rank Rank
Item Average Among Average Among Average Among
Number Ratings Rating Items Ratings Rating Items Ratings Rating Items

(Reseeich 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Instrument)

A.1 1.836 14 1.75S 9 1.798 1323 19 12 1 25 21 4 4 48 40 16 5
2 37 15 3 0 1.381 2 38 12 2 2 1.407 2 65 27 5 2 1.394 2

3 23 24 5 3 1.781 13 30 17 5 2 1.611 8 53 41 10 5 1.697 9
4 14 22 15 3 2129 18 20 20 9 5 1.981 15 34 42 24 8 2.055 17
5 23 27 5 0 1.672 8 18 26 8 2 2.037 16 41 53 13 2 1.853 14
6 24 21 10 0 1.745 12 28 18 7 1 1.77: 12 52 39 17 1 1.761 12

B.1 37' 17 1 0 1.345 1 28 23 0 3 1.592 7 65 40 1 3 1.467 3
2 23 25 6 1 1.727 10 36 14 3 1 1.425 4 59 39 9 2 1.577 6
3 24 25 3 3 1.727 10 25 19 8 2 1.759 9 49 44 11 5 1.743 11

4 14 23 16 2 2.109 17 11 23 12 8 2.314 18 25 46 28 10 2.211 18
5 36 13 6 0 1.454 3 23 20 8 3 1.833 13 59 33 14 3 1.642 8
6 29 23 3 0 1.527 5 30 23 1 0 1.462 5 59 46 4 0 1.495 4
7 31 23 1 0 1.454 3 40 14 0 0 1.259 1 71 37 1 0 1.357 1

8 24 25 3 2 1.654 7 27 22 2 1 1.557 6 51 47 5 3 1.607 7

CA 23 24 6 1 1.722 9 19 31 2 2 1.159 9 42 55 8 3 1.740 10
2 18 23 10 3 1.962 16 14 25 10 4 2.075 17 32 48 20 7 2.009 16
3 17 29 6 2 1.870 15 19 21 12 2 1.944 14 36 50 18 4 1.925 15
4 26 26 1 1 1.574 6 32 20 1 0 1.415 3 58 46 2 1 1.495 4

Explanation of How Average Ratings
Were Computed:

On Item A.1: 23 committee members rated it 1; 19 rated it 2; 12 rated it 3; and one member rated it 4. With each
rating represented by its own number, 23 X 1 + 19 X 2 + 12 X 3 + 1 X 4 equals 101 rating scale points. Dividing
101 by 55, the number of state staff members who rated the item, produces an average State rating of 1.836.
Similar computations produce an average Local staff rating of 1.759 and an average Combined rating of 1.798.

programs as well as more general ones inherent in
the law or regulations. The ratings for this section
are affected by the fact that a single item may
apply to a wide range of unidentified programs,
some easy and others difficult to administer suc-
cessfully. There is some question that the rating
scale applies as well to the items in this section as
to those that follow.

The 18 items in Section I were rated from
1.3 57 to 2.211 on a 1 to 4 rating scale. These
ratings indicated that, in the opinion of the eight
state committees, the items under consideration
ranged from supporting achievement of program
objectives to slightly retarding them.

5 8

Administrative Responsibilities of the U.S.
Commissioner of Education

Item A-1 states that the U.S. Commissioner
is required to establish basic criteria, based on law
and regulations, by which state agencies must be
governed when they are authorized to approve
local applications for programs or projects. Com-
mittee members, rating it 1.798, believed that
basic criteria are appropriate, but they objected
quite strenuously to criteria which are too de-
tailed or specific to be applied uniformly or
equitably in the widely disparate circumstances
found in thousands of local agencies. The com-
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carticd out in public facilitics mu.t make r;.ison-
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children continuously a% they move from state to
state.

Item A-5 is based on Program Guide% =44
and =45-A. issued by the Bureau of Elementary.

and Secondary Education. In these guide% thc
Associate Commissioner urged local agencies to

assume full financial support of senices initiated
under Title 1 when they arc extended to children
rec.ding in nonproiect areas. in order to release
tine 1 funds lo pros ode nc w. activities for eligible

children This is a corollary to the concept that

!me I funds should supplement, not supplant,
state and hseal funds

'the state committees rated A-5 as ;a:Idly

retardtng asinesernent of program ohiectoes The

represe:itatises of local agyncies rated it lower
than those .1 state agencies Some local adminis-
trator thought tms delayed the adoption of suc-
scs-.1u! 1 program acto 'tics because the Lisa:

Apc!). souk, not assume simultaneously the cost
of the program -n target %shook and the (Iv ! of
c;sanding at to induck noon Ink I ss:hools They

rtr: that pet a p,-.7

rle I funding salute the Nogram as hcint es
parsded stutd b.( Iter scisc all it-111Litre% rhit a se

tpet.131 ..0e16,( In to :t./lMar las at selminntt stoics
ho had nerds 6.1.4,1trft from k!es mc !smiler!,
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need% in other local agencies. It was rated at
714. so that it ranker., (1 among the 31 items.

For purpocs of redistribution, "need- is usually
defined by %tatc Title 1 administrator% a% the gap
between the cost of proposed program activities

and the fund% asailahlc. The local agency which
submits proposal% for actisities it would undertake
if funds were asailahle often benefits from reallo-
cation because it demonstrates prepasedness to
utilize the funds as well as need. There are no
federal criteria for determining need for realks-
cared furd.

Item B-3 tefers to a regulation requiring that
the state agency assure that state and local eval-
Uafaith reports IA ill IX' maid(' to thc Comm etssoner

ash a periodic basis This dem was rated I 761 by
the corrimittees

Item 0-4 requires that stile and local esal-
uat.on report, include the results Of lhycti c mea-

surements of prssgres.s toward meeting the spe
eJusatior.:-.' needs ltf Ink I children This req,ate-
!Tient was rated .2 its. ranking 27 Lisa of ti items
in Itsc opiairor 1,44
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it did :imong those of local adminishators, who
ranked it second among 31 items.

The routing of all federal Title I materials.
such :t 4. forms. guidelines, and reports. to state
aeencies for distribution It: local a.tencies de-
scribed in Item Cob., unix members rated
it at 1 n57. ranking it 7 among the 31 items Thk
enabks state agencies to keep informed of all
actions in Title I and permits them ro distribute
materials in the most timely and appropriate
methosi for their respective states,

Local Agent" Respoanibilkks
Item ('-1 is a regulation that requires the

losal agincy to take a census of children from low
in, ome families a defined in Title I. Niembers of
Ehc state committees who serve as local vchool
adttilinsti ator rated this as mildly retarding
achics cm :nt I program obits:toes at 2.3/04. while
thc state Agency staff mcmhcts rated St higher.
1 '2 *slam local administrators have found
r.irenis r.1u5tjnt to re% cal thir snettnIc to the
ss!sool.,_ %Loh some resenting what thev conskler

sc 3ft ins asIon pf is ak
Item (.-2, stating that the local agency must

.lctcrniln; thi ss host! attendance areas to tic des-
ign-des! at. plotter area according to the debrii-
I-...11, in t1",-. segutat . ,is, was rated at I 74A, indi-

th.v. it iscrillits reasonaNe achievement of
,,!Ics-toc,v NIthough there is widespread

suptsort for the legal tesiturernenrs to concentrate
1 *tic 1 programs in schools se.ving thic greatest

Urn t s .f pupal s If OM sniOrne fain/hes.
mans .././tnntIttcr members c-.pressed csyricerti for
thc csh.s ationalls deptised children Moho cannot
!ic sets csl hs I Me I hossuse of an acckient of
f essdritse itb a less .otnefIllf ated arra ot poverty

I tine state sonimittee strorilly supported the
sciestion t l.. I fide I ..111 lid um h the 1=ical
.ifcms.s ureesting that thes hest achieve the
purposcs AAR,: hs the la*. regulations, and
fractal titcf ia ifl booming childrcn ist greatest
neeo. on a t:...ndit, 'minatory basis The state

111,..0.71J tna$,C Asyut arbors to the f WhCie of
I s: usa t hat ttsc resjuirentents "mould iv met by
!is, ;Oa. art-11. s I tlir laCTILC of thc rs alualsons
rcisottcs.: f/offit ca. h 10%. al atrik *souk' res:slis-c
it eful state ansl los al attention I he general

ts4

concern for the needy children not ..-er .ed under
the current system was expressed in .he discus-
sions about nearly all items dealing with con-
centration of services. This might suggest that
school administrators have a stro-g ocial con-
science which is not assuaged by partial resolu-
tion of problems. hut it also might indicate that
they believe thev could improve the currcnt wlee-
tion practices.

Item C-3 cites a regulation requiring that a
local agency develop its Title I program specif-
ically to meet the special educational needs of
those educationally deprived children who have
the greatest need of ..ssistance. This item was rated
1.504. ranking it I of the 31 items on Title I.
Theie tvas almost universal agreement among
committee co-rid-hers that this regulation is neees-
sar t/S assur s. thc program achi:ses its slated
onteetn'es. Thc ways to find these children and to
seise them are th: issues. rather than the principle
of seising those in greatest need of educational

s stance
Perri fa,!t./ keci! agtncy may in-

clude in the Title I program children who reside
outside the project area only if their panic:spawn
will not dilute the effectiseness of the program
with respect to children re-siding in the project
area The committee members rated this nem at

Y07. with the state agency adminotrators rating
it lower than local administrators Many com-
mit :e nu-niters stewed It as an administratively

rtt.ult mu. nocessar constraint to prevent /Wu-
. the ,irogram No approach toward usingI. Iss sledge .4 nerd and administrative feast-

tidily has been attcmpted, even etprrimentaI;v.
since the heginning .4 the roeram in I 4n5

Itcm sefer to a regulation that a local
agency must design 3 program to meet one or
more .4 the special educational need of cdu.-a-
tsoingdly depraved children. rather than to acet
the needs -A a student nOd) Of A stes:shod grade
in a schisil Iltc state desclopmen %;itennuttecs
rated it it I n21Y, which ranked it b among the A I
dents It fekleis cd a higher rating frisert state prf-
sonnel than from loc...4 administratOrs Diem- ssa
evidence an the discussions that the state T itic
ac;stlutlistratots found this federal regulation useful
for strengthenmg their psnitions in dealmg with



104.::11 administrators about approvable project

activities.
The question of administrative patterns and

activities in the involvement of nonpublic school
children is raised in Item C-6. A local agency
must provide for appropriate participation of
educationally deprived children residing in its

attendance area who arc enrolled in private

-chool% The item was regarded a.: mildly retard-
ing achievement of program objectives: with a
7ating of 2.212. it ranked 24 out of 31 items. A
substantial number of local administrator% on the

state committees expr.:ssed reasons for the com-
paratively low rating it received. The difficulties
begin with thc determination of eligible children.
They continue with such problems as planning
program% to meet needs of children about whom
little substantive information is available; arrang-
ing transportation if the children arc brought to
thc program, working out teaching schedule .:
using equipment on private school property if th:
program is taken to the children: and having in-
surticient funds to sin the ncs.es%ary ;oh in the
puhlot. schools without attempting to serve addi-

vonal children Not ever. local administrator
lace% all these problems. hot most face euough
of them to create an additional administrative
burden

Item C-7 cites a regulation requiring that the
protect application of a local agency describe the
procedures :old techniques to he uttlited m eval-
uatnig the effectiveness of us Title I program It
was rated with apparent reluctance. as permitting
reasonable achievement of piogram obiectives

`School administratiii- s-rtier all% lack expenence
an deigning evaluation strategies as part t4 pro-
gram development Therefore, this trquirement
presents additional problems without offering any
trady sot-mons 1.1 appears that the value of the
idea is not controveloal and that the relatively
high rating reflects kw of the admineat AI% C dab-
CUlhes th.11 are ahrkist universal

I lilt I l'hosI Itequirement.
he I itle I towal requirements written into

the law and regulahon are intended to enure
:bat line I funds 14 ill t1C expended for the sole
outoi.--e of ploiding a highet ley Ci of services in

local schools with high concentrations of children
from low income families than the level of services
provided for ail children in the other schools of
the local agency.

The items in Section D trace the development
of thew fiscal requirements. Thc original statute
prohibited substitution of Title I funds for state
funds in computing state aid to local agencies. A
succession of regulations and administrative guide-
lines led to stricter definitions of hscal comparabil-
ity between project and nonproject areas of a
local agency. as well as mandatory procedures and
deadlines for its achievement. The deadlines were
difficult and were not met, and the impasse led to

necessary legislation.
Between 1965 and the enactment of P.L.

91-230 of 1970, federal regulations and adm:nis-
trative guidelines increasingl y. narrowed the focus
of fiscal requirements. In almost every instance
each succe %% ive regulation has been more restric-
tive titan the preceding one_ Hov.ever, only when
the state and local agencies were confronted with
a itor-ele-.%!y impsissible task did they rise up and
bring pressure on Congress to exercise its pre-
rogatives to lay clear ground rules for the Office
of Education to follow_

'Ihe original Title I law placed two condi-
tions upon the distribution ia funds. Items D-1-a
and D-1-b describe conditions under which fed-
eral funds niust nor be paid:

a. if a stav included Title I funds in its
computation of state asd to local agencies, or
h if the combined state and local fiscal effort

ith respeci to the provision of public educa-
tion by the Itk iserni.i was reduced in the
preceding year to an amount less than in the
..-cond preceding ear

Ie first of these two items D-I-a) was rated
1 5X1 by the committees and ranked 4 among the

11 items, indicating that n supports reasonable
achievement of program obiectives In contrast,
the second nem t 0-1.h rank. 24 out of 31, --loth
a composite commotter rattng of 2 212 The high
rating of the fitst item is an indication of general
recogintnin and support lis the state committers of
thc concept that I Inc 1 funds are to Ise in addition
to all other tesouroes !hese funds are not in
tended to oloport the ic gular educational program
los ilisadvantaged children. but to provide adds-
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tional resources to develop more services in
schools with large concentrations of children
front low income families.

The low rating of the second item may he
attributed to the fact that the original requirement
was written during an inflationary period and
caused no problems. More recently, many state
and local agencies have had problems maintaining
the level of past expenditures in a deflated econ-
omy requiring reductions in public expenditures.

The first regulations for Title I, written in
September of 1965, required two important fiscal
assurances from a local agency in its project appli-
cation. as described ir. Items D-2-a and D-2-h:

a. that Title 1 funds would supplement. and
not supplant, state and local funds for use in
the project area; and
b. that Title I funds would not result in a
decrease of state ani local fonds in the proj-
ect arca.

13oth of these items were rated as permitting
reasonable achievement of program objectives.
ranking 5 and 3. respectively, among the 31 items.

Of the four items just described, the ratings
of the three written to assure that Title 1 funds
were additi -1 money to provide additi al !ver-
y lees would indicate a consensus that this type of
requirement is justifiable m term, of the purposes
of Title I

rhe regulations revised in 19nti intensified
the efforts of the Office of Fducation to assure
that Title I funds were used to add services in
preject arras by reouiring, as described in 1.4ms
D-3-a and 1)-1-h, that:

a. the expenditure of state and local funds
m project areas must he maintained at a level
comparable to those in nonproject areas
within the same local agency ard
h the state Agency must enforce this require-
nient as part of its proect approval
proeedures .
Ibe state committees rated these two items

.Stio and 2 12s, ranking them 16 and 22 Among
the 31 item,. respeetively. Many committee tnent-
hers expressed opinions that such determinations
are exceedingly difficult and time consuming State
[ale I administrators said that to enforce this
requirement as part of project approval procedures
was not a realistic expeetation Taken literally.

this would require the Title I administrators in the
state agency to assign staff members to visit each
local agency to observe actual conditions and to
review the data used as a basis for the report on
comparability. Even assuming that such numbers
of personnel were available, the timc involved
would delay thc project approval process to the
point beyond which local agencies would be able
to implement the proposed project effectively.
Further, there was no clear definition of the mean-
ing of "comparable" as used in the regulations.
although there were many, not infrequently con-
flicting. interpretations offered.

Item D-4 explains the mandate of Program
Guide =57. dated February 26, 1970, that the
state agencies require each local aeency to demon-
vtrate affirmatively that services and expenditure.,
provided by state and local funds in project and
nonpioject areas within the district arc com-
parable, to submit a plan to achieve such com-
parability by the time schools opened in the fall
of 1970. The members of the state committees
rated this 2.722. ccithM the mildly tetarding range,
hut ranked it 30 among the 31 items. The state
committees commented frequently on the unrealis-
tic time limitations within which local ag...ncies
were required to achieve comparability.

Item D-5, also from Program Guide =57.
cites a regulation requiring that the state agency
submit to the Commissioner by April 1, 1970, the
criteria by which local agencies would demonstr,te
their adherence to the requiremeats of comparabil-
ity including relative distribution of instructional
personnel, pupil services. and per-pupil expen-
ditures m project and nonprojeet attendance areas.
This item was rated 2.7611 and ranked 31 among
the 11 ilea's. This comparatively low rating was
attributed to several basic problems. State agen-
cies were given less than five weeks to develop
complex sets of criteria which would he equally
applicable and satisfactory to all the local agencies
in their respective jurisdictions. Some of the
criteria required by the Commissioner demanded
information not obtainable in most local agencies
under current accounting systems. As the required
criteria were not clearly defined, the state agencies
ha..1 4 IX %or foundation on which to develop their
proposed method of assuring comparability. The



criteria themselves were subject tc challenge as

valid indicators of comparability. The rating
could easily have fallen into the 'strongly retards"
category since no state was able to meet the
requirement.

Taken from the same source as the two
preceding items, Item D-6 requires that Title 1
projects for the 1970-1971 school year be ap-
proved by thc state agency only when the local
agency demonstrated current or lorthcoming com-
parability. Thc item was rated 2.527 and ranked

29 among 31. Insufficient timc for state agencies

to prepare an effective procedare and for local
agencies to meet the requirements was cited as
the reason for the low rating. Again, no state had
approvable projects from all its local education
agencies when the deadlines were rcachcd.

Another important factor ignored by the
federal mandates for quick comparability was the
possible effect of sudden chames in allocations
of state and local funds to the sef ols which might
tv adversely affected. In some local agencies the
line between project and nonproiect area condi-
tions was quite tenuous. Thc educational needs
of the children were similar, and the local agencies
had attempted to meet those needs in the non-
Title I schools hy providing services to them from

state and local funds, similar to some successful
ones funded by Title I in the project area. In

many local agencies. such efforts would have had

to he discontinued because they could not he

pros ided n both project and nonproject areas
from state and local funds.

When the legislative authority for Title I

was under consideration for renewal in the spring

of I 970, the unreasonable mandates for com-
parability were hrttught to the attention of the
Congress. Stib,equently. it became a legislative as

well as an administrative issue. For the first time
Congress wrtne into Title I a specific statement of

polieies and procedures regarding comparability.
The language of the 1 tw, regulations, and

administrative guidelines on the subject of com-
parability implies that local agencies are not main-
taining equalized expenditures in project and non-

project attendance areas. It may he true that local
agencies have not equalized per-pupil expenditures
and other criteria factors in every school of the

same grade levels within the district, but it is

probably not accurate to assume that this in-

equality always penalizes schools in a project area.

It is possible that some school boards will be made

aware of inequities which they may correct in
favor of nonproject area schools. Thus, the
stringent comparability critzria could have the
effect of militating against some project areas
because they may withdraw additional local effort
from the project area and redistribute it to non-
project schools formerly receiving less local

money.
Item D-7-a requires that state and local

funds be used to provide services in project areas
which, taken as a whole, are at least comparable

to services provided in nonproject areas of the
local agency. This item ranked 19 among 31 items

with a rating of 1.972, which indicates that state
committees believed it permits reasonable achieve-

ment of program objectives. There was consensus

that this is an acceptable concept within the frame-
work of thc purpose of Title I to provide additional
services for the educationally deprived. although
the administration of the requirement is burden-

some.
Item D-7-h states that any finding of non -

compliance shall not affect payment of ledc;
funds to local agencies until after July 1, 19 :

It was rated 1.803 and ranked 13 among 31 ite!as.
Most members of the state committees felt that
this delay in enforcement was necessary to avoid
penalizing local agencies for unavoidable problems
encountered in establishing comparability.

Item D-7-c states that each local agency must
report to the state agency on its compliance with
comparability requirements on or before July 1,
1971. and on or before July 1 each year there-

after. It was ranked 28 ainone the items, with

a rating of 2.327. The administrative time which
will inevitably be consumed with collecting and
compiling data for art annual report on com-
parability was the reason many gave for feeling
that tf.is slightly retards achievement of program

objectives.
The final item in this section. 1)-7-d, requires

that the Commissioner submit to Congrcss a report

of a study makitv ;velal reference to Title 1

fund distributions ti:e.)ng counties, stating the
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means by which such funds may be concentrated
in school attendance areas with the highest con-
centrations of children from low income families.
The committees rated this 2.102, ranking it 21
among the 31 items. It was the general feeling
that special studies tend to be time consuming
and nonproductive. They also frequently are con-
ducted without sufficient contact with those most
directly involved in the administration of the
program at the state and local levels.

The sections of the law and regulations deal-
ing with fiscal controls and assurances in regard
to local funds and comparable services in project
and nonproject area schools were consistently
rated lower than those dealing with program re-
quirements. There appeared to be an increasing
sense of frustration among local adminisirators
who are overwhelmed by the quantity of fiscal
paperwork which absorbs time they might better
spend in program planning and development.

Many of the current problems in Title I ad-
ministration appear to have resulted from the haste
with which the program was initially established.
The first year of Title I funding was chaotic. The
Office of Education urged the state agencies to
push the local agencies to develop any sort of
program, to get the money spent as quickly as
possible. thereby proving the need to spend it.

SECTION
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965 authorizes grants for sup-
plementary educational centers and services.
These are intended to stimulate and assist in the
provision of vitally needed educational services
not heretofore available in sufficient quantity or
quality, and in the development and establishment
of exemplary elementary and secondary school
educational programs. which then serve as models
for !gular school programs.

Title III has had three admiriistrative patterns
since its authorization in April of 1965. For three
fiscal years-1966, 1967, and 1968the pro-
gram was adminktered by the Office of Education.
which received applications from local education

68

This seeming madness to spend permitted some
local agencies to embark on programs later viewed
as less than desirable but difficult to abandon.

During the first four years of Title I, the
Division of Compensatory Education staff was
unable to get into the field to observe the program
in action. During this period it was apparently
assumed that every reported abuse was only the
tip of an iceberg of similar situations. As a result,
massive remedies, such as the original comparabil-
ity requirements, were developed to correct a
limited number of comparatively minor deficien-
cies. Instead of dealing specifically with a minor
or occasional abuse, there has been a tendency to
generate broad regulations applicable to offender
and nonoffender with equal stringency. This ten-
dency in federal regulations is, of course, not con-
fined to those related to Title I.

The Title I administrative patterns and ac-
tivities described in this instrument were generally
rated as reasonable or slightly retarding. How-
ever, those which have become increasingly re-
strictive and demanding of additional administra-
tive paperwork were rated consistently lower. This
reverse pyramid of regulations and guidelines is
viewed as threatening to overwhelm the program
administrators with unnecessary administrative
activities.

III: Title III
agencies and made grants directly to them. State
agencies were assigned no mandatory duties by
law, but the Office of Education manual delineated
their role as one of providing technical assistance
to local agencies. They also were entitled to re-
view proposals submitted to the Commissioner by
their respective local agencies and to make recom-
mendations for approving or disapproving these
proposals.

The transfer of Title III administration to
the state agencies was one of the major amend-
ments to the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1967 (P.L. 90-247). There were strong
feelings for and against this transfer of administra-
tive authority, but the forces which argued in
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ram those thr !SS percent state- VS petcent
tc,Irral paitcrn. 4 fasorrA total federal admmtstra-
Ilion this poll hot-ame net-essay) to interpret the
ratings (tiff 1.1-.'m A-9 and an) others insolving thc
si percen! state-15 percent federal pattern of
administration

Ihr three patterns of adnunistratioa have
been ioducec to two. with the 15 percent set-aside
portion of thr current program included with the
items that dealt with the former I(X) percent
fe,lerai-local pattern, and the 85 percent state plan
portion of thc current Irogram included with the
cents that dealt with the former 100 percent
fet>eral-state-local program.

The ratings on the federal-local agency pat-
tern of administration range from 1.853 to 3.064
on the 1 to 4 scale. Those of the federal-state-local
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!!tr. Tr:lc, I. U.

priorit), the had little or no staff for Title III
and considered that thc ). would elielt:ne little in

withoUt mote than an advisory. function
The) approved all prowt:ts. in some cases ssithout
expressing any priorities, and left the Office of
Education to eliminate the large number of proj-
ects that could not be funded.

The standard procedure of the Office of Edu-
cation was to review all proposais with the state
agencies before recommendations were submitted
to the National Advisory Council for Title III.
The Council. upon receiving the evaluations from
the state agencies, the Office of Education, and
reader-experts. made the final recommendations
to thr Commissioner for approval or disapproval
of projects.

There were exceptions to the standard pro-
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rtu alt.! 2'01 -mina' rt ze.tt Jan% t 141,Nutc

Ikticument s ksitt t4 1 cif her I ht !lunch

trytartiod tri kttal ircxx sr, totak-d
04 shut, s +is nin ,100 %vat ap p "v l thc

1(19 peoicoi hinoSed Thc ft90 riattning ,7ranti
5.140. I tbc l,0J 1% oretatitt$ iletr

octi moos-oil SI 27 190.41Xt. sad thc 201 -mini,
er ants tct.ctscd S4,171.t410

%Inch 4:11CA a regulation requit Ins

the 't111:111124.11scf to notO in Mt-fling thc apithcani
and the appropuale %late agenc oi htt &mutton

c.btil pc pits/Non...If as :stela I 41(0 and

tankcd h:ghc-tt atter !tan A t.c Theee

frl tt, 7-.er( 44 the laws and
tcgulauons Ahtt:h includcd %talc agatctrt in 31t1q

1.11e were attigncd no mandator) admints.
ItatiSc f C

111f Cc Conditions tor approval ot apphcattons
%cm rated as map, retarding achiesemem of
program ohjectis es hem A-3-b, that the program

is consistent with criteria established hy the Com-
missioner to ensure an equitable distribution of
assistance within each state, rated 2.229; Item
A-3-c, that the Comnfissioner determines that the
proposed program utilizes the best availabk talents

and resources to substantially increase the educa-
tional opportunities of the area. rated 2.357; and
Item A-3-J, that the applicant has made provisions

for participation of private school children whose
educational needs are of the type provided by the
program, rated 2,311. Thc discussions in the state
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(TM VIC14 LilA" 1..atOe. 1e44.1

!!'ir I ..trvitait aa,,rse. re t aro I, 41 vs Cover,:

.2Ar Cy !11LTh t !tic as I ottat & 5 he mis; thkaatiC

11 ast a is +Attend tiIC 1111KIED SIC Ira quit "hal thr

:am giant eft satt*ttnastson finittoclacd mat ctertart.c
and that its nasulr is at nout ncxrtkarth gamanc
to catha ptorcsit 4c-vc4ocancnt thc aprutitai

1/14/4Crsi Soelle statist KAI liar drat-a! to
ohtans and ,Ick-t ant %hat wpfind Parts of the

.2.arrativc sec-two (4 thc application cou.14 nor he

rethsfical4 developed usual a program was, tundcd

*tatted, and at tipantion
Ilan A. clic% the tequatilicat us the regula-

tions that all program 2nd hnancial tietoualsons

usth the applicant local ago:news he conducted

the Commissionet and his staff . and hem A.6
%Wes t h3t sitj team and dnienttnahtin tells Ihrs

ate entirel the rapionsthalitoc t4 the applicant

arenc anti the Commtmaoner Itan A- 10
declares that the state agcnc) hat no
attnitnts.t.alnic responsihdifics kir this pan of the

Tule III program These three items were all

rated as mild!) retarding achsescmcnt of program

oh)ectises and the) ranked 14, II. and 13, respec-

tively, of 16 items. indicating the feeling of thc
committee's that omitting thc state agency from
these activities is among the kPst desirable aspecis
of the administration of this program. In practi-x.

those state agencies which assumed a leadership

role, even without portfolio, did actively partici-
pate in program and financial negotiations. They
learned that this enabled them to influence proiect
approvals for their own states in most instances

and to ascertain that none was in conflict with state

laws and regulations.
Item A-7 cites the law requiring that the
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..sictscri actin 4 ps4a1K Cs2:444 at tin sissi MC /Milli a
e 1%; 1. at :a! Is. 14 a! Jitifult Ilk t4 .114%..11% I hr

at fci& 031c arid hcadl zarunti.tt skv.s
vs CO ihc u 1 , gut aidc ctracil *lac-% mg at

tcrJ hc au l hi aiN hc 11.4.%scalsom
,tatt

4,4-vcr at staic 'at sos had in.4mzI icier
ilirott with the t lirsce o 14m-stain under %which
csr, cktelopr.1 uncsfh 131 tair ptans One 1 the

funs-tains ot the unedicial statc plan %as to
,i1rngthen state- igcno's hand in cnoouraging
te use of IstIr 111 lunch to ,ks-rlop thr suisp4r-
!:!7-7.7f. I.7r

fc.atitwoiship, hetween thr state at,.,-cns-t and thc
Misc. hiticawin aerie scurictiMes as elks-Inv

sri gual.OntCcing pro..ii of twolocf, 3,:vogdin1 ft,
statc rci 0111111014W tt Int and priorities as were the-sc.
mt, nal state plan arrangements Tie state seen-
L1(5 Aluch Averc unable to assIgn responsthility for
htic III as a full-time sctis its were not able to
cleft as suiting an influence on decisions made by
thc Office of Education

Tbe IS Percent Fedeind Set-Aside Ilegisabog
Fiscs1 Year 1971

Item A-9, describing the P.L. 91-2.30 section
which authorizes the Commissioner to make grants
directly to local agencies from 15 percent of each
sljle's allotment in FY Nil and thereafter, was
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41c u a nw.ity i.x! at 31.01,1 3411"' aiKvc

rat'AC III 11 ki.alt*PC

TN* III %sok non .U.smisfreandies
bc 4.C*11* S4s luta II 4cv.k ;tit% hc akirloami

Iratrav patty/to and son it It's Wink/ ItIK 0.2tC clan
brif; Isom 14 P I 91 : 141. ttic Eikv41 II1I trsoacits
oil !NIA flak III Vhie leg-nista* cittnhennd
1 NI Title 111 and NM. Iztk -.PS 4 r4sklancr

4unhc I lac And trsiingo st,in Li'a this hociain
aa tausj cithrs as snores supra 'tang achieve-

ment 04 Nov atts obit-ones awt as i.J tone retard
mg their achoesement

Item 18-7 a statrinent Irtirn .hr Amitasstra-
tor manual that the stale arcno is respartwhIc
to sec that iudit pet fodined toe Icical agencies .air
within slat; Laws was rated highe.t at I 4it this

...->roma:;i,.
agens for thc kt.iI :pc.rscses *tam its jurilascrismi

Iwo items rated as priniitung reasonable
achicscment sof program oblocrises describe sec-
tions ot the state plan dealing with planning Item
14-2-h 4:itmg the regulation 1441 the state plo'n
must explain the manner in *loch Title III funds
will iv used in meeting critics, eckicational needs
in thr stalc, was rated 1 Sil I cm /I-2-i. citing the
regulation that thr plan must &scribe the long-
range strategy tor advancing eiucation in the stale
through TitIl 111. was fated 1.907 Thew item,
require thc state agcnc ts estahh-A progr:mi
priorities based on pro,ected plans lor education
in the state Many members of the state com-
mitters beliesed these activities focus the attention
of local agencies on deseloping proposals designed
to move toward the s.olution of long-range. perva-
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C C ¶ -iC 11Ic ',04 c4; ...centrc.-1 rne4

3.1.'41C 7.-.14.1 ,..urt.girnt 1,4.31 t'lle U1
tic r.. ^1.54,.! ,Itrirr% that ,141i-0.1.ire

, l'1Nc 1 it IP. Tit ic ALTO, Vtilc 111r1rct in 111Nr carni

I rriNe: I 1 VICR4f11 IsC1 )41.11& I 4 #11 for

tss-asts, arlscst ,huidacn anodhirr plantramc of
c 121-.C t al; p a 3 Nhoct am A less wen:

racnicki 1h3t ii Inttlittict 3liat IMAM% 44 %talc and

let al ;T.-m.1re k-aant trelnieeern tee hatenc the

ort 'veer/am. ie. euppoitrt1 in elk III
fund%

Plc nicarct and M31.4

Ink ma, tusr 011144: 3100tta how hulute Cavort%

to o,nt4 clatc thc 4.alcreeracal aids uhsch have
ret.42fot atm! as t tar pass ,fircadc Isch ot the No-
r arnt ecsied hos the tItICI-OCI hat its otirn sup-

it cacti pinvirrtmcntal level Norte it
4.1 *LIU% it% acirnyur.sh AM, Int-rusic of prop 311

ul %or sI or financial summit The Icirstanon

na31102 t mc I tti MCI get At C/14001.1 a ff IC/ the slam

and Itocal .30-ts lc/. had reclused their hudgets tot

the h.. al ear an *hue: h it woul5 tvcoenc elector
%at tha at thc asufinve 01 Additional th.cal column

mem, to. rithei 'eltograin was LIAcult Titc taninr

0.1 ftc tvlSt la oiled an additional hz.n.khipat'

the lcdct al and state leseis hr.:Anse at *as enacted

31 the tame 11131 tt3tc 3tC111 we% vh-cir in thc moddk

of isicrsatsng their IitIc 111 state plans hOf the nest

fitaI irar 1Nei had link tune and rescened Ituk
guidance sn altcrang the 04nt to etattorrh to the

nest irsiuerments I en months after passage
the lass and mote than sesen months after the be-
ginning of the fiscal sear, no official regulations

%ere atallihk The result.ng confusion and dat-

lupuon provanis %souk] Appear to raise ques-

tions about the Mtstiont of the manftel an sthrch this

attempt at redwing the nurnher ol categsttirat
Aids *as Can led out

The other tau dant receiving lottoria ratings.

were Item UI. aihieh require-% that m FY 1971
and thereafter the state may,- rectrve no mon
than ttS perecnt of it% allohnvnt to carry OW I.
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Arrfinc,-- .a'r plan n4!11CITI U i. whkh requites
1,141 14 prr:.cnt gAr ca.ch ttatci 41104111Cn1 hc CI
prn.14.0. eti peogram; fee h.' IMO lk 111csl hildren
1.1scs ere ia1cs1 : -toi and trApcstnels
tth est t stems tend to suts'..sde adminiora-

c and iv.sgram autborsts fog a relatnels small
roe a at 30. to reduce the autonorn) of the

:talc agers.. and to nutcase the paperwork tor

Ii
. LeN:rf Tel/

o 4:kat Irons the response of members
thr state ,&111:111111Cfrs that administration of

I ilk III thc state accno mulct a state plan
n frpattS0.1 Ati preleraNc to durst feskralkical
acCf1C1 .1.11nInnttaistfili oil 111C program The ratmgi
gorn the slate plan have been lowered b) the
merge/ of tiros:lit guidance. and counseling prs .
grams. tis thr eteessisely detailed plan require.
merits, and tI Ihc set.asale percent lot the
handicapped

adminisiralisc manual arid igu.dc to pre-
paring 3 state pan. both restrictive in tone. may
he factors to etplam state and local attitudes uncle;
the stale plan After a Mate agency has complied
with all the federal mandates. recommendations.
and suggestions. there is little opportunity or en-
couragerrwm for an) imitative in devel--ming a
111k III program to meet the particular needs of

thc state The stress interstate uniformity was
much greater in idle III. a supposed!) innovative
program, than in either Tide I or Tide VI of the
Ekmentat) alk1SoCt-01k1ri() Education Act

the recommendauens ol the Federal As
sistaMC SlICamlinuig Task FOICC (FAST) have
not pros sik-1 sta.e ag aCies %soh measurable relict
troin the stringent criteria for appeoval of Title III
%faze plans the intent of the EAST recommends-
Mans %has 10 permit State agCnC10110 COMMIC on-
going prOgrams upon submission of signed printed

SECTION
Title VI of thc Elementary and Secondary

Education .-`ct authorizes a variety of programs
designed to improve the education of handicapped
children The (.'ommissioner is authorized to
make grants to assist the states in the initiation.
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.issiaaisces e'sat the% stluitl operate within the law.
.171a1 triru1 at n. and a 11ticf sultlinary 01 Ihic 3C
to it0C1 to !le funded for that fiscal sear It was
eeneralls agrees! that one detailed state plan would
has(' to lx amt.:veld bs ft..; Commissioner as the
basis tor the up1C4 assUfarke- 01 succ:xding 'ear.
Pas-1111C halfwa) mark of fiscal yea; 1971. a sub-
slant...! number of states kid nrc )er secured full
ap11rsa of 1:-T plans submilles; for fiscal Ileaf
14-0

In addition. the Ihs own of Plans and Supple-
mental" Centers was still requiring detailed de-
ust options of certain administrative procedures
adopted tn. the state agencies and submission of
amendments for the Commisoonet's approval
w hen an ). administrative ptocedures arm altered
%Ian) state Title III coordinators !Ilse in a world
between the DPSC and their respective slalC
boards of education. trying to reconcile the dif-
ferences between the pleasure of thc hoard and
thc demands of the DPS('

The difficulties are not as fremuently ohnencti
in the operational sections directly related to the
t..tsic purposes of Title III and thc state agency's
management of the funding of proiects as they are
in penphers Nuirements.

In spite . all the problems which are re-
flected to the low ratings of administrative activ-
ities in Title III. thc program has acquired strong
suppon among local administrator% who hase had
experience with projects and among state adminis-
trator.% who have ebserved the benefits derived
from Title III prsio:ts In some school districts.
these are the only funds which are not corn
mined to the support of existing activities. Title
lil is viewed as having considerable potentialities
for iniroducing new ideas into the schcxils.

IV: Title VI

expvision. and improvement of programs for the
education of handicapped children at the pre-
school, elementary. and secondary levels.

Titk VI *ISO authorizes grants to establish
regional resource centers; centers and services for
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deaf-blind children; and research. traintng. and

dissemination actisitics in connection with centers
and wrvices for the handicappel.

Thc composite ratings of the 109 members of

the eight state project committees ranged front
1.169 to 2.333 on a scale of I to 4 in the

.:valtiati:.-4 of thc degre to which !.elect*--41 admin-

istrative activities described by thc items included
in thc project instrument strongly support. reason-
ably permit. mildly retaro, or strongly retard
achievement of program objectives of Title VI of
thc Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
Thcse ratings indicate that no item in this sect:In
is rated as more than mildly retarding administra-
tion of Title VI programs at the state and local

Icvels.

Ceatecs sad Serykes to Meet Special Needs ol tbe
Malik:upped

Tide VI of P.L. 91-230 authorizes the U.S.

Commissioner of Education to administer several

programs directly by contract with or grants to
institutions of higher education, state or local edu-

cation agencies, or other public or private non-
profit agencies. State and local administrators in
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me eight state committees, particularly those who
have direct responsibility for thc administration
of progams for handicapped children, rated the
parts of Tide VI administered by the Commis-
sioner a mildly retarding the achievement of the
staled tibject ives of each program.

Item A-1 authorizes thc establishment of
regional resource centers. State and local admm-
istrators expressed concern over the failure of
some centers to assess the needs of all slate and
local education agencies thcy arc intended to serve

as an initial step in their planning. Some partici-
pants felt that greater involvement of state agency
personnel in making decisions about thc establish-

ment of these centers would result in more effec-
tive programs. Some of thc resource centers are

inaccessible that the intended beneficiaries feel

they would have been better served by smaller
direct grants or by the addition of these funds to
the state plan portion of Tide VI.

Item A-2, authorizing centers for deaf-blind
children, causes similar concern among state and

local schoolmen. There is some doubt that re-
gional resklential center's arc the only way to serve
these children, accompanied by a strong feeling
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th..n some of these funds could be made available
to Aate and local agencies to develop alternative
.ipproahes to educating deaf-blind children.

Item A-3 describes thc Commissioner\ au-
thority to arrange for the development and imple-
mentation of experimental preschool and early
childho.id cdmat:on programs for handicapped
children. .1-he committees rated it 2.0(X). Grants
hase been made for 42 projects to state and local
education and health agencies. universities. private
nonprofit groups. and community action agencies.

Item A-4 authorizes the Commissioner to pay
all or part of the costs of such activities as research
and deselopment. training of professional and
allied personnel. and dissemination of materials
and information Thc item was rated 1.962. The
training programs (or professional and allied per-
sonnel receive the greatest funding support in this
group.

Lem A-5 reouires
duct, either directly or
dent orgainzations. a
evaluation of programs

thc Commissioner to con-
by contract with indepen-
thorough and continuing
for which he has adminis-

trative responsibility. State and local administra-
tors feel that the lack of opportunity for thcm to
participate in evaluation of these proams pre-
vents state agency personnel from making recom-
mendations which would improve the programs
and adds to their burdens because they must seek
alt-.!rnative ways to accomplish the same task.

7hroughout the discussions members of the
state committees expressed quite strong opinions
that the programs administered by the Commis-
sioner could be made more effective if state agen-
cies were included in their planning and develop-
ment and were given a voice in the decisions about
awarding grants. This is consistent with the view
that programs for handicapped childrei should be
a responsibility of the community and local public
schools rather than public or private institutions
and special schools. In recent years state agencies
have increased their efforts to encourage the devel-
opment of such programs. Thcir participation in
making decisions about programs administered by
the Commissioner would he a logical means of
assuring that the activities and programs of other
agencies are coordinated with their established
priorities.
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Aviistanct to States for Education of flandkapped
Children

Thc section of Title VI which provides as-
..istance to the states for education of handicapped
children requires that a state plan be submitted
by the state ag:ncy for approval of the ('ommis-
sioner. Thc state alan section of Title VI was
rated higher than thc state plan or assurance
sections of ESEA Titles I and III and thc Voca-
tional Education Act of 1968. Title VI was be-
lieved to have less difficult administrative require-
ments and fewer unnecessar) restrictions.

Item B-I. providing :hat the state educa-
tion agency must be the sole agency for admin-
istration of the state plan. received the highest
raing from the participants. 1.169. Item B-3.
stating in thc regulations that the program must bc
administered by that division of the state agency
responsible for state educational programs for the
handicapped. was ranked 4 of the 14 items in
this scction. State and local administrators feel
that the resulting administrative pattern encour-
ages the development of programs and services
by the state and :ocal agencies which provide
maximum opportunities for education of handi-
capped children.

Four provisions of the state plan that rated
very high in support of achievement of program
objectives wcrc described as follows: Item B-2.
rated 1.564. states that there must bc policies and
procedures which provide satisfactory assurancc
that Title VI funds will be used to supplement and
increase *.he level of state, local, and private funds
expended for thz education of handicapped chil-
dren; Item B-4. rated 1.601. states that there must
be provision for local agencies to enter into agree-
ments and submit applications for joiiitly operated
programs; Item B-5. rated 1.759, requires a

quantitative and qualitative description of present
programs and projects for the education of handi-
capped children: and Item 6-7, rated 1.694, is an
assurance that Title VI funds will not be used
to provide programs in schools operated by a
state agency or for those in other schools receivinR
support for their education from a state agency.

The purposes of these items support achieve-
ment of program objectives. The development of
a description of present programs for the handi-
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capped was a burden for many state agencies the

first year they had to submit a state plan. but they
generidly fdt that the effort has been beneficial to

the state agency. A few local administrators felt
that loca! school districts which had previously

invested local money in these programs were
penalized by having to continue that investment

whiie similar Title VI programs were funded in
local districts not making such an effort.

Item 13-6, requiring that special educational

and related services for handicapped children en-
roled in private schools be provided on a basis

compai able to that used in providing such services

to children enrolled in public schools, was rated
as only permitting, not supporting, achievement
of program objectives. It ranked 12 out of the 14
items. There is still no clear interpretation of the
precise meaning of this regulation at the federal
level. In somc states it has been difficult to deter-
mine accurately the numbers of handicapped chil-
dren in private schools, as well as the nature and

extent of their handicaps. It has been difficult to
determine which services can be appropriately
provided for private school children when funds

are limited and their needs may be quite dissimilar
to those of children in public schools. Another
problem arises in some states when activities are
supported by a mixture uf federal, state, and local

funds if there is a state constitut;onal prohibition
against use of public funds to provide services to
children attending private schools.

Local Agency Administrative Responsibilities

The Title VI law and regulations make very
little specific mention of local agency administra-

tive responsibilities. In practice, the local agency
operates a project in accordance with its admin-
istration of all school programs. A Title VI
project is, in effect, an additional public school
program which provides educational services to
a specific clientele.

Two items in the regulations deal with the
local agency's responsibility for coordinating the
activities ot its Title VI project with those of
other at,-ncies. Item C-1 requires that .1 local
agency coordinate its project with other public and
private programs for the education of handicapped

children in its area. It was rated 1.859 and

ranked 7 among the 14 items. Item C'-2 requires

a local agency to coordinate its program activities
with similar programs in other local agencies

under the state plan. It was rated 1.962 by the

committees and ranked g among the 14 items.

Both of these items were rated lower by
local administrators, possibly because the burden

of coordination requires expenditure of their ad-
ministrative timc and energy. However, these
administrative activities are important to observe

in order to avoid duplication of effort or the devel-
opment of overlapping programs to serve the same

clientele.
The ratings on all parts of Title VI may have

been influenced by a genuine desire to improve
educational opportunities for handicapped chil-
dren. Administrators at each governmental level

appear to have worked independently and coop-
eratively to develop efficient and effective adminis-
trative patterns for the several programs. The
consistently higher ratings and more positive com-
ments appear to be the result of continuing efforts,
led by the Bureau of Education of the Handi-
capped, to expedite, simplify, and streamline the
administration of Title VI.

The initial appropriation of $2.5 million for
fiscal year 1967 became available in June, the
last month of that fiscal year. The funds were so
limited and were released to the state agencies so

late that wise expenditures for program activities
would have been impossible. Therefore, an ad-
ministrative decision was made to permit the state

agencies to uss; their allotment for planning pur-
poses. The Bureau accepted state plans which
"promised to plan" in order to release the funds

so thia the real work could be started. As a result,
the state agencies had from June of 1967 into
February of 1968 to prepare for the administra-

tion of this program. During this eighi-month
period a state agency had ample time to develop
internal organization plans and to begin hiring
staff members to administer its projects and to
provide technical assistance to the local agencies.
They conducted surveys to determine the status
and needs of education of the handicapped. They
worked with local agencies to stimulate interest
and assisted them in the development of applica-

tions for projects.
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Although there is no requirement in Title VI
for a state advisory council, many state agencies
established them as one means of attempting to
coordinate services for the handicapped. These
councils varied widely in their composition: some
were composed of staff members who had admin-
istrative responsibility for one or more programs
for the handicapped; some included representa-
tives of local education agencies ahd public and
private agencies supporting programs; some in-
cluded parents of handicapped children. All of
them broadened the information base and im-
proved the planning capabilities of the state
agency.

At the end of this period of grace, when funds
for local projects bccame available, most state
agencies were better prepared to administer Title
VI than they had been for any other federally
funded program to date.

The provision that 5 percent or $100,000,
whichever is greater, of the state allocation may
be used for anistration of the state plan
enabled some st,:tP iencies for the first timc to
employ a full-t' director of special education
and specialists to work in the field. It enabled
others to add specialists who could improve ser-
vices to local agencies. For many state av:acies
these funds provided the impetus to their assuming
a leadership role in the development of education
programs for the handicapped. The Bureau of
Education of the Handicapped required a compre-
hensive state plan for the release of fiscal year
1968 funds. A state agency was required to pro-
vide: a complete report on all existing services
for the handicapped; a statement of major prob-
lems in education of the handicapped; a list of the
long-range goals of the state agency in terms of
services to the handicapped; a description of the
ways in whiLh the state. intended to use Title VI
funds for fiscal year 1968 to move toward achiev-
ing their goals; and a description of programs
operating in the same year funded by other federal,
state, and local sources. Although the document
was long and detailed, state agencies had eight
months to gather the information, plan the pro-
grams, and prepare the report. It became a work-
ing document for most state agencies.
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For operating purposes, the state plan form
now has been supplanted by two simpler docu-
ments The first is a set of preprinted assurances
recommended by the Federal Assistance Stream-
lining Task Force (FAST). The second is a
Description of Projected Activities Form. These
documents require no major narrative writing of
the state, and most of the information requested
is of the nature a state agency would require and
collect for its own purposes. They are simple
enough to be both manageable and comprehensive.

The Bureau also has attemptf.:1 to stream-
line the reporting procedures. After a local project
is approved and funded by the state agency, a
cop, of the appfication is forwarded to the Bureau.
The information formerly transcribed by the state
agency into its report and then retranscribed by
the Bureau into its annual report is now recorded
and stored in a computer. At any time the Bureau
can retrieve current information by state, by type
of project, or by any other category desired. To
gain relief from the tedious, time-consuming com
pilation of reports by hand, the state agencies have
been willing to use a uniform project application
form.

Although the state agencies have been en-
couraged to use state plan funds for demonstration
activities, there are no mandates regarding types
of programs to be funded or clientele served. In
some instances state agencies have more discre-
tionary authority in the use of these funds than
they 1, ave in the use of state funds for the handi-
capped. The state agency is able to determine its
own priorities without legislative or administrative
interference.

The timing of this program of assistance
to the states enabled state agencies to make an
effective response to the increasing demands from
parents of handicapped children that their needs
be met within the community rather than in
residential centers.

The initial planning period, the realistic and
simplified state plan requirements, the freedom
from rectrictions on how funds are to be used,
and the th-neliness of the program all contribute
to the widely recognized success of the adminis-
tration of Part B of Title VI.
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SECTION V: Vocational Education Act of 1968

c Ihc I Si programs considered in the
111,,of roc,.r.t.inr unctions. federally supported voca-
1,,im3 t cdn, Argon R milc than a century )1(1 at the

1."K rtf C ct and ha% been an integral part of
esIus.ition since 1917. The items

t tt irse.mh instrument havc been drawn

oriok trogri thc Nct of 1968 and its patterns
MTOI310011. tlUt thc have developed out of

tumnlanusi% otricncncc in vocational education
Junirne Itir and peace. economic boom and de-

recition. anti r.iped development of technology.
Valor 196 :1. sosational education has been affected

t*s a numher of emergency federal programs of
Cal&C it mostly remedial in character, in addi-
tion to thc increased scope of vocational educa-
tion entrusted to the schools.

The important vocational education law of
'HO hroiadened thc field and maintained its

...stcpvircal character sufficiently to overload the
adiesmtstrative r ,ourees of many local, state, and

federal agencics The 1968 law states admirable
policrs shout local operation and tate respon-
sdidity, hut thc federal regulations ha v.. !nixed

to assume increased fedt.ral responsibility iirough
qvcifscation of more rather than fes; er complex

and detailed requirements. Vocational education

has added more than its share to the organizational
ostilankl on state and local education agencies

.mce 1963. This has resulted in an inability to
*sleet fully the federal requirements and a state and

toed tendency merely to promise to try to com-
ply There is reason to believe that perhaps one-

half ot all the paperwork in vocational education
and the staff time it requires could be eliminated
..ithout loss in vocational education results.

Alineation of Administradve Responsibilities to

tbe US. Commissioner of Education
Item A-1 lists the legal requirement that the

Commissioner promulgate state allotment ratios
tor each ftscal year. This does not provide the
dollar amounts to be allotted, but it shows what
percentages will go to each state when an appro-
flirtation becomes available. As such information
helps somewhat in state and local planning, the
stem was rated 1.596 and ranked next to highest

among the 43 items on vocational education.
Itern4A-2 cites the law that before approving

a 'laic plan, the Commissioner must make specific
findings that he is satisfied the procedures in the
plan ensure that it will be carried out. This was
rated 2 128 and ranked 26 among the 43 items,
principally because the required specific findings
usually are based on a few mechanical procedures

to assess the promise of state plans rather than on
thorough program reviews upon which specific
findings could be based. Whatever may be done

is not of great concern to the state committees,

and they recognize the impossibility of doing a
tho-nugh job with current federal staffing. Ironi-
cally, if more federal staff consumed the amount

of time a thorough job would require before each

state plan is approved, the resulting delays might
well bring a lower rating from the committees for
impeding administration of thPii. programs.

Item A-3 cites the law that the Commissioner

may not approve a research and training program
application until it has been approved by a panel

of experts who are not employees of the federal
government. Rated 2.425 and ranked 38 among
the 43 items, the low rating of the work of the
panel is said to reflect cumbersome procedures,

selection of experts by the federal vocational edu-
cation staff, bias, elements of grantsmanship, little
knowledge of the projects, and absence of evalua-

tion reports when decisions must be made.
Item A-4 cites the law that the Commissioner

may not make any grant or contract for an ex-
emplary program or project unless the state board

of vocational education has failed to disapprove it
within 60 days after it has been submitted to the
board. Rated 2.000 and ranked 20 among 43
items, the state committees had no strong opinions

in either direction. The state board will have had

a chance to disapprove the grants, but a new
delaying factor may have been created.

Item A-5 refers to long dormant obligation;
of the Secretary of Labor to make studies and
projections of manpower needs for purposes of
vocational education planning. This service func-

tion was mandated through riders on the 1970 and

1971 appropriations laws after the Department of
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Vocational Education
STATE LOCAL COMBINED

Rank Rank Rank
Item Average Among Average Among Average Among
Number Ratings Rating Items Rat ngs Rating Items Ratings Rating Items

(Research

Instruments)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A.1 28 24 3 0 1.545 3 24 25 5 0 1.648 3 52 49 8 1.596 2

2 15 24 13 3 2072. 26 12 27 8 7 2.185 28 27 51 21 10 2.128 26
3 7 18 24 6 2.527 40 9 22 18 4 2.320 35 16 40 42 10 2.425 38

4 16 28 10 1 1.927 20 11 29 13 1 2.074 20 27 57 23 2 2.000 20

5 17 27 7 4 1.963 21 17 25 9 3 1.962 16 34 52 16 7 1.963 18

6 20 32 2 1 1.709 7 21 28 4 1 1.722 6 41 60 6 2 1.715 7

7 24 24 3 2 1.679 6 27 23 1 2 1.584 2 51 47 4 4 1.632 5

B.1 41 12 1 1 1.309 1 32 18 3 0 1.452 1 73 30 4 1 1.379 1

2 20 27 7 1 1.800 13 19 26 8 1 1.833 10 39 53 15 2 1.816 10

3 16 34 4 1.777 11 14 25 14 1 2.037 18 30 59 18 1 1.907 15

4 9 28 11 6 2.259 34 9 26 13 6 2.296 34 18 54 24 12 2.277 35

5 22 24 8 1 1.781 12 19 25 9 1 1.851 12 41 49 17 2 1.816 10

6 21 23 7 4 1.890 16 14 23 11 5 2.132 23 35 46 18 9 2.009 21

7 14 23 13 5 2.163 31 12 18 21 3 2.277 32 26 41 34 8 2.220 32

8 18 32 3 1 1.759 10 21 26 5 2 1.777 7 39 58 8 3 1.768 8

9 17 30 6 2 1.872 15 13 26 12 2 2.056 19 30 56 18 4 1.962 16

10 26 23 6 0 1.636 5 16 27 9 2 1.944 14 42 50 15 2 1.788 9

11 18 28 6 3 1.890 16 17 29 5 3 1.888 13 35 57 11 6 1.889 14

12 31 21 1 1.452 3 20 27 5 2 1.796 8 51 48 5 3 1.626 4
13a 21 17 13 4 2.000 23 22 19 7 6 1.944 14 43 36 20 10 1.972 19

13b 17 20 15 3 2.072 27 15 25 9 5 2.074 20 32 45 24 8 2.073 23
13c 15 21 13 6 2.181 32 13 27 11 3 2.074 20 28 48 24 9 2.128 26
13d 5 25 18 7 2.490 39 4 17 22 11 2.740 40 9 42 40 18 2.614 41

14 17 28 8 2 1.909 19 10 27 15 2 2.166 26 27 55 23 4 2.036 22
15 14 30 7 3 1.981 22 9 30 12 3 2.166 26 23 60 19 6 2.074 24
16 18 29 4 3 1.851 14 21 23 9 1 1.814 9 39 52 13 4 1.833 12

17 9 17 17 12 2.581 42 4 12 22 16 2.925 42 13 29 39 28 2.752 42
18 15 21 10 8 2.203 33 12 21 15 5 2.245 30 27 42 25 13 2.224 33
19 9 25 14 7 2.345 37 8 26 13 7 2.351 37 17 51 27 14 2.348 36

20 11 17 20 6 2.388 38 14 2' 16 3 2.148 24 25 38 36 9 2.268 34

21 3 12 16 23 3.092 43 1 13 20 20 3.092 43 4 25 36 43 3.092 43
22 12 26 14 3 2.145 29 11 26 13 3 2.150 25 23 52 27 6 2.128 26
23 3 26 16 8 2.547 41 7 21 18 7 2.471 38 10 47 34 15 2.509 40
24 6 30 16 3 2.290 35 4 24 18 7 2.528 39 10 54 34 10 2.407 37

25 12 29 9 3 2.056 25 8 23 18 3 2.307 35 20 52 27 6 2.180 30

26 11 25 17 1 2.148 30 6 31 13 3 2.245 30 17 56 30 4 2.196 31

C.1 30 19 4 1 1.555 4 25 22 5 1 1.660 4 55 41 9 2 1.607 3

2 23 23 7 1 1.740 9 24 23 6 0 1.660 4 47 46 13 1 1.700 6

3 11 32 10 1 2.056 25 7 33 9 4 2.188 29 18 65 19 5 2.102 25

4 22 25 0 1.722 8 20 26 2 5 1.849 11 42 51 9 5 1.768 8
5 11 24 14 5 2.240 36 4 15 23 11 2.773 41 15 39 37 16 2.504 39

6 20 21 11 2 1.907 18 14 25 13 1 2.018 17 34 46 24 3 1.962 16

7 19 18 13 4 2.037 24 16 15 13 9 2.283 33 35 33 26 13 2.158 29



Labor and the vocational education officials in the
Office of Education had failed to agree for several
years over the details of the data.

The Department of Labor has federal au-
thority to administer the Manpower Training and
Development Act and other emergency vocational
education in cooperation with the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity. It has also collaborated in

fields of mutual concern in vocational education
with the Office of Education. Throughout a long
history of cooperation with state and local voca-
tional education agencies, however, the Office of
Education has sought to coordinate school and
college programs in the federal education agency.
The congressional mandate places the Department
of Labor in a service relationship not entirely
welcomed when the data are those needed and
specified by the Office of Education. The state
committees, educators all, ranked this item 18
among 43 items and rated it at 1.963, partly be-
cause the long jurisdictional competition has left
some feeling about the feasibility of receiving the
needed data from the Department of Labor.

Item A-6 refers to a regulation leaving the
auditing function at the state level to the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, an
arrangement considered less desirable than haying
the auditors work out of the Office of Education.
Ranked 7 among the 43 items, the high rating
of 1.715 would be higher if the HEW auditors
were sufficienCy informed about vocational educa-
tion to make more than superficial auuits,

Item A-7 refers to a regulation that evidences
the strong bond between Office of Education voca-
tional education administrators and state educa-
tion agencies. It lists the only instance mandated
by federal regulations in any intergovernmental
education program that federal auditors desiring
to approach local education agencies must, in
effect, first give the state an opportunity to cor-
rect any local fiscal irregularities. Federal audi-
tors, where available information at the state level
is deemed inadequate, may arrange through the
state board for audits in local education agencies.
A rating of 1.632 and the fifth highest ranking
among the 43 items reflects the view that auditing
the records of local education programs is nor-
mally a state function and responsibility; but it is

also recognized that the authority of federal audi-
tors extends to the local level of government.

Allocation of Administrative Responsibilities to
State Agencies

Item B-1 lists the requirement of the Act of
1968 that the state must designate the state board
of vocational education as the sole ageney respon-
sible for administration of the state plan and super-
vision of the administration of local education
agencies under the state plan. Ranking this item
highest among all 43 items, the state committees,
composed of both state and local administrators of
a large variety of federal educational programs,
left no doubt of their belief that vocational edu-
cation reaches its program objectives best when
administered as a state educational responsibility
with federal support and local program operation.

Item B-2 lists the requirement of a regulation
that a state plan must contain detailed descriptions
of the state programs, services, and activities,
along with its policies and operating procedures.
This was not objected to generally by the com-
mittees, and it was rated 1.816, relatively high,
and ranked 10 among the 43 items. Nevertheless,
much required detail in state plans and guidelines
is regarded as unnecessary. Federal-state negotia-
tions currently are proceeding which would reduce
the paperwork to a contractual agreement to ob-
serve federal laws and regulations, with the state
plan filed in the state office for state use and avail-
able on request by national and regional federal
offices for vocational education. Given this ar-
rangement, elimination of federal requirements
having little or no relationship to the attainment
of state and local program objectives would be
more readily attainable.

Item B-3 lists the requirement of the law
for a long-range state program plan of three to
five years, which by regulation has been made five
years without the alternative in the law. The
state committees rated this 1.907, ranking it 15
among the 43 items. They believed that although
long-range planning is generally desirable, it can
quite easily become stale and routine in annual
updating of the first five-year plan.

Item B-4 cites the law requiring an annual
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state program plan, including a description of the
extent to which consideration was given to the
state advisory council's most recent evaluation
report in developing the plan. Questions about
the amount of detail required and the intrusion
of the vague requirement about consideration of
evaluation reports, which many state councils had
not yet made available, lowered this rating to
2.277 and a ranking of 35 among the 43 items.

Item B-5 refers to the requirement in the
law that the state plan must set forth the policies
and procedures to be followed in distribution of
funds to state agencies and the uses of funds by
local agencies as prescribed in the law. It re-
ceived a rating of 1.816 and was ranked 10 by
the state committees, strongly supporting program
objectives with comparatively minor reservations.

Item B-6 summarizes a regulation that re-
quires spelling out in the state plan certain pre-
scribed purposes of home economics programs and
calling for procedures and policies to be followed
in achieving them. The rating by the state agency
representatives was 1.890, ranking it at 16 among
the 43 items. The local representatives rated it
2.132 and ranked it at 23, apparently having more
doubts about the necessity of spelling out local
program purposes in the state plan if the purposes
were made clear enough by the law itself and by
guidelines.

Item B-7 cites a regulation requiring that the
state plan give assurance that one-third of the
funds for consumer and homemaking education
will be used for programs in economically de-
pressed areas or tireas of high unemployment.
Funds set aside in this manner were rated low
because the mandated minimum does not fit the
needs of all local education agencies. This item
was rated 2.220, ranking it 32 among the 43 items.

Item B-8 cites the requirement of the law
that cooperative vocational programs must be
planned and supervised so that both the school
and the public or private employer of the student
will contribute to the student's education. The
state committees rated this at 1.768, ranking it
8 among the 43 items. The provision provides
a mild deterrent to the exploitation of students
as a source of cheap labor to participating em-
ployers.
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Item B-9 cites the law requiring thc state
plan to set forth principles for determining thc
priority to be given to applications for work-study
programs from local agencies having substantial
numbers of dropouts or unemployed youth. This
is an excellent program which emphasizes student
need. It parallels the Neighborhood Youth Corps
program conducted by the U.S. Department of
Labor. The state committees rated it 1.962, rank-
ing it 16 among the 43 items.

Item B-10 is from a regulation that requires
the state board to assure that state and local pro-
grams, services, and activities are evaluated often
and extensively enough to enable the state board
to carry out its state plan. The members of the
committees from state agencies rated this a high
1.636, ranking it 5 among the 43 items; but the
local members rated it 1.944, which ranked it 14.
Overall, the rating was 1.788, and the ranking was
9 among the 43 items.

Item B-11 refers to another regulation that
permits state advisory council evaluations to be
adopted as those of the state board, but also
approves additional state or local evaluations.
Although the federal policy seems to consider the
more evaluations the better, many state committee
members do not favor the administrative function
of evaluation being given to state advisory coun-
cils. There is confusion, duplication, and over-
lapping here, with conflicts between the respon-
sible administrative agencies and the so-called
advisory councils that create dual systems of ad-
ministration in the evaluation of programs. The
state representatives rated the item 1.890, rank-
ing it 16 among the 43 items; the local representa-
tives rated it 1.888, with an overall ranking of 14.

Item B-12 cites a regulation permitting state
or local vocational agencies to contract for any
portion of a program of instruction provided the
contract is legal and involves a reasonable and
prudent use of funds. The state agency members
rated it 1.452, ranking it at 3 among the 43 items;
the local representatives rated it 1.796, and 8 in
ranking. The state committees emphasized that
contracted programs are entirely optional and
helpful in some situations. Although proprietary
institutions have not been used to any great
extent, their participation apparently will increase
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as cost effectiveness factors arc agreed upon by
private training institutions and public vocational
education authorities.

Item B-13 has four parts involving the sug-
gestions of a preamble to a state plan guidc for
vocational cducation phrased in mandatory terms
by the Office of Education. The state education
agency is called upon to give priority in funding
programs, services, and activities for (a) disad-
vantaged persons, (b) the physical or mentally
handicapped, (c) those preparing for occupations
requiring postsecondary education, and (d) stu-
dents enrolled in nonpublic schools. The state
committees ranked (a) at 19, (b) at 23, (c) at
26, and (d) at 41 among the 43 items, and rated
them at 1.972, 2.073, 2.12S, and 2.614, respec-
tively.

There has been considerable difficulty in de-
fining "disadvantaged" and "handicapped" per-
sons for the purposes of these priorities. Many
persons normally so defined long have been and
currently are enrolled in regular vocational pro-
grams. The references in the 1968 law to disad-
vantaged persons "who cannot succeed in regular
programs" compound difficulties of student ad-
missions, especially in regard to overlapping and
part-time programs in relation to a long list of
federal priorities. Who can know which person
"cannot succeed" in regular vocational programs
that are often composed of "clusters of occupa-
tions" to be adapted to the individual needs of
each student? Most states exceed the federal re-
quirements for serving the postsecondary needs

of vocational students.
Item B-13-d refers to still another adminis-

tratively required priority in favoring enrollment
of students in nonpublic schools. The rapidly
growing vocational-technical schools serve some
students from both public and nonpublic schools

on a shared-time basis. The public and private
part-time students have equal standing in deter-
mining which shall be assigned instructional space
in the schools. The federal administrative man-
date of a priority for nonpublic over public school
students adds administrative confusion and diffi-
culty, including that involving the question of dis-
crimination against public school students. The
state committees rated this item 2.614, which

remains within thc rating scale definition of per-
miffing reasonable achie%ement of program obwc-
lives. The ranking was 41 among the 43 items.
however. indicating administrative difficulties
rarely exceeded elsewhere in vocational education.
Perhaps enforcement of laws prohibiting discrim-
ination wouli be a more certain remedy than a
federal administrative priority if and when equality
is denied nonpublic school pupils involved in the
vocational education for which they are eligible.

Item B-14 cites a regulation requiring the
state plan to set forth principles for determining
Priorities among applications by local agencies for
cooperative vocational education programs, with
preference to those from areas of high concen-
tration of youth unemployment or dropouts. This
was rated 2.036 and ranked at 22 among the 43
items. It involves difficult interpretations of prior-
ities and what many committee members regard
as unnecessary writing of details into state plans
that have little if any later effect on achievement
of program objectives.

Item B-15 summarizes a regulation author-
izing grants or contracts for exemplary programs
or projects only if the state board determines that
their planning, development, and operation are
coordinated with other public and private pro-
grams having similar purposes. This is another
detailed requirement, including definition of in-
tended procedural principles of coordination in
situations where coordination may be next to im-
possible to achieve. The state committees rated it
2.074 and ranked it 24 among the 43 items.

Item B-16 cites the law requiring the state
board to encourage exemplary projects and pro-
grams to broaden occupational opportunities for
youth, especially for those with academic, socio-
economic, or other handicaps. This is a desirable
and theoretically attractive program with minor
financial support. The state committees rated it

1.833 and ranked it 12 among the 43 items. Most
members regard it as a desirable beginning to im-
prove vocational programs.

Items B-17, B-18, B-19, B-20, B-21, and
B-26 were ranked 42, 33, 36, 34, 43, and 31,
respectively, among the 43 items and were rated
from a high of 2.196 to a low of 3.092. They
are grouped for consideration here because all of
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them rcqulrc escessne detail in state plans or
solemn promises of vehat the state board will do
All ewer onc are regulations that appear to hase
httk if any effect on the achievement of program
objectives.

Item II- 1 7 refers to thc requirement !hat thc
state board set forth minimum qualifications for
all vocational education personnel regardless of
whether thcrc is federal participation in their
salaries. This is thc only onc of these items re-
quired by law rather than by regulation. It rankcd
next to last among thc 43 items and was rated
2.752 by thc state committees. The requitement
is unnecessary because all the states have set up
standards and procedures for teachers of voca-
tional education, as thcy have bor teachcrs in othcr
subjccts.

Items B-18, B-I9, and B-20 arc essentially
guidelines, but thcy are made mandatory regula-
tions to which the state board "must give due
consideration" or "must give particular considera-
tion." The state must promise to give all these
special parts of programs special attention. The
state committees ranked itcm B-21 at 43 and
rated it 3.092, lowest of all items on vocational
education, for requiring the state plan to describe
in detail the essential characteristics of the local
tax systems. Item B-26 refers to a requirement
that the state plan must describe the policies and
procedures to be followed by local agencies in
maxing applications for research and training
grants, together with voluminous requirements for
local applications.

Item B-22 cites a regulation requiring a
written agreement describing a cooperative per-
sonnel training program and the policies and pro-
cedures the state board and the training agency
agree to use in evaluating the program. It was
ranked 26 among the 43 items and rated at 2.128.
It seeks through the cooperative agreements to
provide contractual details that are of some pro-
tection against poor training. In view of the fact
that different program agreements can be made
with more than one institution, and that there is
no requirement that the states must spell out the
several protections and purposes of the coopera-
tive agreements in their state plans, it could easily
have been rated higher for its flexibility.
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Item 11-23 refers to a regulation requiring
the state board and the state employment service
to develop a cooperatis agreement for vocational
guidance. counseling. :ind testing services. Such
agreements havc little effect because thcy do not
appear to affect thc nrograms or their results.
Thc state committees rated thc itcm at 2.509 and
ranked it 40 among the 43 items.

Item 13-24 refers to a regulation mandating
that state plan programs must bc designed to
include, to thc extent consistent with thc number
enrolled in private, nonprofit schools in tne attend-
ance area, vocational education services which
meet thc needs of such students. For thc reasons
expressed under Item B-I 3-4, the state committees
rated this at 2.407, which ranked it 37 among thc
43 items.

Item B-25 cites a regulation requiring a pro-
vision for a state research. coordination unit along
with descriptions of its staff, organization, and its
functions as these may affect research, personnel
training, developmental programs, and dissemina-
tion activities. The state committees rated this
2.180, ranking it 30 among the 43 items. Coop-
eration with the state board and its local programs
appears to account for the success of many coor-
dinating units. When located in universities, pro-
gram-related research and coordination is much
less successful than when located within the state
agency. This practice in a considerable number
of states lowered the rating on this item.

Allocation of Administrative Responsibilities to
Local Education Agencies

This section illustrates the reach of federai
law and regulations directly to local education
tgencies, even when the state agency under its
state plan agrees to make the same requirements
of the local agencies.

Items C-1 and C-2 are routine in regard
to the scope of the local application. They were
rated high and ranked 3 and 6, respectively,
among the 43 vocational education items. Item
C-4 is also routine and was rated 1.768, ranking
it 8 among the 43 items. It seemed almost trite
to require programs to "make substantial progress
toward preparing the persons to be served for a
career."
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Item C-3 cites a regulation requiring local

agencies to develop their applications in con-
sultation with thc educational and training re-
sources available in the arca to be served. Thc
state committees rated this 2.102. ranking it 25
among thc 43 items. Thc number and diversity
of educational and training resources in the arca
may be difficult to ascertain, and the "consulta-
tion" required is not defined.

Item C-5 refers to a regulation requiring an
updated five-year plan as part of the local applica-

tion for meeting the vocational education needs
of potential students in the area to be served.
The state committees rated this at 2 504, ranking
it 39 among the 43 items, with some believing five

years impracticable and burdensome for many
school districts. A similar requiremeta in the law
for the state agencies to set forth a three-to-five-
year program was ranked at 15 (see Item B-3).

Item C-6 deals with the applications for
exemplary programs or projects and was rated
1.962, ranking it 16 among the 43 items. It re-
quires local applications to meet requirements
similar to those the state plan must prescribe

for local applications to the state board for re-
search and training grants and projixts, as de-

scribed in Item B-26, which was rated 2.196 and

ranked 31 by the state committef:s. The lower
ranking under B-26 was presumaSly caused by
the requirement that policies and procedures must
be written into the state plan.

Item C-7 refers to a requirement in the law
that establishes a three-year limit on local ex-
emplary projects or programs. The state com-
mittees rated this 2.158, ranking it 29 among the
43 items. The rule makes it impossible to have

exemplary projects follow classes of students
throuh more than a three-year period, but it
prevents exemplary projects from becoming
routine and permits other enterprising innovators
to take their turns in operating such projects.

This section is ;ncomplete without considera-
tion of Item 5 and Items 15-24 in Section VI,
Special Funding Provisions, which deal with voca-
tional education and some of its most difficult
administrative problems. The reader is also re-
ferred to Section VII, Public Participation, in
which Items A-12 thrcugh A-14 and B-11 through

B-1 7 directly concern vocational education. All
these items We rc originally dealt with in this sec-
tion on vocational education. but i- the final in-
strumen: were grouped in Sections VI and VII
for purposes of direct comparison with similar fed-
eral. state. and local requirements in special fund-
ing Ind public participation found in the sections
on ESEA Titles I, III. VI. and elsewhere.

Observations
Vocational education is committed to pro-

viding occupational and continuing education pro-
grams to youth and adults in preparation for
employment and responsible citizenship. Its prac-
thioners are experienced in providing occupational
training programs within the long established
structures of public education, where it is basically
integral to the practical development and maturity
of American youth. The more recent emergency
programs for dropouts, out of school youths, and
underemployed and unemployed adults are basi-
cally remedial and are administered more often
through noneducational agencies.

One of the strengths of vocational education
lies in its well-balanced federal, state, and local
administrative system. It has been expanded
greatly in recent years, serving people of all ages,
ability levels, and socioeconomic backgrounds.
Inmasingly, federal regulations have accelerated
the scope of its services by mandating a series of
priorities to ensure that disadvantaged groups shall
be the principal beneficiaries of the emergency
programs. Vocational education has assumed this
load willingly, insofar as it could be assumed

within the scope of present facilities and financial
resources.

Following the Vocational Education Act of
1963, the state agencies were organized to respond

to a number of specific needs: (1) to expand
programs beyond the high school level to public
and private postsecondary and adult training in-
stitutions; and (2) to provide improved services in
guidance, research, evaluation, youth services,
program planning, public information, teacher
education, curriculum development, and concen-
tration on programs for the disadvantaged and
handicaPped. In addition, state and local voca-
tional educators have been urged to meet em-
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plonient needs by establishing improved com-
munications with business and industry. Thc
law recognized that these mandates can best he
achieved at thc state and local levels, where
education is closer to the people and to the homes
of the persons to be served.

The Vocational Education Act of 1968 con-
firmed thc value of the organizational and adminis-
trative structure of the vocational education sys-
tem. The states arc regarded as keystones of the
administration of vocational and technical educa-
tion programs within the federal-state-local struc-
ture. The Act reaffirms that the state board for
vocational education shall be the sole agency for
its administration. The state board is the principal
administration and communication link with the
local school boards and the federal administrative
agency.

Vocational education has both encouraged
and exemplified strong administrative excellence
at the state and local levels. Half a century ago,
vocational educators decided to develop program
leadership within the state and local levels. Their
youth clubs, practical projects in agriculture and
home economics, and their competitions in voca-
tional activities made them pioneers in almost
complete accord with their times, working with
broad segments of their communities. They allied
themselves with county agricultural agents, as well
as with the land grant colleges and universities
that trained them. They promoted agriculture
and homemaking research, and they distributed
the findings of that research at the high school
level and among adults in the community. They
constantly promoted technology and the practical
applications of technology in agriculture, busi-
ness, trades, industries, and personal living. Per-

haps as much as any group of educators. they have
helped to make thc United States a world model
of productiveness.

C'ertain anomalies were observed in this
study. Chere appears to be something of a con-
test among federal, state, and local vocational
administrators. Thc local program leaders, and to
a large extent vocational educators at the state
level, seem to be trying to maintain strong ele-
ments of state and especially local control over
vocational programs. At the same time, some
federal administrators seem to be pressing specific
mandatory federal regulations upon them, quite
often with unnecessary or irrelevant requirements.
These assignments consume such large amounts
of time and attention that paperwork may be
displacing work on operating programs of voca-
tional education. The state and local responses
have sometimes amounted to no more than com-
pliance pro forma. There is so little federal follow-
up in terms of service, so little program benefit
in the paperwork performed, that an almost
subterranean independence with substantial disre-
gard of such mandates md.y be increasing.

The Vocational Education Act of 1968 seems
nearly ideal in theory, but its federal administra-
tion may have managed to submerge the stimulat-
ing, cooperative results that might have emerged
from such a well-intentioned statute. Of all the
areas studied, vocational education could well be
the last to need nationally prescribed details of
local and state programs. Its background of state
and local autonomy but full federal cooperation
still influences vocational educators. They feel
the lack of cooperative services, and their capacity
to shrug off restrictive influences is being tested.

SECTION VI: Special Funding Provisions

In early drafts of the research instrument, the
items of this section were isolated among the
sections on ESEA Titles "I, III, VI, and Vocational
Education. After several tryout seminars with
state committees, .1nowever, it became clear that
these items were more relevant when considered
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together. The 27 items were accordingly clustered
in this section on special funding provisions. When
the rating scale was applied, the items related to
each other in a more stimulating context. The
final tabulations show that the evidence of this
section strongly reinforces important conclusions



Special Funding Provisi ,ns
STATE

Item
Number Ratings

LOCAL COMBINED
Rank Rank Rank

Average Among Average Among &wage Among

Rating Items Ratings Rating Items Refngs Rating Items

(Research
Instruments)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 10 12 14 19 7 18 17 12 21 17 30 31 312.763 24 2.629 2.697 24

2 47 5 1 2 1236 2 34 12 8 1.518 6 81 17 9 2 1.376 5

3 42 9 4 1381 8 31 20 3 1.4211 5 73 29 3 4 1.431 7

4 45 9 1 1200 1 39 14 1 1.296 2 84 23 2 1247 1

5 45 7 3 1236 2 42 10 1 1 1277 1 87 17 4 1 1256 2

6 41 13 1 1272 5 34 17 2 1 1.444 4 75 31J 3 1 1.357 4

7 38 13 3 1.351 7 28 20 4 1 1.584 9 66 33 7 1 1.467 8

la 41 14 1254 4 29 23 1 1 1518 6 70 37 1 1 1.385 6

7b 32 17 2 3 1.555 13 29 18 5 2 1.629 10 61 35 7 5 1.592 9

7c 42 11 1 1 1.290 6 37 13 3 1 1.407 3 79 24 4 2 1.348 3

8 13 27 9 6 2.145 15 10 23 16 5 2296 16 23 so 25 11 2220 17

9 9 32 9 5 2.181 17 12 25 12 5 2.185 15 21 57 21 10 2.183 16

10 23 23 7 1.698 14 27 26 1 1.518 6 50 49 8 1.607 11

11 36 11 3 3 1.490 10 21 23 5 3 1.807 14 57 34 8 6 1.647 12

12 35 13 2 2 1.442 9 23 24 5 2 1.740 11 58 37 7 4 1.594 10

13 27 23 3 1.547 12 21 25 6 2 1.796 13 as 48 9 2 1.672 14

14 29 19 4 1.519 11 21 26 5 2 1.777 12 50 45 9 2 1.650 13

15 6 19 14 15 2.703 23 8 25 12 2.377 17 14 44 28 23 2.566 21

16 9 15 15 15 2.660 22 7 20 17 10 2.555 20 16 35 42 25 2.611 22

17 3 13 25 14 2.909 25 3 17 23 11 2.777 23 6 30 48 25 2.844 26

18 0 8 31 16 3.145 27 1 11 31 11 2.962 26 1 19 62 27 2.137 15

19 9 14 24 8 2.563 20 5 14 22 13 2.796 24 14 28 46 21 2.678 23

20 10 25 15 4 2240 18 8 21 15 10 2.500 19 18 46 30 14 2.370 19

21 10 15 21 8 2.500 19 8 16 18 12 2.629 21 18 31 39 20 2.564 20

22 8 20 10 16 2.629 21 4 11 20 19 3.000 27 12 31 30 35 2.814 25

23 3 9 23 18 3.056 26 2 15 27 9 2.811 25 5 26 50 27 2.933 27

24 15 17 16 4 2.173 16 8 19 18 7 2.461 18 23 36 34 11 2.317 18

in the problem centered Chapter 1, which deals
with cc-,rdination of program authorizations and
appropriations.

Congress has made several efforts to improve
coordination of federal program authorizations
and their funding. These include continuing re-
solutions (Item 1), advance funding (Item 2), a
requirement that funds will remain available for
obligation and expenditure to the end of the
fiscal year (Item 3), carry- over of funds to the
end of a second fiscal year (Items 4, 6), and
carry-over of funds until expended (Item 5).

Continuing Resolutions

Item 1 on continuing resolutions was rated
low, at 2.697, by the 109 members of the eight
state project committees, with only 3 of the 27
items in this section rated lower. Although such
resolutions have been praised because they allow
programs to continue when they might otherwise
lapse, there is persuasive evidence that this legisla-
tive crutch may be more damaging than helpful.
It is the easiest of the palliatives, but it defers the
remedies that are at hand.
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A continuing resolution freezes the pro-
gram of the past year into one or more temporiz-
ing periods of the current year. Planning, innova-
tions, and program improvements languish under
the restrictions and uncertainties of the morato-
rium on changes. State and local administrators
have learned that one continuing resolution leads
to others, and that lack of urgency in Congress
continues as the crisis deepens in terms of ad-
ministering effective programs in the schools. The
continuing resolution has seemed almost an an-
nual guarantor of congressional deferral in solving
the problem of coordination of program au-
thorizations and funding.

In recent years Congress has passed sev-
eral measures that could, if implemented and
liberally construed, lessen its dependence on con-
tinuing resolutions. Except for the more funda-
mental change of the federal fiscal year, which
is treated in Chapter 1, Items 2-6 are among the
most important factors in eliminating numerous
difficulties caused by lack of coordination. They
could serve as insurance against the breakdown
of any new system of coordination that may be
tried. All these measures were rated high by
the eight state committees as supporting the edu-
cational objectives of the federal laws.

Advance Funding
Item 2 deals with the 1967 law authorizing

funding of educational programs for a year in
advance. It has been used only for ESEA Title
I for fiscal year 1970. From the viewpoint of
education it was successful, and at 1.376 only 4
of the 27 items were rated higher by the state
committees, but thus far no further advance find-
ing for any program has been provided. Advance
program authorizations must precede advance
funding, and the collection of formula data and
preparation of estimates necessary for funding in
advance may need to be scheduled and completed
earlier than at present. The provisions in the
following Items 3, 4, and 5, however, could make
the timing of the formula data and estimates less
critical by allowing estimates and adjustments to
be made more flexibly over a longer period free
of arbitrary deadlines.
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Availability of Funds Throughout the Fiscal
Year

Item 3 refers to an amendment of ESEA
attached to the Vocational Education Act of 1968,
but it is applied to all programs administered by
the U.S. Commissioner of Education. It man-
dates him to keep funds appropriated for a fiscal
year available for obligation throughout the fiscal
year. It was rated 1.431 and ranked 7 among
27 items, permitting reasonable achievement of
program objectives.

The Office of Education requires that funds
allotted to continuing programs operating through
state agencies revert to the federal government
if they are not obligated within the fiscal year
for which they were allotted. Federal admin-
istrators have occasionally sought to reclaim fed-
eral funds regarded as unnecessary to complete
programs for a fiscal year before local admin-
istrators could obligate and retain those funds.
The state committees agreed that the federal
law prohibiting early recall of federal funds is
desirable.

Carry-Over Provisions Affecting Federal Funds

Item 4 authorizes carry-over through a sec-
ond fiscal year of funds not obligated or expended
during the year for which they were appropriated.
Limited by short-term pregram authorizations, it
applies only to program:. ending before July 1,
1973. The law has been liberally construed to
affect all programs for which the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education has administrative respon-
sibility.

This item was ranked first among the 27
items of this section and rated 1.247. It could
eliminate the waste involved in obligating all
allotted federal funds before the end of the fiscal
year. It could make the mandate of Item 3
unnecessary, insofar as premature reversion of
funds under federal administrative orders are
caused by improvident obligation of funds late
in the fiscal year to prevent reversion. It can
do much to establish equitable and reasonable
administration of federal funds for education at
all levels.
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Item 5 illustrates the willingness of Congress
to enact very liberal carry-over provisions for
selected programs of which it highly approves.
The law makes funds for the relatively small and
specialized exemplary programs in vocational edu-
cation available until expended. Item 5 was
ranked 2 and rated 1.256 by the state commit-

tees in terms of desirability, second only to Item
4, which is less liberal on carry-over of funds
but much broader in application.

Item 6 cites a law authorizing obligations
and payments to local agencies throughout the
fiscal year next following the first fiscal year
in which obligations were made and payments
authorized. It is applicable only to P.L. 81-874,
the federal "impact" law. In spite of its limited
application, the state committees ranked it 4
among the 27 items in helpfulness to educational
programs and rated it 1.357.

It appears doubtful that this law was really
needed when made or would be needed today.
The reader is referred to Chapter 1 for the ad-
ministrative development of customs and regula-
tions that led to application of the restrictions
of the fiscal year only to programs regularly ad-
ministered through the states on a continuous

basis.
These restrictions have been relaxed some-

what when circumstances have clearly required
it. ESEA Titles I and VI now operate on an
"award year," covering the period from Septem-
ber 1 of the current fiscal year through August
31 of the following fiscal year, during which
time programs or projects may be approved or
initiated. The traditional fiscal year remains,
with personal services, travel, rental, and other
items charged to the award year in which the
services have been performed or the equipment
or facilities used. New complications, with two
fiscal years and two award years overlapping
each other at all times, arise because the limita-
tions of a fiscal year no longer serviceable are
being preserved.

Item 7 concerns the choices of methods state
agencies may exercise in paying federal funds to
local education agencies. These choices include
both advance funding and exclusive use of reim-
bursement after local expenditures have been

made. The state committees rated these alterna-
tives 1.385 and 1.592 and ranked them 6 and 9,
respectively, among the 27 items in Section VI,
both relatively high, with advance funding favored.
State use of either advance or teimbursement
methods, or a combination of these methods, was
rated higher, at 1.348, ranking 3 among the 27
items as best supporting program objectives. This
is because the state committees believe the states
should be entirely free to use whatever methods
they prefer. Some cLcurnstances call for advance
funding, some for reimbursement, and still others
for a variety of methods among and even within
individual programs. Many participants intimated
in the seminars that modernization of the methods
used in the funding operations of several of the
states would be helpful to all concerned. The
"letter of credit" system has facilitated transac-
tions greatly in recent years, although new dead-
lines and restrictions in regard to its administra-
tion have lessened its helpfulness.

Special Incendve Grants for Fiscal Effort
Item 8 defines the financial effort that quali-

fies a state to receive incentive grants under ESEA
Title I and was rated 2.220. Item 9 requires state
agencies to distribute such incentive funds to local
agencies with the greatest need for additional
Title I funds and was rated 2.183. The relatively
low state committee rankings of these items (17
and 16, respectively, among 27 items) spring
from a widespread belief that other incentive
grants thus far usually have made the rich richer
and the poor poorer.

The U.S. Commissioner must approve the
policies and procedures established by the states
for distribution of the grants to local agencies, to
be used as criteria for decisions of the states in
redirecting the incentive grant funds to districts
most in need of additional Title I funds.

Provisions Affecting Interest Earned on Federal
Funds

Items 10 and 11 are derived from a federal
statute, P.L. 90-577, Title II, Sec. 203, enacted
on October 16, 1968, and reported at 42 U.S.C.
4213. Item 10 cites the statute that federal
agencies must schedule funds to the states in
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ways to reduce interest earned before the states
disburse the funds. Item 11 cites the portion of
the statute holding that interest earned on federal
funds while a state has possession of them belongs
absolutely to the state for its own uses. The
state project committees rated the two items 1.607
and 1.647 and ranked them 11 and 12 of 27,
respectively. The rating on Item 11 undoubtedly
would have been considerably higher had the
statute restricted the use of interest funds by
the states to local or state educational programs
for which the principal federal funds were in-
tended. The only probable limitation on the use
of these funds is that they must be expended for
purposes within the 3cope of the educational au-
thority of the state agency if the funds are con-
trolled by it; if the general treasury of the state
receives them, they could presumably be appro-
priated as general funds of the state.

Federal Funds for State Administration
During the early years of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act of 1965, perhaps
the most bitter complaint of the state educa-
tional agencies was the shortage of funds to em-
ploy professional personnel for their suddenly
increased administrative responsibilities. For two
years or longer, many chief state school officers
pressed both their states and the Congress for
increased assistance. Items 12, 13, and 14 pre-
sent the provisions in 1970 for ESEA Titles I,
III, and VI, respectively, each with its own for-
mula for computing specific sums from its federal
allotment to be used for state administration. No
such formula can fit all states equally well, even
with alternative provisions to take into account
some of the varying needs of the states. The result
of the ratings by the eight state committees on
Items 12, 13, and 14 was 1.594, 1.672, and
1.650 and rankings of 10, 14, and 13, respectively,
surprisingly low among the 27 items.

Comments in the state committees indicated
that the inadequacy of the funds to meet the ad-
ministrative costs in their particular operating
situations seemed to account for the lower rat-
ings. There was no mention in any seminar of
fears of federal dominance of the state agencies,
fears expressed since 1965 by opponents of fed-
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eral funding of administrative costs at the state
level. The absence of such fears may be ex-
plained principally by the fact that the state
agencies assume responsibility for personnel ad-
ministration of all their employees, regardless of
the original sources of funds for their support.

Federal Financing of National and State Advisory
Councils

Items 15 and 16 authorize federal funds for
the operation of national and state advisory coun-
cils on vocational education. The national coun-
cil has a line item in the federal appropriations
law. The state boards for vocational education
serve as fiscal agents to pay e2rmarked federal
funds to the state advisory councils, which also
have a line item in the federal appropriations law.
The state project committees rated Items 15 and
16 at 2.566 and 2.611, respectively, ranking them
21 and 22 among the 27 items in Section VI.
The committee members from the eight state
agencies rated both items lower than did their
colleagues from local agencies.

The relatively low ratings can be accounted
for by feelings about the suspected establish-
ment of a federally supported federal-state-local
track of advisory and administrative influence
operating independently from the stal e agencies
primarily responsible for administration of voca-
tional education. Federal statutes have mandated
that state advisory councils shall evaluate all local
vocational programs, thus adding an important
administrative responsibility that parallels the
state agency's official responsibility for program
evaluation.

In states where the state boards are elected
by the people or by a state legislature, the state
agency usually ensures substantial cooperation
because the state board appoints the state coun-
cil. In most states the governor appoints the
state a_wisory cor.acil. In these the officially re-
sponsible state program agency can be sub-
ordinated to an independent, federally financed
state agency that reports to an independent na-
tional council, an arrangenl.. t many administra-
tors believe can easily becolLe unworkable.
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%me Allotments set Aside for Federal-Local
hdataiaitarattiots

Items 17 and 18 deal with 50 percent set-
les in vocational education, the first for grants

and contracts for research and training, and the
seKond for grants and contracts for exemplary
programs and projects.

The state committees rated Item 17 at 2.844,
nest to the least desirable of the 27 items. One
gessoes for this rating was that such divided ad-
ministration of small categorical aids with meager
hauls leads to confusion and excessive admin-
istrative costs. Another was that various nonprofit
Inststutions of higher education and vocational
tramming institutions were included as eligible
grantees along with state boards and local edu-
cation agencies, the latter with the consent of
the state boards. This spread the funds too thin
for eflectise and economical administration.

The state project committees rated Item 18
at 2 137. ranking it 15 among the 27 items. A
maiority of the committees ordinarily would pre-
fer no such federal set-aside, but they believed
the development of exemplary programs and
projects in vocational education under the U.S.
Commissioner had worked reasonably well.

Federal Set-Asides for the Benefit of Selected
Groupe of Persons

The next three items deal with set-asides of
federal funds for state administered programs
aimed at persons with academic, socioeconomic,
or other handicaps (Item 19), for dropouts or
high school graduates needing specific training to
prepare themselves for jobs (Item 20), and for
handicapped persons who need special assistance
or modified programs (Item 21). Percentages of
the state's vocational education allotment are ear-
marked: at least 15 percent under Item 19, at
least 15 percent under Item 20, and at least 10
percent under Item 21. Thus at least 40 percent
of a state's allocation is channeled into three
categorical programs according to prospective
clientele. The state project committees rated
these items 2.678, 2.370, and 2.564, ranking
them 23, 19, and 20, respectively, among the 27
items.

, 2

Excssive paperwork and expensive admin-
istrative activities result from this earmarking.
The local education agencies in most states have
no consistent 15-15-10 proportion of the three
classes of students, which creates difficult prob-
lems in funding and financial reporting. The
committees believe these programs are paid for
dearly in terms of complicated management seek-
ing to conform with locally unrealistic federal
mandates that have the force of law in terms of
minimum percentages of students and funds.

Further Federal Requirements in Vocational
Education

Items 22, 23, and 24 refer to regulations
requiring further definitive requirements in voca-
tional education that can seldom be met fully in
practice.

Item 22 requires that every school, clas. ,
program, or activity involving any use of state and
local matching funds must meet all federal re-
quirements even if no federal funds are involved.
The state committees rated this item 2.814, rank-
ing it 25 among the 27 items, principally because
the federal requirements are believed too restric-
tive and complicated to apply to programs sup-
ported without federal funds.

Item 23 refers to a regulation requiring de-
tailed matching prescriptions that brought it the
lowest rating (2.933) and the lowest ranking
among the 27 items. Discussions with the state
committees revealed opinions that the multiplicity
of requirements are substantially irrelevant to
the quality of the programs, often leading to
shortcuts in management and administrative re-
porting primarily to show compliance.

Item 24 describes a modest concession in the
direction of relieving the overload of financial
paperwork. It permits statewide matching, but
for each of several categorical programs rather
than for vocational education as a whole. It was
rated 2.317 and ranked 18.

The splintering of such highly structured pro-
grams at the local level for funding and reporting
purposes is often uneconomical and administra-
tively burdensome. In one seminar there was
apparent consensus that elimination of at least 50
percent of the federal administrative requirements
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in vocational education, far from being missed,
would improve the programs in terms of program
objectives.

This section supplies verification in the eight
state study of the conclusions reached in Chapter
1 concerning the lack of coordination of program

SECTION VII:
In recent years, many federal statutes au-

thorizing aid to education have mandated or
encouraged federal, state, and local education
agencies to involve advisory groups and selected
individuals in activities related to intergovern-
mental programs of education. The purposes of
such involvement are twofold: to provide channels
for advice from the community to the official
agencies, and to develop broader community un-
derstanding of the programs.

Public participation ranges from being a
member of a Presidential advisory council to
serving as a community representative in planning
a Title I project for a single school. At all levels
there has been an increasing tendency for the
statutes to assign some administrative responsibili-
ties to advisory groups. This raises some questions
about the propriety of establishing by law a sec-
ond administrative track outside the legally re-
sponsible federal, state, and local education agen-
cies. It should be borne in mind that the ratings
on the items describing the responsibilities and
activities of advisory groups reflect the concern of
state and local administrators about using such
groups to establish a second administrative track
among the three governmental levels.

Advisory Councils at the Federal Level

The genera '. role, function, and structure of
advisory councils at the federal level have most
recently been defined in P.L. 91-230, enacted in
April of 1970. Prior to that time each advisory
group was organized according to the specific au-
thorizing legislation. The development of general
legislation has made the operation of these coun-
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authorizations and funding. The study preceded
the use of traditional research methods in Chap-
ter 1. The program centered approach of the
study and the problem centered approach of
Chapter 1 have produced two sets of conclusions
mutually supportive.

Public Participation

cils more uniform but not necessarily more effec-
tive.

National Advisory Councils
Item A-1 states that national advisory coun-

cils are established to review the effectiveness of
the several titles or Acts in achieving the stated
objectives of their respective programs. The eight
state committees rated this at 2.082, ranking it
25 out of 40 items. There appeared to be a
belief among committee members that the size
and scope of most current federal aid programs
put them beyond the effective grasp of groups
which are not fully involved in their manage-
ment. The occasional visitor on the scene has
insufficient knowledge to review the complex ad-
ministrative patterns or educational results of
large programs effectively.

Item A-2, citing the law that the U.S. Com-
missioner may not serve as a member of any
advisory council, was rated 1.740 as supporting
achievement of program objectives. There was
consensus that if a council is to perform its ad-
visory function, the person who is administra-
tively responsible for the program ought not to
sit on the council. He should be the recipient
of their collective opinion rather than an influence
on their deliberations.

Item A-3 requires that each national advisory
council submit an annual report of its activities,
findings, and recommendations to Congress as
part of the Commissioner's report. It was rated
1.935 by the state committees. The rating does
not reflect the belief expressed by many that
while a council should be expected to report on
its activities, such a report rarely affects future



Item

STATE
Public Participation

LOCAL
Rank

Average Among
Rank

Average Among

COMBINED
Rank

Average Among

Number Rat ngs Rating Items Rat ngs Rating Items Ratings Rating Items

(Research
Instruments)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

A.1 18 24 10 3 12 23 15 4 30 47 25 71.963 24 2203 24 2.082 25

2 33 11 9 2 1.636 5 23 20 5 5 1.849 7 56 31 14 7 1.740 7

3 23 20 8 4 1.872 18 16 25 10 3 2.000 10 39 45 18 7 1.935 16

4 21 24 3 5 1.849 16 17 24 8 5 2.018 14 39 48 11 10 1.934 15

5 16 30 5 4 1.945 22 13 28 8 5 2.092 17 29 58 13 9 1.926 14

6a 20 33 1 1 1.690 8 17 28 6 3 1.907 9 37 61 7 4 1.798 9

6b 22 30 2 1 1.672 7 24 24 4 2 1.703 3 46 54 6 3 1.688 3

6c 19 33 2 1 1.727 12 21 26 5 2 1.777 5 40 59 7 3 1.752 8

7 20 26 7 1 1.796 13 18 20 14 2 2.000 10 38 46 21 3 1.898 13

8 9 27 14 4 2240 35 8 26 13 7 2.351 32 17 53 27 11 2.296 32

9 9 30 12 3 2.166 33 11 22 16 5 2277 28 20 52 28 8 2.222 29

10 13 24 14 4 2.163 32 9 27 14 3 2.207 25 22 51 28 7 2.185 27

11 7 28 15 5 2.327 38 11 24 14 4 2207 25 18 52 29 9 2.268 30

12 15 21 15 4 2.145 31 7 17 19 9 2.576 38 22 38 34 13 2.355 36

13 15 24 11 5 2.109 27 9 20 16 8 2.433 33 24 44 27 13 2.268 30

14 14 15 17 7 2.320 36 11 20 16 6 2.320 30 25 35 33 13 2.320 34

B.1 33 21 0 1 1.436 1 22 23 5 3 1.792 6 55 44 5 4 1.611 1

2 32 21 1 1 1.472 2 22 25 3 3 1.754 4 54 46 4 4 1.611 1

3 25 23 5 2 1.709 10 7 26 12 6 2.333 31 32 49 17 8 2.009 21

4 17 28 5 4 1.925 20 11 27 12 4 2.166 22 28 55 17 8 2.046 23

5 12 35 4 3 1.962 23 10 31 9 3 2094, 18 22 R6 13 6 2.028 22

6 25 27 0 1 1.566 3 16 30 4 3 1.886 8 41 57 4 4 1.726 6

7 12 31 6 4 2.037 26 14 23 11 5 2.132 21 26 54 17 9 2.084 26

8 10 21 17 5 2.320 36 10 15 17 11 2.547 36 20 36 34 16 2.433 38

9 15 22 13 4 2.111 29 10 25 10 8 2.301 29 25 47 23 12 2.205 28

10 15 31 6 1 1.867 17 12 28 9 4 2.094 18 27 59 15 5 1.981 19

11 18 15 15 6 2.166 33 8 20 18 8 2.481 34 26 35 33 14 2.324 35

12 9 18 9 18 2.666 39 10 16 12 16 2.629 39 19 34 21 34 2.648 39

13 9 16 8 21 2.759 40 9 17 17 11 2.555 37 18 33 25 32 2.657 40

14a 27 21 3 3 1.666 6 18 22 7 7 2.055 16 45 43 10 10 1.861 10

14b 26 20 5 3 1.722 11 15 21 8 8 2.173 23 41 41 13 11 1.943 17

15 20 21 7 6 1.981 25 21 18 7 7 2.000 10 41 39 14 13 1.990 20

16 19 25 5 5 1.925 20 17 24 7 5 2.000 10 36 49 12 10 1.962 18

17 19 29 4 2 1.796 13 25 22 4 1 1.634 2 44 51 8 3 1.716 5

C.1 13 28 9 5 2.109 27 8 13 19 14 2.722 40 21 41 28 19 2.412 37

2 23 23 6 3 1.800 15 28 21 4 1 1.592 1 51 44 10 4 1.697 4

3 29 21 3 2 1.600 4 18 16 15 5 2.129 20 47 37 18 7 1.862 12

4 18 30 3 4 1.872 18 13 20 15 6 2259 27 31 50 18 10 2.064 24

5 22 27 4 1 1.703 9 14 27 11 2 2.018 14 36 54 15 3 1.861 10

6 11 21 14 2 2.129 31 9 11 20 8 2.500 35 20 44 34 10 2.314 33



legislation or program administration.
A Presidential advisory council is authorized

as described in Item A-4 to obtain, without re-
gard to the civil service laws, the services of
professional, technical, and clerical personnel to
enable it to carry out its functions. The com-
mittees rated it 1.934. Both this and the pre-
ceding item reflect a consensus that if there are
to be advisory councils, they must have the neces-
sary staff to perfom their duties and be required
to account for their activities.

Item A-5, stating that the Commissioner
must engage personnel and technical assistance
required by Secretarial and Commissioner's ad-
visory councils to carry out their functions, was
rated 1.926 and ranked 14 among 40 items.

Nonstatutory Advisory Groups
Item A-6 cites authorization for the Com-

missioner to create councils to advise him with
respect to certain matters:

a. the organization of the Office of Educa-
tion and the administration of applicable
programs, rated 1.798;

b. recommendations for legislation regard-
ing educational programs, and the means
by which the educational needs of the
nation may be met, rated 1.688; and

c. special problems and areas of special
interest in education, rated 1.752.

The committees believed that the Commissioner
ought to have the privilege of calling upon repre-
sentative persons from outside the federal es-
tablishment to advise him if he so desires.

An advisory council as described above must
terminate in one year, unless the Commissioner
determines that its existence for no more than
one additional year is necessary to complete its
work. This limitation, described in Item A-7,
was rated 1.898, ranking it 13 among 40 items.
The time limitation was considered reasonable
by committee members who felt that such a dead-
line encouraged these councils to complete their
studies and to issue reports.

Item A-8 refers to the requirement that the
Commissioner appoint advisory councils to ad-
vise and make recommendations with respect to
applications for grants or contracts as required by
statute. It was rated 2.296 and ranked 32 among
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40 items. These councils tend to operate slowly
and delay action on applications.

National Advisory Councils for Specific Programs
Item A-9 requires that the National Advisory

Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Chil-
dren report specifically on which of the com-
pensatory education programs hold the highest
promise for raising the educational attainment of
such children. The committees, rating this 2.222
and ranking it 29 among 40 items, believed that
this type of report was not likely to be effective in
improving educational programs for disadvantaged
children for several reasons. The time and money
limitation on such a group make it impossible
for them to evaluate or even observe enough pro-
grams to make valid selections of those which
hold highest promise. Moreover, these reports
tend to emphasize programs which are experi-
mental, have very high per-pupil expenditures, are
well publicized by the local school systems, and
usually are in urban areas. Programs described
in recent annual reports of the Council would
be most difficult for the majority of small school
systems to replicate; nor would they necessarily
meet pupil needs in many communities any more
effectively than what is currently being done.
Therefore, the report tends to serve only as a
showcase for a few selected programs in local
agencies with large funds and excellent personnel
which may not be the best prototypes for local
systems in which dissimilar conditions prevail.

Item A-10 states that the National Advisory
Council on Supplementary Centers and Services
(ESEA Title III) must review, evaluate, and
transmit to Congress and the President reports
from the respective state advisory councils. This
was rated 2.185 and ranked 27. Many com-
mittee members believe that such lines of com-
munication tend to establish separate administra-
tive tracks which may eventually abrogate au-
thority that is properly vested in the federal and
state education agencies responsible for their ad-
ministration.

The requirement that the National Advisory
Council for Supplementary Centers and Services
evaluate programs and projects carried out under
Title III and disseminate the results thereof is



described in Item A-11. It was rated at 2.268,
ranking 30 among 40 items. The committees
felt that it is not possible for a national council
to perform such evaluations effectively. Further-
more, program evaluation is a function of the
responsible administrative agency rather than an
advisory group.

Item A-12 describes the requirement that
the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education have at least one-third of its member-
ship representative of the general public, includ-
ing parents and children, but with no profession '

connection with vocational education or school
administration. This item ranked 36 among 40,
with a rating of 2.355. The consensus among the
committee members appeared to be that such a
proportion of nonprofessionals on an advisory
council tended to reduce its effectiveness. It was
believed that better advice and recommendations
could be provided by persons with a professional
background in the field.

Item A-13 requires that the National Ad-
visory Council on Vocational Education conduct
independent evaluations of programs carried out
under the law and publish and distribute the re-
sults thereof. This item's rating of 2.268 and
rank of 30 are identical with those for Item A-11,
which describes the evaluation requirement for
the Title III council. The same objections also
were presented.

Item A-14 states that the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education must review
the possible duplication of vocational education
programs at the postsecondary and adult levels
within geographic areas, and that it make annual
reports of its findings and recommendations to
the Secretary. It was rated 2.320, ranking 34
among the 40 items. Committee members be-
lieved that this is an inappropriate task for an
advisory council. Studies of this type are more
appropriately undertaken by administrative agen-
cies which are more likely to have the necessary
background knowledge and understanding on
which to base the recommendations.

Advisory Councils at the State Level
Two of the four federal programs included

in this study require the establishment of advisory

councils at the state level: Title III of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, and the
Vocational Education Act of 1968. The appoint-
ment of members, the prescribed relationship be-
tween the council and the state agency, and the
method of funding council activities are very
different for these two councils. These differences
are reflected in the ratings of the committees.

State Advisory Council for Title III
The state advisory council for Title III is

appointed by the state education agency. This
method of appointment, described in Item B-1,
was rated 1.611 and ranked first among the 40
items describing public participation. Committee
members believed that a state agency should have
the responsibility to appoint a council which will
serve that agency in an advisory capacity.

Also rated 1.611 and ranking first was Item
B-2, which cites the requirement of the law that a
Title III state advisory council include persons
representative of elementary and secondary
schools, institutions of higher education, and areas
of competence in the educntion of the handi-
capped. It is believed by committee members
that such persons can advise the state agency
effectively about Title III because of their pro-
fessional experience and understanding of the
purposes and objectives of the program.

Item B-3 describes the requirement that the
Title III state council include a person representa-
tive of low income groups. It is rated 2.009, rank-
ing 21. This requirement, first established in the
administrative guidelines written in early 1968,
was one of the then-Commissioner's responses
to the demands for greater participation of the
poor who camped on the Mall. The requirement
has been incorporated into the draft copy of the
proposed regulations governing the administration
of P.L. 91-230, passed in April 1970. Local ad-
ministrators rated the requirement lower than did
state administrators on the committees. The most
frequent reason for this was the belief that it is
not proper for a federal agency to mandate repre-
sentation of one economic segment of the public
on such a council when the program is not limited
by law to serving their interests.
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The law requires, as cited in Item B-4, that
the Title III state advisory council hold at least
one public meeting a year to give the public an
opportunity to express views concerning the ad-
ministration and operation of Title III. It was
rated 2.046 with a rank of 23 among the 40
items. The experience of committee members
has been that public meetings tend to generate
little interest except for the occasional malcon-
tent or militant. Therefore, the efforts are non-
productive of general response and tend to reflect
only extreme views.

Item B-5, describing the requirement that
the state advisory council for Title III prepare
and submit through the state agency reports of its
activities, recommendations, and evaluations to
the Commissioner and to the national advisory
council, was rated 2.028 with a rank of 22 among
40 items.

In implementing the changes made in Title
III by the passage of P.L. 90-247 late in 1967,
there was much emphasis on the statutory lan-
guage that the state shall establish within its state
agency a state advisory council. The result was
that the state agency ordinarily furnished the ad-
visory council with offices and staff, and that the
evaluation reports of the state agency and the
advisory council were reduced to a single report
for submission to the Commissioner and the na-
tional advisory council for Title III. Amendments
under P.L. 91-230 of 1970, however, mandated
that state advisory councils not only shall be au-
thorized to employ professional, technical, and
clerical personnel, but also may contract for
performance of their evaluation functions.

In Item B-6 the state agency's right to make
recommendations and comments on state advisory
council reports before it sends the reports to the
Commissioner and national council is cited from
the regulations. The committees rated the item
1.726, ranking it 6 among 40. Committee mem-
bers believed that the state agency's right to pre-
sent its point of view in instances where it differs
from that of the council was very important. It
recognizes the state agency's ultimate authority
as the responsible administrative agency.

Item B-7 requires the state agency to con-
sult with the Title III council on the preparation
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of the state plan, including policy matters arising
in its administration and development of criteria
for approval of applications under the plan. This
item was rated 2.084 and ranked 26. The law,
regulations, and guidelines are very explicit in
detailing components of the state plan, including
criteria for project approval, so that there is little
opportunity to make meaningful choices or de-
cisions. As a result, the required consultations
become pro forma activities.

The state agency is required by law, as cited
in Item B-8, to submit to the Title III advisory
council for review and recommendations each
application for a grant under the state plan. This
was rated 2.433 and ranked 38 among 40 items.
Committee members expressed several reasons for
believing that this requirement retards achieve-
ment of program objectives. It is difficult to bring
members of such a group together for a suf-
ficient length of time to orient them to the review
process, to permit them to read and study all of
the applications, to familiarize them with peculiar
local conditions which should be considered, and
to make unhurried decisions. The diversity of
background and experience of members of most
councils means that their familiarity with good
educational practices varies so widely that the
validity of their recommendations may be doubt-
ful. As a result this process also becomes a for-
mality and tends to make little po-,itive contribu-
tion to the program.

Item B-9 cites the requirement that the Title
III state advisory council evaluate at least an-
nually all projects funded under the state plan.
It ranked 28 with a rating of 2.205. The com-
mittees viewed evaluation of projects as an ad-
ministrative activity, not an advisory function,
and felt strongly that it was the responsibility of
state agencies. The problems generated by lack of
time and professional experience were also cited
as reasons why advisory councils do not have a
valid role in the evaluative process. Many state
coordinators for Title III, expressing a somewhat
different opinion, felt that including members of
the advisory council in evaluation provides both
state and local agencies with an outside viewpoint
when there are differences between them.
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Title VI
Title VI of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act does not require the state agency
to establish an advisory council. If a state uses
advisory committees with respect to any aspects
of its Title VI state plan, the plan must describe
the membership, method of establishment, and
duties of such advisory committees. This require-
ment, described in Item B-10, was rated 1.981,
ranking 19, by the committees. The state ad-
ministrators on the committees believed that the
freedom to use or not use advisory groups per-
mitted them to form ad hoc committees as the
need arises. Many stated that the informal, non-
institutionalized nature of such groups enables
them to perform the specific tasks assigned to
them very effectively.

State Advisory Councils on Vocatio-al Education

The state advisory council on vocational edu-
cation is appointed by the governor or by the
state board when members of that board are
elected by the people or by the state legislature.
Item B-11 describes this procedure, which was
rated 2.324, ranking 35 among 40. Committee
members from states with an elected state board
considered it less likely to create difficult situa-
tions than those members from states where the
governor had the appointment authority. Even
though the relationships might at the moment
be cordial, the future possibility of difficulties
was a consideration in their ratings. Also, the
majority of committee members believed that a
state board should have the authority to appoint
its own advisors in all instances.

Item B-12, stating that the advisory council
on vocational education is to be separate and in-
dependent from the state board, was rated 2.648
and ranked 39 of 40 items. This mandated
separation and independence provides every
opportunity for the establishment of a dual
track of administrative and reporting authority
despite the fact that there is only one fully
responsible legal agency with administrative au-
thority at the state level. It also creates a situation
in which some state agency staff members re-

sponsible for vocational education programs have
two bodies to which they report and frcm which
they receive recommendations and directives.

In Item B-13 the professional, technical,
and clerical staff on the state advisory council
is subject only to the supervision of the state
advisory council. This was rated 2.657, ranking
last of the items in this section. The establish-
ment of a totally independent staff for the advisory
council is regarded as a duplication of personnel
which can only lead to overlapping and conflicting
efforts.

The state advisory council on vocational
education must include, among others, at least one
person having special experience or qualifications
with respect to vocational education who is not
involved in the administration of state or local
vocational education programs. This requirement,
in Item B-14-a, was rated 1.861 and ranked 10
by the committees. Item B-14-b, requiring that
at least one person representative of and knowl-
edgeable about the poor and disadvantaged be on
the advisory council, was rated 1.943 and ranked
17. The local administrators on the committees
rated both of these items lower than the state
administrators.

Item B-15 states that the advisory council
must prepare and submit through the state board
an annual budget covering the proposed expendi-
tures of the council and its staff. The state board
has no authority to adjust, approve, or disapprove
the budget; it serves only as a fiscal agent for the
council. This item was rated 1.990 and ranked
20 among the 40 items. Committee members ex-
pressed concern that the state board was required
to act as fiscal agent for a budget which it had
no authority to approve or means of enforcing.

Item B-16 requires that the state vocational
education board give reasonable notice and op-
portunity for a public hearing on its state plan
before submitting it to the Commissioner for ap-
proval. It was rated 1.962, ranking 18.

Item B-17 cites a requirement that the state
board ensure that copies of the state plan and
related materials concerning its administration are
reasonably available to the public. It ranked 5
with a rating of 1.716. The requirements described
in Items B-16 and B-17 support contemporary
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views about public access to information evident
in recent legislation in many states.

Public Participation at the Local Level
Public participation in the planning and de-

velopment of federally funded programs at the
local level is, for the most part, confined to parents
and educators of children who will be involved
in the program. It is of a less formal nature,
without specified representation, required terms
of office, or defined responsibilities.

Title .1
Item C-1 states that each local agency must

provide for maximum practical involvement of
parents of educationally deprived children in the
planning, development, operation, and appraisal
of Title I projects. It was rated 2.109 by state
administrators, 2.722 by local administrators, and
2.412 by the total committees. The intent of this
requirement was to use Title I as a vehicle for
establishing communication with parents who in
the past have had little or no contact with the
schools or whose contacts have tended to be
negative. Local administrators who have made
sincere efforts to fulfill this regulation find that
the time consumed has been great while the
amount of real parent involvement has been
small. Too often parents approach the school
system with negative attitudes and complaints
without making any positive recommendations or
contributions.

Item C-2, describing the option of the local
agency to establish a local advisory committee to
assist in the planning, operation, and appraisal of
Title I projects, was rated 1.697 and ranked 4
among the 40 items. Local administrators ex-
pressed the view that making the establishment
of advisory committees optional permitted them
the necessary discretion of operating in the most
effective way for their particular communities.
The high rating is primarily attributable to the
optional nature of such committees.

If a local agency establishes an advisory
committee for a local Title I program, the parents
of educationally deprived children must be repre-
sented, as stated in Item C-3. This requirement
was rated 1.862 by the committees. Local ad-
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ministrators rated this item lower than did state
agency staff members. Some people from local
agencies believed that advisory committees made
up of teachers, curriculum specialists, and com-
munity leaders were more effective than those in
which parents who knew little about curriculum
and the problems of schools were included. Others
believe it helpful for parents of educationally
disadvantaged children to be represented so that
their particular problems may be given specific
attention.

Item C-4 cites the regulation requiring thaL
a local agency must consult with persons knowl-
edgeable of the needs of educationally deprived
children who reside in the project area and attend
private schools to determine their needs and the
extent of their participation in the Title I pro-
gram. It was rated 2.064, ranking 24 among 40
items. Theoretically, such consultation is fine,
but in practice it can delay the development of
the agency's Title I application in instances when
the nonpublic schools make aggressive, unrealistic
demands which must be resolved. An underly-
ing factor in the ratings is the view that since
Title I funding is inadequate to meet the needs
of the educationally deprived children in public
schools, it should not be further diluted by spread-
ing services to nonpublic school children.

Item C-5 requires that a local agency con-
sult with other agencies which administer pro-
grams serving the needs of educationally deprived
children to avoid duplication of effort and to
assure the most effective use of Title I funds. It
v. ls rated 1.861, ranking 10. The only problem
that appears to result from this regulation is an
occasional attempt by another agency to dict.;:e
program components to the school system. In-
creased experience of school people with Title I
has discouraged these attempts in recent years.

Title III
In an application for a Title III project, a

local agency must provide documentation that
teachers, students, and others, including those
of low income, who are broadly representative of
cultural and educational resources and of the
public are involved in the planning, implementa-
tion, and appraisal of project activities. Item C-



6, describing this regulation, was rated 2.314,
ranking 33 among the 40 items. To most local
administrators it is another incursion on their
limited time which produces very little assistance
in project development. For some types of proj-
ects, the requirement is meaningless because the
input from such a broad representation of the
community is of little or no value.

Commentary
Some comments by members of the state

committees on certain aspects of public participa-
tion were applicable to more than the particular
item under discussion at the time. These com-
ments and observations dealt with the broader
considerations of the purposes behind the require-
ments for certain aspects of participation and the
results of these activities in terms of the effect
on good educational planning and program de-
velopment.

The most serious concern, expressed in a
variety of ways, was the allocation of administra-
tive responsibilties to advisory councils. Although
specific requirements vary with the laws, these
councils are expected to participate in making
program policy, selecting activities for funding,
evaluating programs, and other administrative
functions.

Almost every federal program which funds
projects or programs to be carried out by local
agencies includes a requirement that an evalua-
tion strategy be built into the project at the time
it is submitted for approval Evaluation, properly
conceived and constructed, is a continuing process
which is the responsibility f the administrative
agency operating a piogram. Review of the
evaluation process is a coritinuing function of the
responsible agency. In summary, evaluation is
an administrative function at each successive level
of government. When separated from other pro-
gram functions and assigned to an advisory coun-
cil, the efforts of federal, state, and local agencies
to make the evaluation process one that con-
tributes to the continuing improvement of pro-
grams are adversely affected.

To be most effective, advisory councils ought
to report their recommendations to the respon-
sible agency at the level at which they are es-
tablished. They are not effective as advisory
groups in influencing the operations of an agency
at one level if they report directly to the next
higher governmental level on their views of the
agency's operations. This does not foster that
atmosphere of trust and cooperation which is
essential for effective working relationships. It
degenerates into snooping and spying and creates
an understandable reluctance on the part of an
agency to be open and cooperative with the
council.

The fiscal independence of some national
and state advisory councils has done nothing to
foster good relationships. Some councils have
used it to establish staffs which have no clearly
defined responsibilities or which attempt to as-
sume adm;-dstrative authority that is not right-
fully theirs.

It is the consensus of state committee mem-
bers that if advisory councils are to become a
permanent part of federal aid to education, their
roles and responsibilities must be clearly de-
fined and delimited so that they function as ad-
visory, not administrative, agencies.

Local administrators who viewed the public
participation recommendations and requirements
of Titles I and III as an opportunity to establish
communication with members of the community
to be served have had many disappointments,
especially the apathy with which their efforts have
been received. As a result of their sincere efforts
to involve the public in programs, some adminis-
trators have acquired fairly sophisticated standard
procedures for dealing with the militants and
malcontents they know will appear to disrupt
their meetings.

There appeared to be almost universal agree-
ment that the public ought to be involved in
and concerned about education at every level, but
there was equally strong consensus that the man-
ner and degree of involvement mandated by fed-
eral laws and regulations are not entirely satis-
factory and need to be reviewed and revised.
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Allocations of Administrative Responsibility
Federal laws authorizing funds for intergovernmental education have their own

administrative features, usually combined with characteristic patterns common in such
legislation. Their basic purpose is to allocate administrative responsibilities amongeducational agencies at Federal, State, and local levels. The items that follow have
been selected from important intergovernmental programs or areas of education. They
refer to specific legislation, regulations, and administrative decisions out of which
emerge the administrative patterns and activities that characterize various programs of
education.

The items in Section I apply generally to many federally initiated intergovernmental
programs. Sections II, III, IV, and V apply to Titles I, III, and VI of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act and to the Vocational Education Act of 1968. Sections
VI and VII apply to special funding provisions and public participation more generally.

Please consider each numbered item in terms of whether it supports or retards
workable management and administrat arrangements under the circumstances existing
at the governmental level at which you function.

Based upon your knowledge of Federal programs, please indicate the number
which nearly expresses your considered opinion on each item as described by the rating
scale below. Please mark all items.

1. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.
2. Permits reasonable achievement of program objectives.
3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.

Section IGeneral
A. The following administrative responsibilities are among those allocated to the

U.S. Commissioner:

1. The Commissioner must establish basic criteria, based on law and regu-
lations, by which the State educational agencies must be governed when they are
authorized to approve local applications for programs or projects.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The Commissioner must afford a State educational agency an opportunity
for a hearing before its application for funds authorized under any title or Act is finally
disapproved.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The Commissioner may reallot fundz, :lot being used by a State during the
period of availability of the allotment among other States in proportion to their original
allotments for that year, or otherwise as provided by statute.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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4. The Commissioner has general authority to make enforceable administrative
rules that elaborate on and define policies and procedures covered by the law and the
regulations.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The Commissioner may withhold funds under a title or Act if ,voie determines
that there is substantial failure to comply with any requirement of the title or Act, unless
he has been prohibited from doing so by statute.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. In any program administered under a State plan, Federal funds must be
expended in accordance with applicable State and local laws, rules, regulations, and
standards governing expenditures by the states and their political subdivisions.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

B. The following administrative responsibilities are among those allocated to the
State educational agency:

1. The State educational agency must insure that a project application from
a local educational agency meets the basic criteria established by the Commissioner before
funds for the project may be released by the State.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The State agency must provide a local agency with opportunity for a hearing
before it finally disapproves any application, in whole or in part.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The State agency must assure that Federal funds are used to supplement,
and not supplant, funds from State and local sources.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. Befor e. making payments to a local agency, the State agency must find
that the combined fiscal effort of the local agency and the State agency has not been
less for the preceding year than for the second preceding year.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The State agency may establish its own regulations and guidelines for
programs and projects within the State, insofar as these do not conflict with Feder&
laws, regulations, or enforceable administrative rules.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. The State agency must provide State and local fiscal controls and arzcounting
procedures to assure proper disbursement of Federal funds under a State p:

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. The State agency must provide that the expenditures made under a State
plan will be audited by an appropriate state audit agency or other qualified public
accountant.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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8. The State agency may appeal the action of the Commissioner on a State
plan in the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals when dissatisfied, and thereafter appeal
further to the U.S. Supreme Court.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

C. The following administrative responsibilities are among those allocated to the
,-al educational agency:

I. A local agency must meet the legal requirements of the applicable Federal
and State laws, regulations, and enforceable administrative rules in its project applica-
tions, its administraCon of approved projects or educational programs, and its program
of financial accounting and reporting involving intergovernmental funds.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. A local agency must credit to the Federal Government all proceeds, but not
less than the fair market value, received from the sale of property inventoried to a
Federally funded project.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. A project to be carried out in public facilities, involving joint participation
of children from both putilic and private schools, must make reasonable efforts to avoid
classes which are separated by school enrollment or religious affiliation of the children.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. A local agency must maintain administrative control and direction over
services provided by public school personnel in other than public school facilities.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section ESEA, Title I
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act authorizes financial assis-

tanCe to local educational agencies serving areas with concentrations of children from
low-income families to expand and improve their educational programs which con-
tribute particularly to meeting the special educational needs of educationally deprived
children.

1111...ei1 upon your knowledge of Federal programs, please consider each numbered
item in terms of whether it supports or retards workable management and administrative
arrangements under the circumstances existing at the governmental level at which you
function. Please indicate the number which most nearly expresses your considered
opinion on each item as described by the rating scale below. Please mark all items.

I. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.
2. Permits reasonable achievement of program objectives.
3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.
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A. The law allocates to the U.S. Commissioner of Education responsibilities for the
administration of Title I, such as the following:

1. The Commissioner must approve an application submitted by the State
educational agency, to qualify a State for participation in the grant program under
Title I. (90-247 Sec. 106(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The Commissioner determines the maximum grant which each county in a
State is eligible to receive under the formula in the law. (Regs. 116.3(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The Commissioner must approve applications for educational programs
to be administered by a State educational agency for the children of migratory agricul-
tural workers. (90-247 Sec. 105(c) (1 ) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. When the Commissioner determines that a State is unable or unwilling to
conduct such programs, he may make grants to other public or private nonprofit agencies
to provide programs for migratory children. (90-247 Sec. 105(c) (2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The Commissioner has urged local agencies to assume full financial support
of services initiated under Title I as they are extended to children residing in non-
project areas, in order to release Title 1 funds to provide new activities for eligible

children. (Program Guides 44 & 45-A)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

B. The State educational agency has been allocated, among others, the following
responsibilities in the administration of Title I:

1. The State agency must allocate county aggregate maximum grants to the
local educational agencies within each county on the basis of statutory criteria. (Reg.
116.4)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The State agency must redistribute funds not used by one local agency on
the basis of its determination of actual needs in other local agencies. (Regs. 116.9(b) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The State agency must assure that State and local evalu...tion reports are
made to the Commissioner on a periodic basis. (Regs. 116.31(f) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. State and local evaluation reports must include the results of objective
measurements of progress toward meeting the special educational needs of Title I
children. (Regs. 116.31 (f) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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5. The State agency must make available
provisions of each approved project. (Regs. 116.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. All Federal Title I materials, such as
transmitted to the State agency for distribution to
to CSSO, August 26, 1963)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

for public inspection the terms and
34(d))

forms, guidelines, and reports, are
local educational agencies. (Memo

C. The Title I law allocates to the local educational agency administrative re-
sponsibilities, such as the following:

1. The local agency is required to take a census of children from low-income
families as defined in Title I. (Program Guide #27)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The local agency must determine the school attendance areas to be designated
as project areas according to the definitions in the regulations. (Regs. 116.17(c) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The local agency must develop its Title I program specifically to meet
the special educational needs of those educationally deprived children who have the
greatest need of assistance. (Regs. 116.17(f) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The local agency may include in the Title I program children who reside
outside the project area only if their participation will not dilute the effectiveness of the
program with respect to children residing in the project area. (Regs. 116.17(a) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The local agency must design a program to meet one or more of the special
educational needs of educationally deprived children, rather than to meet the needs of a
student body or a specified grade in a school. (Regs. 116.17(g))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. The local agency must provide for appropriate participation of educationally
deprived children residing in its district who are enrolled in private schools. (Regs.
116.19(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. The project application of a local agency must describe the procedures and
techniques to be utilized in evaluating the effectiveness of its Title I program. (Regs.
116.22(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

D. Special Fiscal Requirements in Title I
This is a special application of the rating scale to an important area of Title I

administration as it developed during the 1965-1970 period. The items trace the Federal
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administrative steps from the original statutory prohibition against substituting Title I
funds for State funds in computing State aid to local educational agencies and the require-
ment that combined State and local fiscal efforts in the local agency must be maintained
at or above the level of the preceding year.

Federal administrative decisions became increasingly specific and mandatory, until

in 1969 Federal funds were made dependent on fiscal comparability, as defined by the

U.S. Office of Education, between Title I project areas and other attendance areas within

each local agency. Congress then passed legislation that modified the timing of mandated
local comparability surveys, placed a two-year moratorium on Federal mandates to
withhold funds for noncompliance, and ordered the Commissioner to survey the entire
situation and report back to Congress.

1. The original Title I law required that Federal funds must not be paid for
Title I purposes if:

a. A State included Title I funds in its computation of State aid to local
educational agencies. (89-10 Sec. 207(c) (1) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The combined State and local fiscal effort with respect to the provision of

public education by the local agency was reduced in the preceding year to an amount
less than in the second preceding year. (89-10 Sec. 207(c) (2) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The Regulations of September 1965 provided that:

a. A local agency must assure that Title I funds would supplement, and not
supplant, State and local funds for use in the project area.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. A local agency must assure that its Title I funds would not result in a
decrease of State and local funds in the project itrea.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The Regulations of 1968 provided that:

a. The expenditure of State and local funds in project areas must be main-
tained at a level comparable to those in non-project areas within the same local

agency.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The State agency must enforce this requirement as part of its pioject

approval procedures.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. Program Guide No. 57, issued on February 26, 1970, mandated that the
State agency require each local agency to (a) demonstrate affirmatively in its

project application that services and expenditures provided by State and local funds in

project and non-project areas within the district are comparable, or (b) submit a plan
to achieve such comparability by the time schools opened in the Fall of 1970.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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5. The State agency was required to submit to the Commissioner by April 1,
1970, the criteria by which local agencies would demonstrate their adherence to the
requirements of comparability prescribed by the Commissioner, including relative distri-
bution of instructional personnel, pupil services, and per pupil expenditures in project
and non-project areas.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. Projects submitted for the 1970-71 year were to be approved by the State
agency only when the local agency demonstrated current or forthcoming comparability.

(Circie only one) 1 2 3 4

7. At this point, comparability became a legislative issue. Congress reaffirmed
the principles of the 1965 regulations, as subsequently elaborated by the 1968 regulations
and by the administrative rules in Program Guide No. 57. The first explicit law on com-
parability within local school districts, effective on April 13, 1970, included the following
conditions:

a. State and local funds must be used to provide services in project areas
which, taken as a whole, are at least comparable to services provided in non-Title I
areas of the local agency. (91-230 Sec. 109(a) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
b. Any finding of noncompliance shall not affect payment of Federal funds

to local agencies until after July 1, 1972. (91-230 Sec. 109(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
c. Each local agency must report to the State agency on its compliance with

comparability requirements on or before July 1, 1971, and on or before July 1 each
year thereafter. (91-230 Sec. 109(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
d. Not later than March 31, 1972, the Commissioner must submit to the

Congress a report of a study making special reference to Title I fund distributions
among counties, and " . . . the means by which such funds may be concentrated
in school attendance areas with the highest concentrations of children from low-
income families . . . ." (91-230 Sec. 102(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section HI ESEA, Title HI
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 authorizes grants

fo- supplementary educational centers and services, to stimulate and assist in the pro-
vision of vitally needed educational services not available in sufficient quantity or quality,
and to stimulate and assist in the development and establishment of exemplary elementary
and secondary school educational programs to serve as models for regular school
programs.

Since passage of P.L. 89-10 in 1965, Title III has operated under several adminis-
trative patterns. The first law and regulations, in force through the fiscal year 1968,
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provided for a direct Federal-local relationship. Project applications were made by the

local educational agency to the U.S. Commissioner for approval and funding. The State

educational agency had no authority except to comment on local applications in an

advisory capacity only.
On January 2, 1968, P.L. 90-247 was enacted. This law and subsequent regulations

transferred the administrative responsibility for Title III to the State educational agency

under a State plan approved by the U.S. Commissioner. For FY 1969, the State agency

approved local applications for 75% of the program funds and the Commissioner ap-
proved them for 25%. In FY 1970, the State agency approved local applications for

100% of the program funds.
On April 13, 1970, P.L. 91-230 again altered the Title III administrative arrange-

ments. For FY 1971 and succeeding years, the State agency approves local project

applications for and administers 85% of the program funds under its State plan. The

U.S. Commissioner approves local project applications for and administers 15% of the

funds under Federal regulations.
Patterns of administrative responsibility for Title III are identified by the allocations

of authority to approve Title III projects as described below. Please mark the one your
knowledge and experience lead you to believe best to provide workable management and

administrative arrangements under the circumstances existing at the governmental level

at which you function.

IJ The U.S. Commissioner approves local applications for 100% of the program

funds.
The State educational agency approves local applications for 100% of the
program funds.
The U.S. Commissioner approves local applications for 15% of the funds and
the State educational agency approves local applications for 85% of the funds.

Please considel each numbered item in terms of whether it supports or retards

workable management and adnlinktrativc arrangements under the circumstances existing

at the level of government at which you function. Indicate the number which most

nearly expresses your considered opinion on each item as described by the rating scale

below. Please mark all items.
1. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.

2. Permits reasonable achievement of program objectives.

3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.

A. Title III Administration by the U.S. Commissioner

1. All applications by local agencies for programs or projects must be directed

to the Commissioner for approval.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The applications are made on forms supplied by the Commissioner and
submitted to him at such times, in such manner, and containing such information as he

deems necessary.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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3. The Commissioner is authorized to approve such applications only if:

a. Certain statutory requirements are met, including: involvement in plan-
ning and administration of persons representative of the cultural and educational
resources of the area to be served; satisfactory statements of a program and pro-
visions for its administration; pkovisions for fiscal control, fund accounting proce-
dures, and maintenance of the level of State and local funds; and an annual report
and other reports as the Commissioner may reasonably require.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The program is consistent with criteria established by the Commissioner
to insure an equitable distribution of assistance within each State.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. The Commissioner determines that the proposed program utilizes the best
available talents and resources to substantially increase the educational opportunities
of the area.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

d. The local agency has made provision for the participation cl children
enrolled in nonprofit private schools in the area to be served whose educational needs
are of the type provided by the program or project.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

e. A copy of the local application has been submitted to the State agency for
review and recommendations to the Commissioner.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The Commissioner was mandated to establish an Advisory Council on ip-
plementary Educational Centers and Services, consisting of the Commissioner, serving as
Chairman, and eight members appointed by the Commissioner with the approval of the
Secretary.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

a. The Advisory Council was required to advise the Commissioner on action
to be taken on each local application.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The Advisory Council was required to advise the Commissioner on prepa-
ration of general regulations and administrative policy matters, including criteria
for approval of local applications.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. All program and financial negotiations with the applicant local agencies are
conducted by the Commissioner and his staff.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. Evaluation and dissemination activities are entirely the responsibility of the
applicant local agency and the Commissioner.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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7. The Commissioner must have each project proposal reviewed by a panel
of experts who will advise him on its relevance of innovative, exemplary, and
new and improved approaches to education. (Regs. 118.53)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

8. The Commissioner must notify in writing the applicant and the appropriate
State agency on his decision on each project proposal. (Regs. 118.54)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

9. The Commissioner is authorized to make grants directly to local educa-
tional agencies from 15% of each State's allotment for programs or projects which
hold promise of making a substantial contribution to the solution of critical educational
problems common to all or several States. (91-230 Sec. 306(a) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

10. The State agency has no mandatory administrative responsibilities for this
part of the Title 111 program.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

B. Title III Administration by the States

1. The State educational agency must submit to the Commissioner an ap-
provable State plan, at such time and in such detail as the Commissioner may deem
necessary, to qualify for its Title III allotment. (90-247 Sec. 305(a) (1) (C))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The State plan for Title III must:
a. Set forth the number, types, function, and qualifications of all staff

members required for the administration of the State plan. (Regs. 118.6(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. Provide for the selection of a panel of experts which shall review all
project applications. ( Regs. 118.6 (b ) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. Set forth the policy for determining the qualifications required of members
of the panel of experts and the approximate number to be used. (Regs. 118.6(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

d. Describe procedures which may be utilized for appropriate staff develop-
ment of State and local administrative, instructional, and service personnel who will be
involved in developing and conducting programs or projects. (Regs. 118.6(c))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

e. Make provision for the participation of children enrolled in nonprofit
private schools in the area to be served by a project, to the extent consistent with their
number and needs. (Regs. 118.7(k))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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f. Identify the educational needs of the State and explain the obje-Aive
criteria and measurements used to identify those needs. (Regs. 118.8(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
g. Describe the critical educational needs in the various areas of the State

and describe the process used to determine those respective needs. (Regs. 118.8(b))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

h. Explain the manner in which Title III funds will be used in meeting the
critical educational needs. (Regs. 118.8(c))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
i. Describe the long-range strategy for advancing education in the State

through Title III. (Regs. 118.8(d))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

j. List the major criteria which will be applied to review project applications
from local agencies. (Regs. 118.8(e))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
k. Describe strategies designed to evaluate, at least annually, the effective-

ness of programs and projects funded under Title III. (Regs. 118.8(n))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

I. Set forth provisions for statewide dissemination of information concerning
projects determined through evaluation to be innovative, exemplary, and of high quality.
(Regs. 118.8(o))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
m. Set forth provisions for encouraging the adoption and adaptation

within the State of promising educational practices resulting from projects which are
innovative, exemplary, and of high quality. (Regs. 118.8(p))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The Commissioner must approve a State plan that meets the requirements
of his criteria, before he pays a State the funds necessary to carry out its plan. (91-230
Sec. 307(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The Commissioner may contract for programs with competent nonprofit
institutions or organizations for children enrolled in private schools in the area served
by a program when no State agency is autb( -ized by law to provide, or there is substantial
failure to provide for their participation. (91-230 Sec. 307(f) (1))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. In FY 1971, and thcreafter, the State may receive not to exceed 85%
of its allotment to carry Out its approved State plan. (91-230 Sec. 305(d))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. Beginning in FY 1971, le&Jation incorporated Title V-A of the National
Defense Education Act into Title III of ESEA under certain conditions. (91-230
Sec. 305(b)(B))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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a. Guidance and counseling programs must be subject to the procedures
described in the State plan for all Title III projects.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The State plan must set forth a program for testing students in the
elementary and secondary schools, the junior colleges, and the technical institutes of
the State, including descriptions of the means of testing, the types of tests, and the

grade levels of the children tested.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. Except as specifically limited by law, Federal t ds may be used for the
same purposes and types of programs as those previously authorized by Title III and

NDEA, Title V-A.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

d. The State must assure that it will expend an amount at least equal to
the Federal funds expended prior to June 30, 1970, for testing programs and programs
designed to improve guidance and counseling services. (91-230 Sec. 309(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. The State agency is responsible to see that audits performed for local edu-
cational agencies are within State laws. (Administrative Manual, p. 37)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

council.
8. Each State educational agency is required to appoint a State advisory

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

9. Fifteen percent of each State's allotment is required to be expended on
programs for handicapped children.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

10. A local agency may file with the U.S. Court of Appeals (with right of
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court) a petition for review of the action of the State
educational agency, with respect to the approval of an application, if the local agency
is dissatisfied with the final action of the State agency. (90-2,,7 Sec. 305(f))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section IVESEA, Title VI
Title 2-1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act authorizes grants to assist

the States in the initiation, expansion, and improvement of programs and projects for
the education of handicapped children at the preschool, elementary and secondary school

levels.

A. Part A of the law allocates to the U.S. Commissioner of Education responsibili-
ties for the direct administration of Title VI, such as the following:
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1. The Commissioner is authorized to make grants or contracts to pay all or
part of the cost of the establishment and operation of regional centers to develop and
apply the best methods of appraising the special educational needs of handicapped
children. (91-230 Sec. 621(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The Commissioner is authorized to make grants or contracts to pay all or
part of the cost of the establishment and operation of centers for deaf-blind children.
(91-230 Sec. 622(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The Commissioner i., authorized to arrange by contract, grant, or other-
wise for the development and carrying out of experimental preschool and early educa-
tion programs which he determines show promise of promoting a comprehensive and
strengthened approach to the special problems of handicapped children. (91-230
Sec. 623(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The Commissioner is authorized to pay all or part of the cost of such
activities as research to meet the full range of special needs of handicapped children;
development or demonstration of new methods which would contribute to their adjust-
ment and education; training of professional and allied personnel to engage in programs
specifically designed for the handicapped; and dissemination of materials and information
about effective practices. (91-230 Sec. 624(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The Commissioner must conduct, either directly or by contract with inde-
pendent organizations, a thorough and continuing evaluation of the effectiveness of
each program to assist handicapped children for which he has the administrative re-
sponsibility. (91-230 Sec. 625)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

B. Part B of the law allocates to the State educational agency the following
responsibilities in the administration of its Title VI State plan:

1. The State agency must be the sole agency for administering or supervising
the administration of the State plan. (91-230 Sec. 613(a) (5) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The State educational agency, in its State plan, must set forth policies and
pzocedures which provide satisfactory assurance that funds will be used to supplement
and, to the extent practical, increase the level of State, local, and private funds expended
for the education of handicapped children. (91-230 Sec. 613(a) (4) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The State plan must include a statement of policies and procedures designed
to insure that all education programs for the handicapped will be properly coordinated
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by the persons in the State educational agency in charge of special education programs
for handicapped children. (91-230 Sec. 613 (a) (11 ) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The State plan must indicate the extent to which two or more local educa-
tional agencies may enter into agreements and submit applications carrying out jointly
operated programs and projects under Title VI. (Regs. 121.3(f) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The State plan must include a quantitative and qualitative description of
present programs and projects for the education of handicapped children. (Regs.
121.5)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. The State plan must provide that special educational and related services
for handicapped children enrolled in private schools will be provided on a basis com-
parable to that used in providing such services to children enrolled in public schools.
(Regs. 121.7)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. The State plan must assure that funds from Title VI will not be used to
provide programs in schools operated by a State agency directly responsible for pro-
viding free public education for handicapped children and for those who are in other
schools which receive support for their education from such a state agency. (Regs.
121.25)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

C. The law allocates to the local educational agency administrative responsibilities,
such as the following:

1. A local educational agency must coordinate its program or project with other
public and private programs for the education of handicapped children in its area.
(Regs. 121.10(b) (1))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. A local educational agency must coordinate its program activities with similar
programs in other local educational agencies under the State plan. (Regs. 121.10(b) (2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section V Vocational Education Act
The Vocational Education Act of 1968 is intended to assist the States to maintain,

extend, and improve existing programs of vocational education, to develop new pro-
grams of vocational educution, and to insure that persons of all ages in all communities
shr,l1 have ready access tl vocational education according to their needs.
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2. A State must submit a State plan which includes a detailed description of
thc State's programs, services, and activities under the Act, and states the policies and
operating procedures which the State board will implement. (Regs. 102.31(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The State plan must set forth a long-range (3 to 5 years) program plan.
(90-576 Sec. I23(a)(4))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The State plan must set fotih an annual program plan, including a descrip-
tion of the extent to which consideration vas given to the State advisory council's most
recent evaluation report in developing the pl (90-576 Sec. 123(a)(5)(6))

(Circle only one) I 2 3 4

5. The State plan must set forth the policies and procedures to be followed
in distribution of funds and use of such funds by local agencies as prescribed in the law.
(90-576 Sec. I23(a)(6))

(Circle only one) I 2 3 4

6. The State plan tre-t ,..escithe the policies and procedures to be folk ,,ed in
establishing and operating prorrams which (a) encourage home economics to give
greater consideration to ;al .-e.ltural conditions and needs, especially in eco-
nomically depressed ar,ms, k irage preparation for professional leadership, (c)
prepare youths and aduits for lb. I ole of t'omemaker, or contribute to their employ-
ability in the dual role of homemaker and wage earner, and (d) include consumer
education progyams. ( 'legs. 102 91)

(Circle only ore) 1 2 3 4

7. The Shah: . i..ust include an assurance that at least one-third of the
funds for consumer ai. vomemaking programs will bc used for programs in eco-
nomically depressed areas (n. areas with high rates of unemployment. (Regs. 102.91)

(Circle only one) I 2 3 4

8. The State plan must give assurance that funds for cooperative vocational
education programs will be used only for developing and operating programs which are
planned and supervised by the schools and public or private employers so that each
4:ontributes to the student's education. (90-576 Sec. 175)

('irck only one) 1 2 3 4

9, The State plan must set forth principles for determining the priority to be
given to appheations for work-study prt rams from .ocal abaleies having substantial
numbers of youths who have dropped out of s' '-'ol ard or are unemployed. (90-576
Sec 182(4)(3))

(Circle only one) I 2 3

10 'The State board must asure rk.i Szl'e and local programs, services, and
activnics will be evaluated periolis sufticar.t .ss and frequo-ncy to
crtable the board to carry out its S'...k pl n (I. "t< ) )

(Circle onl, .wrie) 1 3 4
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11. The State board may utilize evaluations made by the State advisory council
and such additional evaluations conducted or arranged by the State board and each
local agency as may be required. (Regs. 102.36(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

12. The State board (or a local educational agency) may contract for any
portion of a program of instruction if the contract is in accordance with State (or local)
law and the instruction provided will constitute a reasonable and prudent use of funds
available under the State plan. (Regs. 102.5(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

13. The Preamble to the State Plan Guide for Vocational Education states
that the State educational agency must give priority to funding programs, services, and
activities for:

a. Disadvantaged persons
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. The physically or mentally handicapped
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. Those preparing for occupations requiring postsecondary education
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

d. Students enrolled in non-public schools (State Plan Guide Preamble, p. ii)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

14. The State plan must set forth principles for determining the priority to be
accorded applications from local agencies for cooperative vocational education pro-
grams, with preferencc given to applications submitted by local agencies serv;ng areas of
high concentrations of youth unemployment or school dropouts. (Regs. 102.97(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

15. The State board may fund grants or contracts for exemplary programs or
projects only if it determines that effective procedures will be followed to assure that
the planning, development, and operation of such programs and projects are coordinated
with other publicly and privately operated programs having the same or similar purposes.
(Regs. 102.78)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

16. The State board must encourage the development of exemplary programs
and projects designed to broaden occupational aspirations and opportunities for youths,
with special emphasis given to youths who have academic, socioeconomic, or other handi-
caps. (90-576 Sec. 143(a)(2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

17. The State plan must set forth minimum qualifications for teachers, teacher
trainers, supervisors, directors, and all other personnel (including teacher aides) having
responsibilities for vocational education and consumer and homemaking education in
the state, regardless of whether there is Federal financial participation in their salaries.
(90-576 Sec. 123(a)(7))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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18. The State board, in allocating funds among local agencies, must give due

consideration to the relative vocational education needs of persons in high schools,

persons who have completed or left high school and who are available for study in
preparation for entering the labor market, persons who have already entered the labor
market and who need training or retraining to ach:eve stability or advancem, at in
employment, disadvantaged persons. and handicapped persons. (Regs. 102.51(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

19. The State board must give particular consideration to additional financial
burdens which may be placed upon local agencies in providing students, particularly
disadvantaged or handicapped students, with special education programs and services,
such as compensatory or bilingual education, in weighing the relative vocational educa-

tion needs of the State's various population groups. (Regs. 102.54(b))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

20. In allocating funds among local agencies, the State board must give due
consideration to the costs of vocational education in excess of the normal costs of
education in such local agencies, such as differences in the cost of materials salaries

of teachers, or oCaer economic conditions existing in the areas served. (Regs. 102.56(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

21. The State plan must describe in detail how each of the factors used in
computing local tax effort are measured; how often the data are updated; the level of
tax effort which the State board shall consider reasonable (which is at least equal to
the average local tax effort in the State); and whether reasonableness of local tair effort
is to be determined by comparing it with the average local tax effort in the State or
with the average tax effort of the legal classification of local education agencies in the
State. (Regs. 102.C7(b)-(d))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

22. When a personnel training program is provided by a cooperative effort,
there must be a written agreement which shall describe the program and the policies
and procedures which the State board and the agency or institution agree to utilize in

evaluating the effectiveness of the program so described. (Regs. 102.9(b) (2))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

23. The State board must develop a cooperative agreement with the State
employment service tor the provision for adequate vocational guidance and counseling
services. (Regs. 102.40(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

24. Programs funded under the State plan must be designed to include, to
the extent consistent with the num'aer enrolled in private, non-profit schools in the

geographic area to be served, vocational education services which meet the needs of

such students. (Regs. 102.7)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

25. The State plan must provide for the establishment or designation of a
State research coordination unit and describe its staff, organization, and functions with
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respect to vocational education research and personnel training programs, developmental,
experimental or pilot programs, and dissemination activities. (Regs. 102.71(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

26 The State plan must describe the policies and proce...ures for submitting
to the State ...oard applications for research and training grants and contracts which will
assure that such applications describe the nature, duration, purpose, and plan of the
project; the use to be made of the results in regular vocational education programs; the
qualifications of the project staff; a justification of the amount requested; the applicant's
share of the cost; and such other information as the board may require. (Regs. 102.72)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

C. The Vocational Education Act of 1968 allocates administrative responsibilities,
such as the following, to the local educationaa agency:

1. An application from a local agency must include a description of the pro--
posed programs, services, and activities, including evalmition activities. (Regs. 102.60
(a)(1))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3

2. An application from a local agency must include a justifimition of the
amount of Federal and State funds requested and information on the amounts and
sources of other funds available for the programs, services, and activities. (Regs.
102.60(a)(2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. The local agency must provide information indicating that its application
has been developed in consultation with the educational and training resources available
in the area to be served. (Regs. 102.60(a) (3) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The application of the local agency must indicate that the proposed pro-
grams, services, and activities will make substantial progress toward preparing the
persons to be served for a career. (Regs. 102.60(a)(4))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The application of the local agency must include a plan, extending five
years from date of application, for meeting the vocational educational needs of poten-
tial students in the area to be served. (Regs. 102.60(a)(5))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. In an application for an exemplary program or project, /he local agency
must describe the nature, duration, purpose, and plan of the project; the use to be
made of the results in regular vocational education programs; the qualifications of the
project personnel; a justification of the amount of funds requested; the applicant's portion
of the cost, if nriy; and other information the State board may require. (Rep. 102.77
(a)(1))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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7. A local agency may receive funds for an exemplary program or project

for not more than three years. (90-576 Sec. 145)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section VI Special Funding Provisions

Federal laws include special funding provisions for a variety of educational purposes,
including the following:

1. Provisions to facilitate coordination of authorized educational programs
with authorizations of funds, including the timely availability of funds to plac, establish,

and operate effective programs of education. (Illustrated by Nos. 1-11)

2. Provisions to assist in the financial support of St-tte administration of Federal

programs. ( Illustrated by Nos. I 2-14 )

3. Provisions to finance national and state adviFory councils. (Illustrated by

Nos. 15-16)

4. Provisions to set aside various percentages from State allotments to be
administered by Federal agencies for purposes substantially similar to those for which

the State allotments are administered by the State agencies. (Illustrated by Nos. 17-18)

5. Provisions for Federal funds committed to educational programs to achieve
certain purposes or to benefit certain groups as specified by law. (Illustrated by ros.

i 9-21 )

6. Provisions for State or local matching of Federal funds. (Illustrated by

Nos. 22-24)

Pkase rate the special funding provisions in du following items in terms of their

administrative effectiveness in achieving program objectives as stated in the applicable

laws.
1. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.
2. Permits reasonable achievement of program obfectives.
3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.

To avoid disruption of an authorizrd program when the fiscal year begins

before an appropriation bill is enacted. Congress regularly passes continuing resolutions

to permit spending for continuing activities during the new fiscal year, usually at or near

the level of the previouf fiscal year.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. Congress has authorized advance funding for all programs administered

by the U.S. Commissioner of Education, so hat appropriations may be made in the
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fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which they will be available for obligation.
(90-247, Title IV, Sec. 403)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. Federal funds appropriated for all programs administered by the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education in an) fiscal year must remain available for obligation until the
end of that fiscal year. (90-576, Title III, Sec. 301(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. Any funds to carry out any programs ending prior to July 1, 1973, for
which the U.S. Commissioner has responsibility for administration, which are not
obligated and expended before the end of any fiscal year shall remain available for
obligation and expenditure during the succeeding fiscal year. (91-230, Title IV, Sec.
401(a) (8))

(Circle only one) 1 3 4

5. Federal funds available to the U.S. Commissioner for exemplary programs
and projects in vocational educatim shall remain available until expended. (90-576,
Title I. Sec. 143(b)(4))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. Sums appropriated for any year to provide current operating funds to
Federally impacted areas (P.L. 81-874) remain available for obligation and payment
to local agencies until the close of the following fiscal year. (O.E. Comp. Laws May
1970, Sec. 5(b), p. 8)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. A State agency may determine its own method of payment of funds received
from the Federal government for thc use of local agencies.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

a. A State agency may advance funds to a local agency with provision for
the return of any overpayment or reimbursement of additional allowable expenditures.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

b. A State agency may reimburse local agencies for expenditures when
claims are supported by proof of payment.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. A State agency may use either the advance or the reimbursement method
or a combination of these methods for making payments to local agencies. (Rep. 121.29)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

8. Under ESEA, Title I, special incentive grants may be made to any State
which has a financial effort index exceeding the national index for the second preceding
fiscal year.

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

9. The State agency must distribute special incentive grant funds to qualified
local agencies which have the gteatest need for additional Title I funds on the basis of
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policies and procedures approved by the Commissioner. (91-230, Title I, Part B, Sec.
121(a ) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

10. Heads of Federal departments and agencies responsible for administering
grant-in-aid programs must schedule the transfer of funds so as to minimize the time

elapsing between the transfer of such funds and the disbursement thereof by a State.

(P.L. 90-577, Title IL Sec. 203, enacted on October 16, 1968, 42 U.S.C. 4213)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

11. Whether a State disburses the funds before or after the Federvl transfer

of funds to the State, a State shall not be held accountable for interest earned on
grant-in-aid funds, pending their disbursement for program purposes. (r.L. 90-577,
Title II, Sec. 203, enacted on October 16, 1968, 42 U.S.C. 4213)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

12. A Stat.- agency may reserve from its allotment one percent or $150,000,
whichever is greater, for the administrative expenses incurred by the State agency in
the administration of ESEA, Title I. (90-247, Title I, Sec. 107(b))

(Circi.: only one) 1 2 3 4

13. A State agency may receive an amount equal to 71/2 percent of its allot-
ment or $150,000, whichever is greater, for administration of Title III, of which five
percent of its allotment or $100,000, whichever is greater, may be used for administra-
tion of its State plan and the balance for its State advisory council's staff activities,

and for evaluation and dissemination functions. (90-247 Sec. 307(b) )
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

14. A State agency may spend up to five percent of the amount allotted to it

or $100,000, whichever is greater, for administration of its Title VI State plan. (91-230
Sec. 613(a)(1))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

15. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education has an inde-
pendent appropriation to engage technical assistance to carry out its functions. (The
amount appropriated f FY 1971 was $330,000.) (90-576, Title I, Sec. 104(a)(4))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

16. A State Advisory Council on Vocational Education is entitled to an amount
equal to one percent of the State's allotment, not exceeding $150,000 nor less than

$50,000.
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

17. The U.S. Commissioner retains control over the disbursement of 50

percent of the funds allotted to each State for grants and contracts in research and
training in vocational education. (90-576, Title I, Sec. 131(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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18. The U.S. Commissioner retains control over the disbursement of 50 percent
of the funds allotted to each State for the development of exemplary programs and
projects in vocational education. (90-576, Title I, Sec. 142(c) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

19. At least 15 percent of each State's vocational education allotment must be
spent for programs for persons who have academic, socioeconomic, or other handicaps
that prevent them from succeeding in the regular vocational education program. (90-
576, Title I, Sec. 122(c) (1) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

20. At least 15 percent of each State's vocational education allotment must
be speri for programs for persoas who have completed or left high school and who
are available for study in preparation for entering the labor market. (90-576, Title I,
Sec. 122(c)(2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

21. At least ten percent of each State's vocational education allotment must
be spent for programs for handicapped persons who cannot succeed in the regular
vocational education program -..-.4thout special educational assistance or who require a
modified vocational education program. (90-576, Title I, Sec. 122(c) (3) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

22. In vocational education, every school, class, program, or activity sup-
ported in whole or in part by State and local matching funds must meet the same
conditions and requirements as those supported by Federal funds. (Regs. 102.133(c))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

23. The Federal share for eleven categories of expenditures made under the
State plan for vocational education varies from 100% (4 programs and State advisory
council); 90% (2 programs); 80% (11 program); 75% (1 program); to 50% (2
programs). (Regs. 102.132)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

24. The State and local matching funds in vocational education may be com-
puted on a statewide basis for each allotment for each of the separate programs affected
by the various rates of matching. (Regs. 102.133(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

Section VIIPublic Participation

Federal statut s mandate or encourage Federal, State, and local educational agencies
to involve advisory groups and selected individuals in activities related to intergovern-
mental programs of education. This provides channels for advice from the community
to the official agencies and develops broader understanding of the programs.
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Based upon your knowledge of Federal programs, please evaluate these patterns

and activities. Circle the number in the rating scale which most nearly expresses your
viewpoint on each of the items.

1. Strongly supports achievement of program objectives.
2. Permits reasonable ach;evement of program objectives.
3. Mildly retards achievement of program objectives.
4. Strongly retards achievement of program objectives.

A. At ti, National Level

1. National advisory councils have been established to review the effective-

r: ess of the several titles or Acts in achieving the stated objectives of their respective

programs. (91-230 Sec. 431)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

2. The Commissioner may not serve as a member of any national advisory
council. (91-230 Sec. 433)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

3. Each national advisory council must submit an annual report of its activities,
findings, and recommendations to the Congress not later than March 31 of each
calendar year, as a part of the Commissioner's report. (91-230 Sec. 433)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. A Presidential advisory council is authorized to obtain, without regard to

the civil service laws, the services of professional, technical, and clerical personnel to

enable it to carry out its functions. (1-230 Sec. 435(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The Commissioner must engage personnel and technical assistance required

by Secretarial and Commissioner's advisory councils to carry out their functions. (91-

230 Sec. 435(b))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. The Commissioner is authorized to create advisory councils to advise him

with respect to:
a. The organization of the Office of Education and the administration of

applicable programs. (91-230 Sec. 432(a))
(Circle oniy one) 1 2 3 4

b. Recommendations for legislation regarding educational programs, and
the means by which the educational needs of the Nation inay be met. (91-230 Sec.

432(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

c. Special problems and areas of special interest in education. (91-230

Sec. 432(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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7. An advisory council so appointed by the Commissioner must terminate in
one year unless the Commissioner determines that its existence for no more than one
additional year is necessary to complete its work. (91-230 Sec. 432(b))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

8. The Commissioner must appoint advisory councils to advise and make
recomrnendaions with respect to the approval of applications for grants or contracts
as required by statute. (91-230 Sec. 431(3) (B) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

9. The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Chil-
dren must report specifically on which of the compensatory education programs funded
under Title I, and of other public and private educational programs for educationally
deprived children, hold the highest promise for raising the educational attainment of
such children. (91-230 Sec. 134(c))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

10. The National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services
must review, evaluate, and transmit to the Congress and the President reports from
the respective State advisory councils. (91-230 Sec. 309(a) (2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

11. The National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers arld Services
must evaluate programs and projects carried out under Title III and disseminate the
results thereof. (91-230 Sec. 309(a) (3) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

12. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education must have at
least one-third of its membership representative of the general public, including parents
and children, but with no professional connection with vocational education or school
administration. (90-576 Sec. 104(a) (1)(G))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

13. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education must conduct
independent evaluatiow of programs carried out under the law and publish and dis-
tribute the results thereof. (90-576 Sec. 104(a) (2) (C) )

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

14. The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education must review
the possible duplication of vocational education programs at the postsecondary and adult
levels within geographic areas, and make andual reports of its findings and recom-
mendations to the Secretary. (90-576 Sec. 104(c) (5))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

B. At the State Level

1. TIK, State adx.isory counk....1:ur Title III is appointed by the State educational
agency. (91-230 Sec. 305(a) (2))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4
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2. The State advisory council for Title III must include persons representative
of elementary and secondary schools, institutions of higher education, and areas of

professional competence in the education of the handicapped. (91-230 Sec. 305(a)
(2)(A))

(Circle only Of `..! ) 1 2 3 4

3. The State advisory council for Title III must include a person representative
of low-income groups. (Administrative Guidelines)

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. The State advisory council for Title HI must hold at least one public

meeting a year to give the public an opportunity to express views concerning the

administration and operation of Title III. (91-230 Sec. 305(a) (4))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. The State advisory council for Title III must prepare and submit through
the State educational agency reports of its activities, recommendations, and evaluations

to the Commissioner nd to the National Advisory Council. (Regs. 118.2(a))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. The State educational agency may make recommendations and comments
on State advisory council reports, as it deems appropriate, before it sends the reports
to the Commissioner and to the National Advisory Council. (Regs. 118.2(a))

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

7. The State agency must consult with the State Title III advisory council on
preparation of the State plan, including policy 'natters arising in its administration, and

development of criteria for approval of applications under the plan. (90-247 Sec.

305(a)(2)(B))
(Circle ottly one) 1 2 3 4

8. The State agency must submit to the Title III State advisory council for

review and recommendations each application for a grant under the State plan. (90-247

Sec. 305(a)(2)(C))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

9. The State advisory council for Title III must evaluate, at least annually, all

projects funded under the State plan. (Regs. 118.2(b))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

10. If a State uses advisory committees with respect to one or more aspects
ol its Title VI State plan, the State plan must describe the membership, method of

establishment, and duties of such advisory committees. (Regs. 121.3(e))
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

11. The State advisory council on vocational education is appointed by the

Governor, or by the State board when members of that board are elected by the people

or by the State legislature. (90-576 Sec. 104(b) (1))
(Circle only 1 2 3 4
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12. The State advisory coAncil ot nal edueation i Po be wparate
and imlepetulent from the State board. (Reg,. I 02

(Circle only one) I 2 3 4

I 3. The pri technical. and clerical Anil) of the State a.
On vocational education is Aahject only Zo the supervision and directiol.
advisory council. (Rees. 102.25)

(Circle only one) 1 3 4

COMIC it
the S';ttc

14. The State advisor!. council on vocationol education must include. among
others, at least one person.

a. Having special expe:menee or qualifications with respect to vocational
..ducation who is not in%ohed en the administration of State or local vocational ethic ition
programs (90-57t) Sec. 104( h) ( 1) ( A )(in ) )

Circle ('nly one) I 2 3 4

h Represent:itm%e of and knowledgeable about the poor and disaLhantaged
ismee_!s7., see 10411114 I I A )(r%) I

onl. onc I 3 4

I C I he State ad%esors eouncil on %ocanonal educate,,n sr prepare arta
submit the Atau- t a% fiscal agent for the State atice,oi, council )

I kegs 102 23iele
m( 'erelt: on!. onc ) 1 2 3 4

Irt the State %ocatetinal h%sard must got: rcasonahlc notice and
opportune!. for hearing on its Nt.Vt- pLitt before submitting it to thc Com-
m-ssonct for appro.% al m!Pit STh Sc..- 1 2 t a it 3 ) )

tttrcic oTh. one I I 1 3 4

I I he Statc %oeational ectueatKtim boald must Irystne that copties of its State
vlan f or Lik:Jtiori cdueahoit and statcmcnts of pot:etc% and procedures concerning its
adnunistratton will he made texs.ottatl ailaNe to the publie 4 40-5-!itS SeC I 21( .4 I

'it sic onl% one s 3 4

C' Mr Lot a/ Letel

I Fat:ft local Jgcnc idc to( the maximum practical m%ohement ot
patent% ot educationall. depie.cd {:ttiktrcrl est the planning. de.clopmcnt. operation. and
apprais4I of title I I% rojcos tIteg 1th 1144'111

t C'fts.Ie 011I) one 4

' 1 he local ag-cns:s tuts the option of cstaksitthing a Io..aI Ads )i.or tohithittrc
t. assist m the I...! AnuMe, trattIifl, And appraisal of title I proKets t Reg% I th 11441»

i(.1mcic onl. one ) 1 3 4

I :0
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3. If a local agency establishes an advisory committee kr a local Title
program, the parents of educationally deprived children must be represented. (Regs.

116.18( f ) )
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

4. A local agency must consult with persons knowledgeable of the nceds of
educationally deprived children who reside in the project area and are enrolled in

private schools. to determine their needs and the extent of their participatio! the

Title I program. (Regs. 116.19(h)
(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

5. A local agency must consult with other agencies which administer programs
servine the needs of edwationally deprived children w avoid duplication of effort and
to assure the most effectise use of Title I funds. (Regs. 116.241

(Circle only one) 1 2 3 4

6. In an application for a Title III project, a local agency must provide docu-
mentation that teachers, students. and others, including those of low income, broadly
representative of the cultuial and educational resources and of the public. are involved
in the planning. implementation. and appraisal of project activities. (Regs. 118.8(e))

(Circle only one p I 2 3 4
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Supplements for
Early Implementation

The Project Policy Committee emphasized that any project findings
suitable for pi ompt implementation might be made available for that
purpose at any time during the project. This was to take advantage of
project results without delaying implementation until after the project report
had been published. Two such opportunities have occurred and are ex-
plained in the two supplements that follow.

Supplement 1 summarizes a Pennsylvania state agency study of local
projects under Title 1 of the Ekmentary and Secondary Education Act
in that state. Space did not permit full publication of this predominantly
statistical study, but statewide local comments on some aspects of state-local
administration are included. In general. these comments reinforce the find-
ings of this project.

Supplement II illustrates an aspect of activity to support a proposal of
the Committee for Economic Development for changing the federal fiscal
year to coincide with the calendar year. Although this proposal has been
discussed since 1965, it has not been acted upon. It is easily the best single
solution of the major problem of intergovernmental coordination dealt with
in this report.

Supplement I

Pennsylvania Survey of ESEA Title I Administration

The Pennsylvania Department of Education was motivated by its
participation in the State Intergovernmental Education Project to conduct
a st"rvey of Titk 1 administration in the local educational agencies of the
state.
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The 13ureau of Educational Research within the department designed
the questionnaire and analyzed the data. Following is a brief interpretation
of the statistical data derived from the survey. The items discussed have
been inserted preceding each comment.

The Title I survey was conducted to determine perceptions of the
local educational agencies concerning 34 present and emerging Title I

practices and requirements. An analysis of the data indicated that in almost
all instances the respondents differed from the ideal response to a degree

that typically far exceeded the chi square value for chance occurrence.
A review of the data analysis tables was conducted to identify those

items which appeared to have the greatest percentage of responses deviating

from the ideal response. These items could be interpreted to be those things
which were of greatest concern and need restudy and redevelopment.

It should be noted that. in general, the responses concerning present
practices indicate a relatively high degree of compliance with most require-
ments while these same items seem to indicate a high degree of concern
for restudy and changes in requirements. While outright disapproval of
each requirement or practice was not often expressed, there appears to be

a typically small portion of the population which is quite dissatisfied with

the current status of affairs.
The following items have been identified as those requiring the most

concern for future policy and procedure development and technical assist-
ance for local agencies. The comments on each item are based on interpre-
tation of the data received.

I mkt I: A formula is used by the federal government to determine
the amount of money for which the local agency is eligible. This
formula takes into account: low-income, neglected children; children
living in foster homes; and other factors.

Comment: This formula used by the state agency in determining the
amount of money for each local agency is somewhat unsatisfactory
to nearly half of the respondents and a majority suggests careful review,
taking local conditions into consideration.

ITE Nt 2: ( a) Federal appropriations have historically been delayed

and programs have operated under "continuing resolutions."
(b) Federal regulations have established a final date of

June 30 for submitting Title I proposals. However, the state agency

has required that all proposals be submitted by May 20 to be con-
sidered for approval.
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Comment: Fundinz delays and deadline dates for project submission
appear to rate a rather high priority for consideration. A significant
percent of respondents disapprove and suggest restudy and redevelop-
ment of procedures.

ITEM 3: (a) The focal agency should provide the following infor-
mation:

--per pupil expenditure
number of children in district
number of children from low-income families
concentration of children from low-income families
school terni covered by project
schools where activities are conducted
number of children participating

proposed budget
number and type of staff
number of participants by grade level and ethnic group

estimated cost of each activity
statement of planning

schools
assurance of compliance

tions
statement of planning

action agency
inventory of equipment

with Title I funds
a list and justification

purchase

participation by nonpublic

with state and federal regula-

participation by community

costing over $100 purchased

for each item proposed for

(b) The local agency must keep those program and fiscal
records which are required by the state agency and the Office of Edu-
cation and will submit those reports required by state and/or federal
agencies.

(c) Each local agency will have its fiscal records audited
by the state agency or other auditing agency and will make the results
available to state and federal agencies.

Comment: Information required for project application, program Zind
fiscal records, and audits of these records appear to be relatively ac-
ceptable. There does not seem to be any great need for complete
redevelopment.
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ITEM 4: (a) Equipment expenditures should be limited.

(b) The total cost for all direction and managerw-nt activi-

ties should not exceed eight percent of the total allocations. Tf excep-

tion is to be made to this requirement, a complete management pro-
posal must be submitted to justify such an exception.

Comment: Limitation of equipment expenditures appears to require

some restudy and redevelopment according to a majority of respond-

ents, although the practice was found to be acceptable for nearly all.
Limitation of administrative expenses appears to be less acceptable,

and yet less than half suggest restudy or redevelopment.

ITEM 5: (a) A planning grant (part of the funds under the existing
allocation) may be applied for up to one percent of the maximum
grant or $2,000, whichever is greater, for planning activities during
the current fiscal year for programs to be carried out during the coming

year.
(b) Planning grants may be approved by the state agency

providing they specify objectives (in measurable performance terms),
activities and techniques to be undertaken in teaching objectives, and

an appropriate evaluation design.

Comment: Use of project funds for planning is received quite posi-

tively by most of the respondents, and some form of restudy and
redevelopment is suggested by over half of them. The criteria for
approving planning grants appear less acceptable, and a majority sug-

gests change.

ITEM 6: (a) All community agencies arid representatives must be

involved in planning the Title I grant. This includes parents, teachers,

nonpublic schools, community action agencies, and others.

(b) The functions of a local advisory committee are:
(1) To supply information about parental concerns

(2) To recommend general plans for concentration of
funds and programs

(3) To suggest objectives to meet student needs

(4) To suggest methods of improvement
(5) To assist in evaluation of programs

(c) The state agency requires documentary evidence of

coordination among the local agency, county superintendent, com-
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munity action agency, and nonpublic school authorities. Technical
assistance in pi ogram development may be provided by Educational
Development Center personnel and state agency staff.
Comment: Community involvement in the planning process, the role
and function of advisory groups, and documentation of involvement
appear to require far more restudy and redevelopment and are less
acceptable practices than any others except delayed funding.

ITEM 7: (a) Title I program decisions should consider relative needs
of children of all ages. But decisions must be made to meet only a
limited number of high priority needs for a limited number of children
needs which cannot be met or are not being met through the regular
school program or other existing programs.

(b) Title I programs proposed must clearly distinguish be-
tween documented high priority needs of disadvantaged children and
high priority needs of school district children in general.

(c) Federal and state regulations have been established to
ensure compliance with the intent of ESEA Title I, which specifies
that all programs be designed as categorical aid for disadvantaged
children.

Comment: Designing categorical programs to meet the specific needs
of a limited number of disadvantaged children and not those of the
total school population is a rather widely accepted practice, but nearly
half of the respondents suggest restudy and redevelopment.

ITEM 8: Existing programs or services provided by the applicant or
other agencies may deter GI- block compensatory programs proposed
for educationally deprived children. To meet documented compensa-
tory needs and to make Title I and other programs compatible, existing
programs may have to be modified.
Comment: Modification of local basic programs to accommodate
compensatory programs appears to occur less frequently than other
practices, and over half suggest modification of the idea.

ITEM 9: Each program should include a complete evaluation design
to be used in determining the project accomplishments.
Comment: The need for a complete evaluation design to determine
effectiveness of the project appears to be acceptable to most, but over
half suggest restudy and redevelopment.
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ITEM 10: (a ) Services provided with state and local funds in the
project area shall be comparable toand on an equal basis with
those provided in nonproject areas. The local agency bears the burden
of providing that Title I funds are not being used to supplant state
and/or local funds.

(b) Project activities should provide compensatory pro-
grams for the educationally disadvantaged. Programs designed for the
general student population must be avoided. Programs should not
tend to segregate. Title I funds should not be used to provide services
and materials which are available in nonproject areas through local
funds. Title I funds must be used to supplement local funds.

Comment: The concepts of comparable basic services for all and Title
I as supplemental aid appear to be quite acceptable, and less than
half of the respondents suggest any need for modification.

The interpretation of the data seems to indicate that while some of
the more unacceptable requirements and practices are necessitated by federal
regulations and procedures, there is an apparent need for the state agency
to provide inservice training for many Title I administrators in the areas
of community involvement and project planning, and evaluation design
techniques.

There also appears to be a need to involve the local agencies in re-
viewing current state agency requirements and procedures and in suggesting
ways to modify these activities.

While complete or nearly complete compliance with and approval of
practices is indicated, exceptions noted cannot be passed over lightly. If
even small numbers report noncompliance with or disapproval of current
requirements and practices, such responses suggest some need for careful
analysis of individual local needs when designing state agency practices or
determining state agency policy.
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in Government
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1000 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Dr. Steadman:

This is a reply in my personal capacity to your inquiry
whether our State Intergovernmental Education Project has dealt
with the problem of coordinating the Federal fiscal year with the
fiscal year requirements of schools and other educational institutions
receiving Federal funds for education. For more than a year we
have studied this situation, and it is clear that none is more pt.rvasive
or damaging in terms of. educational results. I am glad to givk, 1.he
reasons why I support the recommendation of the Committee for
Economic Development that the beginning of each Federal fiscal
year be moved back to January 1 from July 1. It would very greatly
reduce and perhaps eliminate the most costly impediment to effective
management of Federally supported educational programs at the
Federal, State, and local levels of government. I shall explain why
Federal funds for intergovernmental educaticn could be improved
20% or 25% in their cost effectiveness.

After Congressional educational authorizations and appropriations
have become law, the Office of Education requires several weeks to
prepare regulations and administrative forms, to apply formulas for
distribution of funds, to receive and to approve the state plans, state
assurances, and other requirements to be met by the states, and to
allocate funds to the states. The state educational agencies then
require additional time to receive local ?rojects and perform many
administrative functions as required by Federal and State laws before
Federal program funds can be made available to the local school agencies.
Finally, the local educational agency that uses the funds for local
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programs of education must have specific Federal and State information,
authority, and funds in time to employ teachers, to plan and organize
the programs of instruction, and to get approvals of programs and
budgets from local boards of education. The beginning of school cannot
be postponed until all these requirements have been met, and they seldom
have been met until weeks or months after the local schools have been
in full operation. Programs organized after teachers have been assigned,
facilities occupied, and prospective pupils committed to other programs
limp into existence, operate at less than ordinary effectiveness, and almost
always roll up higher costs and poorer educational results for the
pupils served.

Precise measurement of these losses is impossible in either
financial or educational terms. They vary from year to year in many
respects. Some programs suffer more than others. Clearly the most
important factor is the degree of coordination of program authorizations
and appropriations in Congress. Under present practices the lack of
reasonable Federal timing and coordination makes timely and adequate
administration of intergovernmental programs impossible in Federal,
State, and local educational agencies.

Many educational administrators believe the necessary intergovern-
mental processes require a full year from the time the Federal appropria-
tion is approved to the time the programs are inaugurated at the local level_
Their reasons are based on their experience. Some provisions already
have been authorized by Congress for a number of programs, among which
is advance funding, but this has been provided only for one program for one
year, and thereafter abandoned. The situation remains wasteful and
educationally difficult year after year.

mable I shows that the CED plan could substantially solve the
problem. It shows the number of days of delay of Federal appropriations
beyond the beginning of the fiscal year on July 1 for five complete fiscal
years of administration of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965. Had the plan proposed by CED been in effect, the Federal, State,
and local educational agencies would have had six months for planning and
administration each year before July 1st. Moreover, there would not have
been the average loss of 132 days of additional time beyond July 1 for these
functions, as shown in Table I.
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